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1 Introduction
The physical world is made up from particles, which form the objects we can interact
with. To do so we most often use our hands for reaching and grasping them. Making
voluntary goal-directed arm movements is a basic ability of all primates. This act seems
to be very simple - almost trivial - to us, but it involves a complex translation of sensory
information into muscle activation patterns. It is not only interesting how we plan to
reach an object but also how we combine and represent information about our
environment and our internal states to form a decision to do so.
The following work consists of three scientific articles and one submitted manuscript,
which addresses the question how reach planning is accomplished by the brain. The
model system that was used to answer this question was the behaving macaque monkey.
To investigate the complex system of reach planning extracellular activity was recorded
from neurons in two distinct cortical areas, the parietal reach region (PRR) and the dorsal
premotor cortex (PMd), while the animals performed a behavioral task. A computational
model was developed in accordance with findings from the electrophysiological
recordings, which was then used to interpret the recorded data and to understand the
underlying mechanisms that lead to the findings.

1.1

Reach planning in the brain

Two major factors are important for planning a reach movement. The first one is the
sensory input, which provides information about the surrounding environment and the
possible objects that can be reached for or that have to be avoided. If you are sitting in
front of your desk, for example, there a usually several objects you could reach for, like
the phone, the computer mouse or a paper. The second factor is the current behavioral
context, which provides the incentives and constraints to act in a specific way within this
environment. If you want to make a call you reach for the phone, but depending on your
schedule you might also reach for the mouse instead because you want to work on your
latest project. The same visual input can therefore lead to very different decisions and
actions, depending on the behavioral state and internal goals.
1

The planning and execution of reach movements are distributed tasks, to which many
areas in the brain contribute. Several areas which have been identified to play a major
role in this tasks form a frontoparietal network for reaching (Fig. 1). This frontoparietal
network is thought to transform sensory input into an output of muscle activity patterns
needed to move the hand to the target position (Burnod et al., 1999; Wise et al., 1997).
The network receives information that influences where to reach mainly from two
sources. On the one hand spatial
sensory input from visual areas enters
the frontoparietal network via the
posterior parietal cortex (PPC) (Blatt
et al., 1990; Colby et al., 1988;
Marconi et al., 2001). On the other
hand
about

top-down
behavioral

modulating input
constraints

and

incentives is believed to come from
prefrontal and premotor areas (Toni et
al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003;
Wise and Murray, 2000). Other nonvisual signals, as for example eye and arm positional information, also influence the
network (Burnod et al., 1999). These signals are important for visuomotor
transformations (see below).
Parts of the frontoparietal network belong to the PPC, which is viewed as a sensory and
motor association area, which transforms visual information into actions. It is considered
to be a central node for the so called "where" pathway of visual information processing.
The "where" pathway is supposed to be involved in the spatial relations of objects and
their motion in visual scenes (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Ungerleider and Mishkin,
1982). It is seen complementary to the "what" pathway, which is supposed to deal with
processing of orientations, shapes and color (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Gross, 1992;
Logothetis et al., 1995).
The distinction between "where" and "what", which was defined originally from the
sensory side, has been replaced by a more appropriate distinction of "action" and "object"
2

pathways (Goodale and Milner, 1992). There are some studies that even provide evidence
that neurons in the PPC can also represent abstract task rules (Grol et al., 2006; Stoet and
Snyder, 2004), which are usually associated with the frontal cortex (FC). Other parts of
the frontoparietal network belong to the FC and prefrontal cortex (PFC), and presumably
provide top-down influence. These structures are associated with executive control,
learning and representation of abstract behavioral rules (Miller, 2000; Muhammad et al.,
2006; Toni and Passingham, 1999; Wallis et al., 2001; White and Wise, 1999). The basis
of our investigations were electrophysiological recordings in the PRR, which is part of
the PPC, and the PMd, which is part of the FC. These two structures are important parts
of the frontoparietal network for reaching and are described in more detail within the next
two sections.

1.1.1 The parietal reach region (PRR)
PRR has been functionally defined as an area that shows reach related activity. It is
especially known for its involvement in the planning of reach movements (Batista et al.,
1999; Mountcastle et al., 1975; Snyder et al., 1997). Anatomically it includes parts of the
medial intraparietal area (MIP), which belongs to Brodmann area 5, and area V6A
(Snyder et al., 2000). It is located on the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS)
close to the posterior end of the superior parietal lobule (SPL). PRR receives input from
visual extrastriate and somatosensory areas and projects to the PMd (Blatt et al., 1990;
Johnson et al., 1996). Anatomically very close to PRR are the lateral intraparietal area
(LIP) and the anterior intraparietal area (AIP), which seem to fulfill similar functions for
saccadic eye movements and prehension (grasping), respectively. PRR also receives
somatosensory input and it has been proposed to be involved in visuomotor
transformations (see below).

1.1.2 The dorsal premotor cortex (PMd)
The area between the primary motor cortex (M1) and the PFC is known as the premotor
cortex (PM). The region is further subdivided in a dorsal part (PMd) and a ventral part
(PMv) (Kurata, 1991; Kurata, 1994; Preuss et al., 1996). It is known that PMd receives
3

most of its parietal input from the superior parietal lobe (SPL), including MIP (Kurata,
1991; Wise et al., 1997) and therefore also PRR. Most of these connections are reciprocal
and therefore contribute to a sensorimotor loop. In addition to that PMd also receives
input from PFC (Wise et al., 1997), which is supposed to mediate behaviorally acquired
rules. PMd is typically associated with the representation and learning of abstract
behavioral rules. For example it has been shown that the activity of PMd neurons changes
during learning of a new stimulus-response association (Mitz et al., 1991). The caudal
part of PMd projects to M1 and reciprocally connects the frontoparietal reach network to
its output stage. Several studies have shown that PMd is involved in reach planning
(Batista et al., 2007; Crammond and Kalaska, 1996; Pesaran et al., 2006; Weinrich and
Wise, 1982) and, like in PRR, many neurons in PMd represent the upcoming reach
direction (Crammond and Kalaska, 2000). A recent study suggested that not only definite
goals are represented, but also potential goals as long as they remain valid possibilities
(Cisek, 2006; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005).

1.2

Motor goal tuning

In the following studies we will often deal with properties of single neurons or
populations of neurons. Therefore a short overview of some central terms is given here.
Neurons are functionally characterized by measuring their firing rate in response to an
externally controlled parameter. Neurons in sensory areas like V1, for example, have
increased firing rates if a salient stimulus appears at a particular position on the retina.
The so called 'receptive field' (RF) of a neuron is the region of space in which a particular
stimulus elicits a change of firing rate of that neuron. Sometimes also the term response
field is used, especially if the relationship depends on non-sensory parameters.
If the firing rate of the neuron is systematically changing when a parameter, like the
orientation of a grating, is changed then typically it is said the neuron is tuned for this
parameter. The functional dependency of the firing rate on the specific parameter then is
expressed as the tuning function or also tuning profile of a neuron. In PRR and PMd the
firing rates of neurons often depend on the direction of a planned movement. A particular
direction which elicits the highest firing rate is called the preferred reach direction (PD)
for that neuron. In the following neurons that have a systematic relationship between their
4

firing rate and the movement direction will be called motor goal tuned neurons. It is not
trivial though to find out if neurons are truly motor goal tuned, as we will see in the next
section.

1.3

The anti-reach paradigm

In a classical task to analyze reach related activity of neurons in the planning stage, a
visual stimulus (cue) is briefly shown at some peripheral position on a screen. After a
delay, the subject has to perform a reach toward that stimulus, starting from a common
position (usually the center of the screen). We will call this a 'pro reach', because stimulus
position and motor goal are equivalent (Fig. 2; top). In this case the neuronal response
can be either attributed to the motor goal or the visual stimulus.
To disentangle this response, a so called 'anti reach' paradigm can been used (Crammond
and Kalaska, 1994; Gail and Andersen, 2006; Zhang et al., 1997), which is based on a
similar paradigm for fast ballistic eye movements (saccades) termed 'anti-saccade' task
(Amador et al., 1998; Bell et al., 2000; Hallett, 1978). Similar to the 'pro reach' paradigm,
a visual cue is shown in the periphery, but the reach that follows after the delay has to be
directed towards the diametrically opposite direction of the cue (Fig. 2; bottom). If a
specific neuron has the highest firing rate for a certain cue position, in pro- and anti-reach
trials alike, its response can be attributed to the visual stimulus. If its firing rate is highest
for a certain movement direction, it can be attributed to the motor goal.

5

1.4

Visuomotor transformations

One very important task that has to be solved by the frontoparietal reach network is to
translate the position of objects from one coordinate system to another. For example,
when a visible object is the goal of a reach movement, the movement goal has to be
transformed from a retinal position to motor space, so that the reach is directed properly.
Imagine again the situation of sitting in front of a desk. When you reach for the phone,
for example, it does not matter if your gaze is directed towards it or towards the computer
screen, to perform the task. This means the reach is planned in relation to the current arm
position even though the object is projected on different parts of the retina. The necessary
transformations that have to be performed depend on two factors. Firstly, on the effector
that is to be used. In the example you could reach your target with the left or right arm.
Secondly, on the sensory modality which is used to sense the environment, in the
example it could be your eyes if the phone was in your visual field or your ears if you
6

want to reach for the ringing phone without looking at it. These so called 'reference frame
transformations' may be accomplished in several stages, from an eye-centered coordinate
frame to head-centered then to body-centered and finally to limb-centered. Planning of
reach movements might be realized in any of these stages.
Several studies have provided evidence that reference frame transformations between eye
and hand coordinates take place in PRR (Buneo et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2009; Cohen
and Andersen, 2002). It is also assumed that many parietal areas use a common eyecentered reference frame, which suggests that the planning of movements might be
accomplished in this reference frame (Andersen and Buneo, 2002). How the
transformation between reference frames is computationally implemented is not fully
understood, but one prominent mechanism that might mediate the transformation is gain
modulation.

1.5

Gain modulation

To achieve a visuomotor transformation as described in the previous section a universal
mechanism, called gain modulation, has been proposed (Zipser and Andersen, 1988).
This mechanism has been shown to be
widely used throughout the central
nervous system (for a review see
Salinas

and

Thier,

2000).

Gain

modulation can be described very
generally as a nonlinear integration of
information from different sources.
Usually it refers to the change of the
response function of a neuron, without
altering its selectivity, by input from a
different modality. This modulation can be multiplicative or otherwise nonlinear and
changes the response amplitude in an ordered way according to a modulatory parameter.
A neuron in PRR, for example, could have a preferred motor goal tuning for a reach
movement to the left. The preferred direction will stay the same, independent of the
7

initial position of the arm, but the tuning profile will be differently scaled, dependent on
that initial position.
The first areas in which modulations of neural activity by eye position were described,
were areas 7a and the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Andersen et al., 1990; Andersen and
Mountcastle, 1983). LIP contains neurons that are active during the planning phase of a
saccade. These neurons have response fields for different saccade directions in a
retinocentric reference frame. A specific neuron, for example, could prefer saccades to
the left side of the visual field and increases its firing rate if a saccade in that direction is
planned. If the initial position of the gaze is now systematically changed by changing the
fixation position, the firing rate of the neurons is modulated (either increased or
decreased) in proportion to the change of eye position. Gain modulation was also found
in many other cortical and subcortical structures (Batista et al., 1999; Boussaoud et al.,
1998; Connor et al., 1996; Van Opstal et al., 1995). From a theoretical point of view it is
interesting that neuronal network models could demonstrate that a gain modulation
mechanism can realize reference frame transformations (Brozovic et al., 2007; Pouget
and Sejnowski, 1997; Zipser and Andersen, 1988), which emphasizes its universal usage
in the brain.

1.6

Decision making

How and when are motor goals represented in the premotor and posterior parietal cortex?
In the previous sections, we discussed that motor goals are represented in these areas and
that they are gain modulated. One open question is, if the motor goals are definite,
meaning that they are the final decision, or if they represent an intermediate state of
potential goals. At this point we have to go into more detail about the theory of decision
making. Decision making is defined as the process of choosing appropriate actions from a
set of possible alternatives. Examples include very basic animal behaviors, such as
foraging, fight-or-flight decisions and more complicated human decisions, such as
deciding how to dress or whom to vote. Recently the term "Neuroeconomics" has been
coined to name a whole new field of research which combines economy, psychology and
neuroscience in an effort to explain how and why we decide for one thing or another
(Glimcher and Rustichini, 2004). In this work we will only discuss decisions of a more
8

limited scope for simplicity and scientific accessibility. The sensory input, on which
many decisions are based, is often ambiguous and the outcome of the decision might be
uncertain as well.
The decision to stop or go at a traffic light, for example, depends on the visual perception
of a red or green signal, which might be disturbed by direct sunlight. The outcome of the
decision can be uncertain as a consequence of the disturbed sensory information or
because it depends on external factors. In the example, the outcome of our decision to
stop or go also depends on the behavior of the other traffic participants and their
decisions. This means many factors might influence our decision, including anticipating
the behavior of others. To better analyze this complexity, the decision process is often
split up into two parts. First, all possible options one can choose have to be evaluated.
Second, among these options one is selected. To select a specific action it is necessary to
assign values to all possible options and weighing them accordingly. For example you
may value a 100 Euro note more than a sandwich under normal conditions, but when you
are starving it might be the other way round. Sometimes the valuation might also be
based on known or unknown probabilities, so that value of an option is only an estimate.
After valuation a mechanism has to somehow select among the valuated options.
The processes of representation, valuation and selection have traditionally been thought
to be computed separately and in a serial manner. In contrast to that several studies show
that parietal and premotor areas represent several of these signals that are related to
decision making at the same time (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Gold and Shadlen, 2000;
Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004). This could mean that there is no distinct
line that separates representation, valuation and selection. One recent study proposed the
parallel processing of action specification (representation) and selection and presented a
computational model of the decision making process for reach movements (Cisek, 2006).
According to this model even while possible motor goals are still being specified, they
already compete for selection in an integrated manner. It is also argued that a parallel
system might be more plausible and efficient from an evolutionary point of view.
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According to the Bayesian brain theory (Knill and Pouget, 2004), the brain computes and
maintains probabilities, in the form of probability density functions, throughout the
decision process, without the need to
compute intermediate results. Only at
the very last step, when the motor
action is immediate, one of all possible
outcomes is realized. In our real life
analogy this would mean that as soon
as you see the phone and the paper on
the

desk,

within

your

brain

a

competition between the two actions of
reaching for the phone and reaching
for the paper starts. For this all behavioral incentives and constraints like the urgency of
the phone call you want to make and your curiosity about the article in the paper would
be taken into account and result in a probability density distribution that describes all
these factors. In the end only one possibility survives and you eventually reach for the
phone (Fig. 3).
An analogy can be drawn to another research field, which deals with systems that behave
in a similar manner. Properties of particles on the quantum level can be described as
probability density functions. A quantum system can be described as the superposition of
all possible states that the system can take. The position of a particle in space, for
example, is undetermined and can only be described in probabilistic terms. As long as no
observer takes a measurement of one of the systems properties, all states exist in parallel
(though not all have the same probability). Only when a measurement is taken, that is
when the system is "asked to make a decision", one state becomes reality, while all the
others vanish.
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2 Original articles and manuscripts
This chapter contains the following articles and manuscripts:
1.

Gail, A; Klaes, C; Westendorff, S (2009). Implementation of Spatial
Transformation Rules for Goal-Directed Reaching via Gain Modulation in
Monkey Parietal and Premotor Cortex. Journal of Neuroscience 29, 9490-9499.

2.

Westendorff, S; Klaes, C; Gail, A (2010). The Cortical Timeline for Deciding on
Reach Motor Goals. Journal of Neuroscience 30, 5426-5436.

3.

Klaes, C; Westendorff, S; Chakrabarti, S; Gail, A (2011). Choosing goals, not
rules: Deciding among rule-based action plans. Neuron 70, 536-548

4.

Klaes, C; Schneegans, S; Schöner, G; Gail, A. Sensorimotor learning biases
choice behavior: A learning neural field model for decision making. Submitted

Author's contributions:
1. A.G., C.K. and S.W. designed the experiment, did the analysis and wrote the
manuscript. C.K. and S.W. collected the data. All authors discussed the results
and commented on the manuscript at all stages.
2. S.W., C.K. and A.G. designed the experiment. S.W. and C.K. collected the data.
S.W. did the analysis and wrote the manuscript. A.G. edited the manuscript. All
authors discussed the results and commented on the manuscript at all stages.
3. C.K., S.W., and A.G. designed the experiment. C.K., S.C. and S.W. collected the
data. C.K. did the analysis and wrote the manuscript. A.G. edited the manuscript.
All authors discussed the results and commented on the manuscript at all stages.
4. C.K., S.S. G.S. and A.G. designed the model. S.S. programmed the original
model. C.K. did the analysis and wrote the manuscript. A.G. and S.S. edited the
manuscript. C.K and S.S contributed equally to this work. All authors discussed
the results and commented on the manuscript at all stages.
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2.1

Implementation of Spatial Transformation Rules for

Goal-Directed Reaching via Gain Modulation in Monkey
Parietal and Premotor Cortex
Spatial transformations between different reference frames might be implemented via
gain modulation, as described in the introduction (1.5). Are learned arbitrary
21H

transformation rules, like the anti-reach paradigm implemented in a similar manner? In
this study we wanted to test if motor-goal representations in PRR and PMd during reach
planning are gain modulated by the behavioral context. This could give us an indication
on how a spatial cue is remapped onto an arbitrary motor goal. In a monkey experiment,
we interspersed pro and anti reach trials to compare two different mapping rules, in
which we could measure neuronal activity.
In PRR and in PMd we found that the behavioral context affects the tuning profile of
individual neurons via gain modulation. On the one hand we could show that PRR has
stronger directional selectivity during the planning of a reach toward a directly cued goal
(pro reach) compared with an inferred target (anti reach). On the other hand PMd showed
stronger overall activity during reaches toward inferred goals when compared with
directly cued goals. These results support the idea that gain modulation is the
computational mechanism that implements rule-based remappings of motor goals. The
described different effects of the context in PRR and PMd fit well into the supposed
information flow in the frontoparietal reach network. PRR is influenced more strongly by
the sensory input which defines the possible reach goals. PMd seems to be influenced
more by the top-down arbitrary rules, which presumably come from PFC.
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Implementation of Spatial Transformation Rules for
Goal-Directed Reaching via Gain Modulation in Monkey
Parietal and Premotor Cortex
Alexander Gail, Christian Klaes, and Stephanie Westendorff
Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience, German Primate Center–Leibniz Institute for Primate Research, 37077 Göttingen, Germany

Planning goal-directed movements requires the combination of visuospatial with abstract contextual information. Our sensory environment constrains possible movements to a certain extent. However, contextual information guides proper choice of action in a given
situation and allows flexible mapping of sensory instruction cues onto different motor actions. We used anti-reach tasks to test the
hypothesis that spatial motor-goal representations in cortical sensorimotor areas are gain modulated by the behavioral context to achieve
flexible remapping of spatial cue information onto arbitrary motor goals. We found that gain modulation of neuronal reach goal
representations is commonly induced by the behavioral context in individual neurons of both, the parietal reach region (PRR) and the
dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). In addition, PRR showed stronger directional selectivity during the planning of a reach toward a directly
cued goal (pro-reach) compared with an inferred target (anti-reach). PMd, however, showed stronger overall activity during reaches
toward inferred targets compared with directly cued targets. Based on our experimental evidence, we suggest that gain modulation is the
computational mechanism underlying the integration of spatial and contextual information for flexible, rule-driven stimulus–response
mapping, and thereby forms an important basis of goal-directed behavior. Complementary contextual effects in PRR versus PMd are
consistent with the idea that posterior parietal cortex preferentially represents sensory-driven, “automatic” motor goals, whereas frontal
sensorimotor areas are stronger engaged in the representation of rule-based, “inferred” motor goals.

Introduction
The same visual scene can lead to very different actions taken
depending on the behavioral context. In a real boxing match, the
face of your opponent is the direct goal of your arm movement. In
a show fight, the face is not the goal of the movement but still
guides it. Planning a reach toward a visual target object or inferring a reach goal from the position of an object according to a
spatial transformation rule requires context-specific sensorimotor transformations (Gail and Andersen, 2006). Here, we test how
the frontoparietal reach network flexibly creates context-specific
motor-goal representations.
Spatially flexible cue–response mapping, as in a pro-reach/
anti-reach task, requires integration of spatial sensory information with the context. Computational models suggest that this
flexibility can be achieved with contextual gain modulation of
spatially selective neurons (Salinas, 2004; Brozović et al., 2007),
equivalent to gain field mechanisms suggested for multisensory
integration (Andersen et al., 1985; Zipser and Andersen, 1988;
Boussaoud et al., 1993, 1998; Brotchie et al., 1995; Galletti et al.,
Received March 5, 2009; revised June 13, 2009; accepted June 16, 2009.
This work was supported by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research (Germany) Grants 01GQ0433 and
01GQ0814. We thank Sina Plümer and Ludwig Ehrenreich for their extensive support in data collection, and Axel
Lindner for helpful discussions on previous versions of this manuscript.
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agail@gwdg.de.
DOI:10.1523/JNEUROSCI.1095-09.2009
Copyright © 2009 Society for Neuroscience 0270-6474/09/299490-10$15.00/0

1995; Salinas and Abbott, 1996; Snyder et al., 1998; Salinas and
Thier, 2000). If the idea of gain modulation for space– context
integration holds true, then spatially selective neurons in primate
cortical sensorimotor areas, like the parietal reach region (PRR)
and the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), should be upregulated
and downregulated by the behavioral context.
Spatial sensory information presumably reaches the frontoparietal sensorimotor network via the posterior parietal cortex
(Colby et al., 1988; Blatt et al., 1990; Marconi et al., 2001). Associative goal selection criteria or arbitrary transformation rules are
believed to exert their influence on motor planning via prefrontal
and premotor areas (Rushworth et al., 1997; Wise and Murray,
2000; Toni et al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003). Both PMd and
PRR have been shown to express sustained spatially selective
activity during movement planning (Weinrich and Wise,
1982; Andersen et al., 1985; Boussaoud and Wise, 1993;
Kalaska, 1996; Wise et al., 1997; Andersen and Buneo, 2002;
Cisek, 2007), predominantly representing motor goals (di Pellegrino and Wise, 1993; Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Gail
and Andersen, 2006). We compare contextual modulations in
PRR and PMd to test whether the two areas represent inferred
versus directly cued motor goals differently. Posterior parietal
cortex, for example, was hypothesized to mainly represent fast
“automatic” motor goals (Desmurget et al., 1999; Pisella et al.,
2000), as in pro-reaches.
We tested whether and how motor-goal representations in
PRR and PMd are modulated by context-specific spatial transformation rules during reach planning. We used a memory-guided

Gail et al. • Gain Modulations for Goal-Directed Reaching
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Figure 1. Memory-guided anti-reach task with precuing. a, The left sequence shows an example of a pro-trial, and the right, an example of an anti-trial. Subjects had to maintain eye fixation
(central dark spot) throughout the trial and hand fixation (central white spot) until the go instruction (disappearance of the white spot). The reach goal was defined by the combination of a context
cue (colored central frame), indicating the pro/anti transformation rule, and a color-neutral spatial cue, which was presented at any of four different peripheral screen positions (0, 90, 180, 270°).
Cues could be presented before (precue period) or after a variable memory period (go cue period), simultaneously or separately. In the example, the context and the spatial cue are both presented
during the precue period. To be rewarded, the subject had to make a reach toward the previous spatial cue position (pro-reach) or to the opposite side (anti-reach). The arrows and dotted circles are
for demonstration purpose only and were not shown to the subjects. b, In this study, we compare conditions in which the subjects either had full information on the upcoming motor goal
(transformation rule and spatial cue presented as precue; RS condition) or only the context information available (transformation rule presented as precue, spatial cue during go cue period; R
condition). c, Extracellular signals from multiple individual neurons were recorded simultaneously in PRR and PMd (regions of interest for monkey S) while the monkeys performed the task.

pro-reach/anti-reach task with partial precuing to investigate
contextual modulations that were either independent or dependent of the spatial tuning. We tested separately the effect of context on either the response amplitude or the directional selectivity. Our results are consistent with the idea of space– context
integration by a gain modulation mechanism. Additionally, we
found complementary effects of context on motor-goal representations in PRR and PMd, which indicate different mutual roles of
the two areas in context-specific visuomotor integration and
motor-goal representation.

Materials and Methods
Tasks and control of behavioral parameters. Two male rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta; S and A) were trained to perform a memory-guided
anti-reach task with partial precuing (Fig. 1a). Two visual cues, one
spatial and one contextual, were presented to the subjects either simultaneously or at different points in time (19 inch ViewSonic LCD VX922;
5 ms off– on– off response time). The contextual cue (transformation
rule) consisted of a green (pro-reach) or blue (anti-reach) frame around
the eye and hand fixation points and instructed the subject to reach either
toward (pro) or diametrically opposite to the spatial cue (anti). The
peripheral spatial cue was located at one of four possible positions (0, 90,
180, and 270°) with an eccentricity of 9 cm [14.5° visual angle (VA)]
relative to the fixation point. The motor goal was only defined uniquely,
once both cues were known to the subject.
The monkey initiated a trial, by fixating a small red square in the center
of the screen (eye fixation tolerance, 2.5– 4.0° VA; 224 Hz CCD camera;
ET-49B; Thomas Recording) and touching an adjacent white square of
the same size (hand fixation tolerance: 4.0° VA, touch screen mounted
directly in front of the video screen; IntelliTouch; ELO Systems). After a
short period of 500 –1000 ms (fixation period), the precue appeared for
200 ms. The precue could be either the contextual and the spatial cue at
once [rule and spatial condition (RS)], only the spatial cue [spatial-only
condition (S)], only the contextual cue [rule-only condition (R)], or
nothing [null condition (N)], leading to four different memory conditions. After the precue, the monkey had to keep eye and hand fixation for
800 –2000 ms (memory period). Depending on the memory condition,
additional information was given to the monkey at the end of memory
period. In the R, S, and N conditions, the missing information required
to fully specify the reach goal (the spatial cue, the contextual cue, or both)
was briefly flashed during the 170 ms go cue period. In the RS condition,

no additional information was shown. Simultaneously, with the presentation of the second cue, the hand fixation square disappeared (“go”
signal) and the monkey had to reach toward the instructed goal within a
maximum of 700 –1000 ms (movement period; 4.9° VA reach tolerance)
and hold the goal position for 300 – 400 ms (feedback period). The monkey received visual feedback about the correct movement goal, which
consisted of a filled circle of the same color as the contextual cue and was
presented at the goal location during the feedback period. Eye fixation
had to be kept throughout the trial; otherwise, the trial was aborted
immediately. Liquid reward and acoustic feedback indicated correct
(high pitch tone, reward) or incorrect (low pitch tone, no reward)
behavior.
Pro-trials and anti-trials were randomly interleaved from trial to trial
(⬃400 trials per data set) and the four memory conditions were randomly mixed in small blocks (10 –20 trials of same condition per block).
To test the contextual influence on motor planning, only the results of
the RS and R conditions (transformation rule available during the
planning phase of the movement) are meaningful and presented here
(Fig. 1b).
Animal preparation and neural recordings. After training of the task,
both monkeys were implanted with titanium head holders that were
custom-fit to their heads based on computer-tomographical surface reconstruction of the skull (3di GmbH). After recovery and additional
training, each monkey was implanted with two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-compatible recording chambers, also custom-fit to the
skull. One chamber was placed above PRR [Horsley Clarke coordinates:
6 mm/⫺8.5 mm (monkey S/A) lateral; ⫺10 mm/⫺9.5 mm anterior], the
other chamber above PMd (13 mm/⫺13.5 mm lateral; 17 mm/19.8 mm
anterior). Presurgical structural MRI was used to position the chambers
(Fig. 1c). Postsurgical MRIs, showing the chamber relative to the brain,
verified the correct chamber positions and allowed precise targeting of
the desired anatomical structure. Sustained, direction-selective, neural
responses during center-out reach planning was used as a physiological
signature in both areas to confirm the imaging-based positioning. Both
chambers were implanted contralaterally to the handedness of the monkey (A, left hemisphere; S, right hemisphere). All surgical and imaging
procedures were conducted under general anesthesia.
For the extracellular recordings, up to four microelectrodes in each
cortical area in a five-channel microdrive (“mini-matrix”; Thomas Recording) were used simultaneously. In most sessions, simultaneous
recordings were conducted in both areas. The raw signals were preamplified (20⫻; Thomas Recording), bandpass filtered, and amplified (154
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Hz to 8.8 kHz; 400 – 800⫻; Plexon), before on-line spike-sorting was
conducted (Sort Client; Plexon). In addition to spike times, the spike
waveforms were recorded and later subjected to off-line sorting for optimal isolation quality (Offline Sorter; Plexon).
Animal care and all experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with German law (Animal Welfare Act).
Selection of neural data. All recorded and sufficiently well isolated
units, regardless of their tuning properties, were included in the neural data analyses unless explicitly stated otherwise. We analyzed the
neural activity during the last 300 ms of the memory period (i.e.,
activity succeeding the precue with a time lag of at least 500 ms, and
immediately preceding the go cue). This period was chosen to extract
movement planning activity without confounding effects of (1) immediate visual input from the cue stimuli, or (2) transition phases
from visual to motor-goal tuning (Gail and Andersen, 2006), or (3)
visual and somatosensory input and motor-control signals related to
movement initiation.
Analyses of neuronal directional selectivity. Directional selectivity was
quantified with a directional tuning vector (DTV), which is defined as the
3
vector average across all center-out cue directions u
i (unit vectors)
weighted with the corresponding mean neural spike rates across trials
with this cue direction (rij) and normalized to the total mean spike rate
across all trials for the neuron j as follows:

DTVj ⫽

冘 冘
4

i⫽1

riju3i兾

4

rij.

i⫽1

The length of the resulting vector is between 0 and 1 and is a measure of
the tuning strength. Its direction will be referred to as preferred direction
(PD) of a neuron. The DTV was computed separately for pro-trials and
anti-trials and was defined relative to the position of the spatial cue, not
relative to the movement goal.
Significance of the directional selectivity was tested with a nonparametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal–Wallis; Matlab; Mathworks) with the
four different visual cue directions as groups and sample sizes defined by
the number of identical trial repetitions. The ANOVA was calculated
independently within each transformation rule (pro/anti) and precuing
condition (total of 2 ⫻ 4 ⫽ 8 combinations).
The relative difference in PD between pro-trials and anti-trials in the
RS condition indicates whether the tuning of a neuron in the given time
window reflects the visual cue or the reach goal position. We quantified
this difference with the tuning direction difference index (DD) as
follows:

DD ⫽ PDA ⫺ PDP.
PDP and PDA are the preferred directions of a neuron in pro-trials and
anti-trials, respectively. A DD of ⫾0° indicates idealized visual tuning. A
DD of ⫾180° means opposing PDs (relative to the cue position), which
indicates idealized motor-goal tuning.
Analyses of contextual modulations. We tested three different effects of
the context on the neuronal activity and quantified each of them with a
contextual modulation index: gain modulation of spatially selective neurons (i.e., amplitude changes independent of changes in directional
selectivity [gain modulation (GM)], changes in directional selectivity
independent of changes in overall neural response strength [selectivity
modulation (SM)], and direct modulation of neuronal activity levels
independent of spatial tuning [direct modulation (DM)]).
Contextual gain modulation is characterized by amplitude changes of
spatial tuning, independent of changes in directional selectivity. It is
defined as follows:

GM ⫽
RS
P

RS
A

RS
rRS
P ⫺ rA
RS
RS,
rP ⫹ rA

where r and r are the mean spike rates for pro-trials and anti-trials in
the RS condition. Since most neurons in PRR and PMd are spatially
highly selective with a DD of around ⫾180° (see Results), large absolute
GM values indicate strong gain modulation effects of the spatial motorgoal tuning by the context.

Contextual selectivity modulation is characterized by changes in directional selectivity independent of changes in response amplitude. To quantify
contextual selectivity modulation, we computed the contrast of the normalized
DTV length between pro-trials and anti-trials in the RS condition as follows:

SM ⫽

兩DTVP兩 ⫺ 兩DTVA兩
,
兩DTVP兩 ⫹ 兩DTVA兩

where DTVP and DTVA are the normalized directional tuning vectors for
pro-trials and anti-trials. A positive SM indicates that a neuron is more
strongly tuned in pro-trials than in anti-trials, and vice versa for negative
values. Values close to zero indicate that tuning selectivity is not modulated by the transformation rule.
Both GM and SM quantify modulations of spatial tuning by context.
GM and SM are independent of each other in that each can change
without affecting the other by varying parameters of hypothetical tuning
functions (supplemental material S1, available at www.jneurosci.org).
This does not mean that a single cell could not simultaneously have a high
GM and SM. In fact, for neurons that are very strongly modulated by the
context the activity in one of the two conditions (pro or anti) may be so
weak that the tuning becomes arbitrarily shaped, which can lead to large
GM and SM values and “random” DD values.
Direct context modulation can be quantified by differences in the
memory activity between pro-reaches and anti-reaches in the R condition, since these differences reflect contextual influence independent of
any spatial tuning. We defined the direct context modulation as the contrast
of the average activities between pro-trials and anti-trials as follows:

DM ⫽

rRP ⫺ rRA
.
rRP ⫹ rRA

rRP and rRA are the mean spike rates in the R condition for pro-trials and
anti-trials, respectively. A positive DM indicates neurons that are more active
in pro-trials. A negative DM indicates stronger activity in anti-trials. Values
close to zero indicate neurons indifferent to the transformation rule.
Note that all modulation indices are nonparametric and do not require
fitting of any predefined tuning functions.
All contextual modulations were statistically analyzed on the level of
individual neurons and, additionally, on the population level. We used
bootstrap methods (n ⫽ 100 samples) to estimate the confidence limits
of all indices (GM, SM, DM, and DD) for each individual neuron. The
trial-by-trial spike rates were randomly permuted with repetitions,
whereas the assignment of each trial to a certain direction, transformation rule, and memory condition was kept unchanged. GM, SM, and DM
were considered significant if the 95% confidence limit did not overlap
with zero. DD was considered to significantly deviate from motor-goal
tuning if the circular confidence interval did not overlap with 180°.
On the population level, we estimated the to-be-expected distributions of
all indices when assuming random data (shuffle test; n ⫽ 100 * number of
used neurons). We randomly permuted trial-by-trial spike rates across the
two transformation rules, while keeping the cue direction and memory condition unchanged. This procedure eliminated any effect of the transformation rule. For the GM, SM, and DM, t tests were used to quantify deviations
of the population means from zero. Additionally, a Bartlett test was used to
test for deviations of the original distribution’s variance from the normally
distributed shuffled data. A positive Bartlett test indicates contextual modulations beyond what is expected because of random variations, even if the
distribution of indices is centered at zero (i.e., even when there is no bias of
the index toward either propreference or antipreference). To test whether a
distribution of DD across the population of neurons deviates significantly
from the predefined ⫾180° direction, we used circular statistics to compute
the 95% confidence limits according to the following:

d ⫽ arccos

冤冑

冥

2n(2R2 ⫺ n␣2 ,1)
4n ⫺ ␣2 ,1
,
R

where R ⫽ nr. n is the number of samples, r is the mean resultant vector
length of the angular direction data (here, DD indices), and  is the
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Figure 2. Motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd during the late planning phase of reach movements. The example cell (a) shows classical motor-goal tuning, characterized by a PD depending on
the motor goal and not the cue (DD not significantly different from 180°), as shown in the polar plot (middle). The response strength and selectivity were independent of the behavioral context (GM
and SM not different from zero). Raster plots and spike density functions for pro (light gray) and anti (dark) trials are shown for the two most active directions (here, 90 and 270°) during the late
memory period. Time 0 marks the onset of the go cue period. The mean firing rate during the fixation period is provided for comparison (dashed line). Spike density curves are smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel ( ⫽ 50 ms; dark lines, mean; light area, SE) for presentation purposes only. Also, polar tuning functions are interpolated for presentation purposes only, whereas all analyses are
conducted nonparametrically on the original spike data. b, Tuning DDs in PRR (top) and PMd (bottom) indicate that neurons in these areas are preferentially motor-goal tuned. Most individual
neurons do not deviate significantly from 180° (light gray bars); a few do according to their bootstrap confidence limits (dark bars). The circular distributions of the DD for all neurons in each area do
not significantly deviate from 180°. Note that because of symmetry the distribution of absolute values (兩DD兩) are plotted, whereas circular statistics are applied to the original DD values.
inverse of the  2 cumulative distribution function with a confidence
limit of 1 ⫺ ␣ (Zar, 1999).
To quantify the correlation between the signs and strengths of different forms of contextual modulation in individual neurons, we computed
Pearson’s cross-correlation coefficients of the different indices across the
population of neurons. To make the modulation indices scale-invariant,
we normalized the modulation indices to the variances of their respective
distributions as follows:

zi ⫽

xi
.
i

Here, i is the considered index (GM, SM, DM), x is the value of the index,
and  is the variance of the index distribution over the cell population.
Note that this normalization is only for easier comparison of the modulation strengths in the scatter plots of Figure 7. The cross-correlation
coefficient is independent of this linear scaling, which is applied within
each index distribution. To test whether different types of modulation
tend to occur in complementary neuronal subpopulations, regardless of
the “direction” of modulation (i.e., propreference vs antipreference), we
also compared the absolute values of the different modulation indices.
We used Spearman’s rank correlation to account for the non-normal
distribution of absolute modulation indices.

Results
Both monkeys performed the task with high accuracy. The percentage of overall correct trials was 78% (monkey S) and 86%
(monkey A) in the RS condition, and 75% (S) and 83% (A) in the
R condition. Error trials were mainly attributable to early trial
abortion (mostly breaks in ocular fixation) but not attributable to
a confusion of the “pro” and “anti” rules. The percentage of
correct pro-reach and anti-reach decisions in otherwise-correct
trials was 98% (S) and 99% (A) in the RS condition, and 94% (S)
and 99% (A) in the R condition. The performance of both monkeys showed no significant difference between pro-trials and
anti-trials in the RS condition ( p ⬎ 0.05, paired t test), and a minimal difference in the R condition (S: mpro ⫽ 95%, manti ⫽ 94%, p ⫽
0.008; A: mpro ⫽ 99%, manti ⫽ 98%, p ⫽ 0.003, paired t test).
A total of 258 neurons from PRR (monkey S, 99; A, 159) and
193 from PMd (S, 75; A, 118) were recorded. Regardless of their
spatial tuning properties, we tested all recorded neurons for direct context modulation (i.e., modulations of neuronal response
amplitude by the context independent of directional selectivity)
during the late memory period in the R condition (DM) (see
Materials and Methods). For analyzing the effect of context on

directional tuning properties (GM and SM) (see Materials and
Methods and supplemental material S1, available at www.
jneurosci.org, for details on modulation indices), we used a subset of neurons that had significant directional selectivity in at least
one of the two spatial transformation conditions (pro/anti) during the late memory period of the RS condition. A total of 205
(79%) neurons in PRR [S, 71 (71%); A, 134 (84%)] and 132
(68%) neurons in PMd [S, 56 (75%); A, 76 (64%)] fulfilled this
criterion. Data from both monkeys showed the same results and
will be presented jointly (for comparison of the two monkeys, see
supplemental material S2, available at www.jneurosci.org).
Contextual gain modulations of motor-goal tuning
When the reach goal was known to the monkeys during the memory period (RS condition), most of the spatially selective neurons
in PRR (82.0%) and PMd (72.2%) were tuned for the motor goal,
as was expected from previous results (Crammond and Kalaska,
1994; Gail and Andersen, 2006). Some individual neurons in the
current study showed “classical” motor-goal tuning, which was
independent of the spatial transformation rule that led to this
motor goal (i.e., independent of the context). In the example
neuron (Fig. 2a), the preferred directions for procondition and
anticondition were opposite to each other when measured relative to the position of the cue, which means they were aligned
with the motor goal (tuning direction difference DD not different
from 180°; p ⬎ 0.05; bootstrap test) (see Materials and Methods),
and their response strength as well as the directional selectivity
did not differ between the pro and the anti condition (GM and
SM not different from 0; p ⬎ 0.05; bootstrap test) (see Materials
and Methods and below). The population of neurons in both
areas on average represented the direction of the motor goal and
not the cue position. In other words, the distribution of DD
across the population of neurons did not deviate from 180° neither in PRR (circular mean, 179 ⫾ 8° SEM) (see Materials and
Methods) nor in PMd (mean, 184 ⫾ 10°) (Fig. 2b). To be included in this analysis, the cells had to be significantly tuned in
both spatial transformation conditions (pro/anti). This criterion
was met by 133 (52%) of all neurons in PRR [S, 50 (51%); A, 83
(52%)] and 79 (41%) of all neurons in PMd [S, 35 (47%); A, 44
(37%)].
To test for contextual effects on spatial tuning properties, we
distinguished between contextual GM and contextual SM (see
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Figure 3. Contextual gain modulation of motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd. a, Examples of neurons with a high absolute GM indicating stronger activity for either pro-reaches (top) or
anti-reaches (bottom), with invariant motor-goal tuning preference (DD not significantly different from 180°) and selectivity (SM not significantly different from zero; conventions are as in Fig. 2a).
The anti-preferring neuron (bottom) was also one that fulfilled the strict criteria for an ideal contextual gain modulation of motor-goal tuning: the neuron was significantly tuned in pro and anti trials,
had a significant GM, the DD was not significantly different from 180°, and the SM not significantly different from zero. (Note that the tuning vectors shown in the polar plot are not normalized,
resulting in unequal length for pro and anti trials despite equally strong tuning; the SM is computed with normalized tuning vectors.) b, Distribution of GM across the neuronal populations
(conventions are as in Fig. 2b). In PMd (bottom), there was a significant bias toward negative values (mean, ⫺0.08; gray triangle; t test) indicating on average stronger antipreference in PMd, but
not in PRR (top; white triangle). The GM distributions in both areas were broader than for the shuffled data (dashed line; d ⬎ s; Bartlett’s test) indicating significant modulation effects in both
areas. Significance levels were as follows: *p ⬍ 0.05, **p ⬍ 0.01, ***p ⬍ 0.001.

Materials and Methods and supplemental material S1, available
at www.jneurosci.org). Figure 3a shows two example neurons
that were gain modulated by the behavioral context. The first
neuron (top) was highly active in pro-trials, but responded only
weakly in anti-trials. The preferred direction, representing the
motor goal, remained unchanged (DD not significantly different
from 180°), as did the directional selectivity (SM not different
from zero). The second neuron (bottom row) showed the opposite preference and responded strongly in anti-trials, but only
weakly in pro-trials. Again the spatial tuning encoded the motor
goal in both rule conditions in a similar manner. Twenty-one
percent (43 of 205) of neurons in PRR and 37% (49 of 132) in
PMd had a significant GM when tested in individual neurons
(Fig. 3b). There was a significant difference between the numbers
of significant pro-preferring and anti-preferring neurons in PRR
(31 pro, 12 anti; p ⫽ 3.7 ⫻ 10 ⫺3;  2 test) but not in PMd (28:21;
p ⬎ 0.05) (for the number ratios, see Fig. 6c). On the population
level, in both areas the GM values were more broadly distributed
(i.e., on average, had higher absolute values) than the GM of the
shuffled data (PRR, p ⬍ 10 ⫺10; PMd, p ⬍ 10 ⫺10; Bartlett’s test),
indicating contextual gain modulation (Fig. 3b) (see also Fig. 6a).
In PMd, the GM distribution additionally had a significant bias
toward anti-preferring neurons (m ⫽ ⫺0.08; p ⫽ 8 ⫻ 10 ⫺4; t
test) (i.e., neurons in PMd were on average more active during
the planning of anti-reaches). In PRR, the GM distribution was
centered on zero (m ⫽ 0.021; p ⬎ 0.05; t test) (see also Fig. 6b).
Contextual modulations of directional selectivity
In addition to a modulatory effect on the gain of the motor-goal
tuning, context also modulated the directional selectivity of many
neurons in our experiment (Fig. 4). In the first example (Fig. 4a,
top), the tuning of the neuron, which was highly selective for
pro-reaches to the left, became bimodal in the case of antireaches (i.e., was active for leftward and rightward anti-reaches).
The second example (Fig. 4a, bottom) shows another neuron that
was spatially tuned in pro-trials but not tuned in anti-trials.
Twenty-six percent (54 of 205) of neurons in PRR and 25% (33 of
132) in PMd had a significant SM (Fig. 4b). There was a signifi-

cant difference between the numbers of significant propreferring and anti-preferring neurons in PRR (45 pro, 9 anti;
p ⫽ 3.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺7;  2 test) but not in PMd (18:15; p ⬎ 0.05) (see also
Fig. 6c). Correspondingly, the population distribution of SM (Fig.
4b) in PRR shows a shift toward positive values (m ⫽ 0.11; p ⫽ 2.0 ⫻
10 ⫺7; t test), indicating a bias toward greater directional selectivity in
pro-trials than in anti-trials (see also Fig. 6b). In PMd, there was no
shift of the population mean toward pro-preferring or antipreferring selectivity (m ⫽ 0.02; p ⬎ 0.05; t test). SMs were more
widely distributed in the original data than in the shuffled data in
both areas (Bartlett’s test: PRR, p ⫽ 2.4 ⫻ 10 ⫺4; PMd, p ⫽ 4.7 ⫻
10 ⫺6), indicating significantly stronger modulation of tuning selectivity than expected by chance (see also Fig. 6a). The SM values in
PMd had a trend to be bimodally distributed, indicating simultaneous presence of neurons with rather strong modulation of directional selectivity preferring either pro-reaches or anti-reaches.
Direct context modulation
Modulation of motor-goal tuning in PMd and PRR requires that
the contextual information about the currently valid transformation rule is accessible to these cortical regions. How strongly is
this transformation rule represented in PRR and PMd neurons at
a time when only the rule (pro/anti) and not the complete motor
goal is known to the monkey (i.e., independent of any spatial
representations)? The direct context modulation index (DM)
compares the level of neuronal activity during the memory period in the R condition, when contextual but not spatial information is available. Sixteen percent (42 of 258) of neurons in PRR
and 25% (49 of 193) in PMd had a significant DM (Fig. 5). There
was no significant difference between the numbers of significant
pro-preferring and anti-preferring neurons in either PRR (24
pro, 18 anti; p ⬎ 0.05;  2 test) or PMd (23:26; p ⬎ 0.05) (Fig. 6c).
The balance between propreference and antipreference was also
reflected in the fact that the distributions of DM values were
centered at zero in PRR (mean m ⫽ 0.011; p ⬎ 0.05; t test) and
PMd (m ⫽ 0.013; p ⬎ 0.05) (Fig. 6b). The variances of the DM
distributions were significantly larger than the variances of the
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Figure 4. Contextual selectivity modulation of motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd. a, Examples of cells with a high absolute SM, indicating stronger directional selectivity for either pro-reaches
or anti-reaches, but having the same response strength for both conditions on average across all reach directions (GM not significantly different from zero; conventions are as in Fig. 2a). The
modulation resulted in different forms of tuning [e.g., bimodal (top) or nonselective (bottom) tuning functions during anti-reach planning]. b, Distribution of SM across the neuronal populations
(conventions are as in Fig. 2b). There was a significant bias for positive (pro-preferring) values in PRR (top), but not in PMd (bottom), indicating on average stronger directional selectivity during
pro-reach planning in PRR, like the examples shown in a. The SM distributions in both areas were broader than those of the shuffled data (dashed line; d ⬎ s; Bartlett’s test) indicating significant
modulation effects in both areas (conventions are as in Fig. 3).

shuffled DM data in both areas (PRR, p ⫽ 9.1 ⫻ 10 ⫺4; PMd, p ⫽
1.1 ⫻ 10 ⫺7; Bartlett’s test) (Fig. 6a).
Complementary contextual modulations in PRR and PMd
Figure 6 summarizes the contextual modulation effects on the
gain of tuned neural responses (GM) and their directional selectivity (SM), together with the direct neural responses to the context information itself (DM). When compared with the shuffle
prediction, contextual gain modulation showed the strongest effect, both in PRR and PMd (Fig. 6a). Yet directional selectivity
modulation and direct contextual modulation indices were also
significantly larger than expected by chance in both areas. The
bias of the contextual modulation effects in terms of a propreference/antipreference were complementary in the two areas (Fig.
6b): Contextual gain modulations in PMd were biased toward
antipreference [i.e., tuned responses were on average 15%
(GM ⫽ ⫺0.08) higher during anti-reaches compared with proreaches, whereas in PRR gain modulations on average were balanced]. In contrast, directional selectivity modulations in PRR
were biased toward propreference; i.e., spatial tuning was on average stronger in pro-reaches compared with anti-reaches by
20% (SM ⫽ 0.11), whereas in PMd, selectivity modulations on
average were balanced. In PRR, the fraction of individual neurons
being biased toward higher response amplitudes or stronger directional selectivity was larger in pro-reaches compared with
anti-reaches, whereas in PMd the number of individually modulated neurons was balanced (Fig. 6c).
Different types of modulation in different
neuronal populations?
The contextual gain and selectivity modulation indices (GM and
SM) per se are independent of each other (supplemental material
S1, available at www.jneurosci.org). But one could imagine that,
in individual neurons, the different modulation effects are correlated. This would be the case if two types of modulation are the
phenomenological consequences of one and the same underlying

computational mechanism, or if the underlying processes causing the different types of modulation interfere with each other.
There was no correlation in either PRR or in PMd between GM
and DM (rPRR ⫽ 0.1, pPRR ⬎ 0.05; rPMd ⫽ 0.03, pPMd ⬎ 0.05), SM
and DM (rPRR ⫽ 0.13, pPRR ⬎ 0.05; rPMd ⫽ 0.07, pPMd ⬎ 0.05), or
SM and GM (rPRR ⫽ 0.06, pPRR ⬎ 0.05; rPMd ⫽ 0.03, pPMd ⬎ 0.05)
(Fig. 7a– c).
Two reasons could account for a lack of correlation between
GM, SM, and DM. Either there was no interaction between the
underlying processes that caused the gain and the selectivity
modulations, but they still occurred within the same neurons; or
these processes affected complementary neuronal subpopulations. If different neuronal subpopulations were affected by
contextual gain and selectivity modulations, then high absolute
values in GM and DM should be paired with low absolute values
of the SM, and vice versa. In PRR, absolute values of SM were
negatively correlated with absolute values of both GM (r ⫽ ⫺0.3;
p ⫽ 0.005; Spearman’s rank correlation) and DM (r ⫽ ⫺0.32; p ⫽
0.003) (Fig. 7d–f ). In PMd, only SM and DM were negatively
correlated (r ⫽ ⫺0.36; p ⫽ 0.006).
High absolute GM values do not necessarily mean that the
neurons have to be gain modulated in an “ideal” way (i.e., in a
multiplicative manner, as depicted in the example of Fig. 3a).
Neurons with substantial GM might also have a high absolute SM
value, which means, in principle, they might not have the typical
unimodal directional tuning. In fact, a high absolute GM indicates a weak response of the neuron in either pro-reaches or
anti-reaches. This can lead to weak or undefined directional tuning in the nonresponsive condition, and hence to high SM values.
The lack of correlation between GM and SM, together with the
anticorrelation of absolute GM and SM values in PRR, indicates
that such interdependencies of GM and SM were not very common. To identify those cells that fulfilled all criteria for an ideal
contextual gain modulation, we used an additional strict set of
constraints that is compatible with the idea of gain modulation
proper. We found that 48% (44 of 92) of cells that had a signifi-
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cant GM were (1) tuned in both context
conditions, but did not have a significant
SM and did not show a change in preferred direction, or (2) were only tuned in
the corresponding context condition (i.e.,
in the pro condition if they had a positive
GM, or in the anti conditions if they had a
negative GM) (PRR, 26 of 43, 60%; PMd,
18 of 49, 37%).

Discussion
We found strong modulation effects of
behavioral context on the predominant
motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd. We
propose gain modulation as a mechanism
to achieve flexible goal-directed visuomotor remapping in a context-specific manner. Second, we found different types of
modulation with complementary biases
in PRR and PMd. PRR showed stronger
directional selectivity during the planning
of reaches toward directly cued (pro)
compared with inferred (anti) goals.
PMd, however, showed stronger overall
activity during reaches toward inferred
compared with directly cued goals.
Contextual modulations in PRR
and PMd
Behavioral context affected neural activity
in PRR and PMd in two major ways, either
by directly driving neurons (direct context modulation, DM) or by modulating
spatial motor-goal representations (contextual gain/selectivity modulations, GM/
SM). Both types of context modulation
can be predicted from the hidden-layer
properties of a neural network model
(Brozović et al., 2007). Gain-field modulation evolved in this model as a consequence of learning context-specific spatial
cue–response mapping, equivalent to our
anti-reach task. Gain modulation of spatially selective neurons is the key principle
underlying the spatial transformation
mechanism in this model, similar to previous models of multisensory integration for
spatial reference frame transformations
(Zipser and Andersen, 1988; Salinas and
Abbott, 1996). Gain modulation during
multisensory integration for eye or hand
movements had previously been found in
the posterior parietal cortex (Andersen et
al., 1985; Brotchie et al., 1995; Galletti et al.,
1995; Snyder et al., 1998; Batista et al., 1999;
Nakamura et al., 1999; Buneo et al., 2002)
and frontal areas (Boussaoud et al., 1993,
1998; Mushiake et al., 1997; Cisek and
Kalaska, 2002). In contrast, here we have
shown gain modulation effects in PRR and
PMd for remapping visuospatial information onto reach motor goals according to
abstract cognitive transformation rules.

Figure 5. Direct context modulation in PRR and PMd independent of spatial tuning. a, Examples show a pro-preferring cell
(left), which was continuously more active in the memory period of pro-trials than during anti-trials (R condition). In the antipreferring cell (right), the contextual modulation appeared later (i.e., only ⬃500 ms before the go cue). b, Distribution of DM
across the neuron populations. In PRR (top) as in PMd (bottom), the distributions were unbiased (i.e., centered at zero). The
distribution of DM in both areas was broader than that of the shuffled data (dashed line; d ⬎ s; Bartlett’s test) indicating
contextual modulation effects (all conventions are as in Fig. 3).

a

b

c

Figure 6. Summary of the strength and bias of contextual modulations in PRR (black) and PMd (gray). a, Strength of
contextual modulations. Both areas showed contextual modulations of all three types (GM, SM, and DM; Bartlett’s test;
significance levels are as in Fig. 3), with GM being the strongest. The  ratio indicates the width of the distribution of
modulation indices relative to the width of the distribution of the shuffled data (see Materials and Methods) (Figs. 3–5). b,
Pro/anti bias in the population mean. PRR and PMd showed complementary pro/anti biases in the mean contextual gain
and selectivity modulation (GM and SM; mean ⫾ SEM; t test). c, Pro/anti bias in the number of modulated neurons. The
relative number of neurons with a propreference versus an antipreference was higher in PRR for GM and SM, but balanced
otherwise ( 2 test).
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driven by strong spatial input (Abbott and
Chance, 2005). Because of their latency
(Fig. 5, right example), we do not attribute
the direct context modulations to the sensory properties of the context cue, but
rather to the behavioral relevance of the
cue (Boussaoud and Wise, 1993; Snyder et
al., 1997; Toth and Assad, 2002; Stoet and
Snyder, 2004; Nakayama et al., 2008).
Neurons in PMd had previously been
reported to be modulated by context,
since task rules had an effect on spatial
selectivity (di Pellegrino and Wise, 1993;
Crammond and Kalaska, 1994). Spatially
selective responses were shown to be dependent on whether the motor goal was at
the same position as the visual cue or at a
default location (di Pellegrino and Wise,
1993). In contrast to our data, the strong
condition dependency in the study of di
Pellegrino and Wise is attributable to the
fact that, in the default condition, the visual cue did not contain any relevant spatial information. Hence the modulation
did not reflect an effect of contextualspecific spatial remapping, but rather an
effect of motor planning based on spatial
remapping versus nonspatial stimulus–
response associations (Crammond and
Kalaska, 2000). In contrast, in our experiment, the visual cue location was always
relevant for the reach direction and the
context modulations are the consequence
Figure 7. Interdependence of contextual modulations in PRR and PMd. a– c, Pairwise cross-correlations between the three of two different spatial transformation
modulation indices. The Pearson correlation of the three modulation indices (r and p values given at the bottom of the diagrams) rules. Crammond and Kalaska reported a
across neurons shows that none of the indices in either PRR or PMd were significantly correlated. d–f, Pairwise cross-correlation of substantial fraction of cells in PMd with a
the absolute values of the modulation indices for PRR (top) and PMd (bottom) separately. In PRR, SM–DM (f; top) and SM–GM (e; significant interaction effect of a remaptop) were negatively correlated [i.e., strong GM and DM modulations implied weak SM modulations, and vice versa (Spearman’s
ping rule on the reach-related response
rank correlation)]. In PMd, only SM and DM showed negative correlations (f ). The underlying rose plots (gray circular histograms)
during the late phase of an instructed deillustrate the frequencies of relative modulation strengths.
lay period (Crammond and Kalaska,
1994). Their finding could reflect a similar
Gain modulation of neurons with motor-goal tuning was
gain mechanism as observed here. However, they could not anapartly accompanied by modulation of the directional selectivity.
lyze specific effects of context on gain or selectivity of directional
This is consistent with the idea that a contextual gain modulation
tuning because of their experimental protocol. Also, both previnetwork builds the computational basis for the remapping proous studies could not compare the effects in PMd with PRR, in
cess. Gain modulation then does not imply multiplicative modwhich gain modulation effects on directional tuning by spatial
ulations in the strict mathematical sense, but rather a summation
transformation rules, to our knowledge, have not been shown
of bell-shaped tuning functions (directional tuning) with a gain
before.
function (contextual tuning), which is passed through a recurrent network with nonlinear transfer properties (Salinas and AbDifferences between PRR and PMd
bott, 1996; Brozović et al., 2007, 2008). Such a computational
Spatial motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd, in part, was differarchitecture results in gain modulations, which may not only
ently affected by contextual modulations. First, PMd neurons
affect the amplitude but also the shape of the tuning functions.
were on average stronger active by 15% during planning of antiThis can be observed to varying extend for neurons within the
reaches, but only if spatial information was already available, i.e.,
same sensorimotor layer (Brozović et al., 2007).
in the RS but not in the R condition, negative bias of GM, but not
Direct context modulation, as observed during the R condiDM. We interpret this as an indication for the need of overruling
tion, is also very plausible in the light of a gain modulation neta “default” movement plan (pro-reach) induced by the visual cue
work. It is predicted for the sensorimotor (“hidden”) layer of the
(Schlag-Rey et al., 1997; Everling et al., 1999), which might othnetwork model, when only contextual information but no spatial
erwise dominate. The stronger activity in PMd during antiinformation is available (Brozović et al., 2007), and all inputs are
reaches in this view reflects the learned counterbalance of the
a priori additive. The impact of the context input in directly
network, which is necessary to compensate for the imbalance
driving the neurons might be relatively weak, and only unfold to
between pro-reaches and anti-reaches in terms of cue–response
its full modulatory potential when the neuron is additionally
congruency. The counterbalance is only necessary in conditions
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in which a spatial cue was already presented, to suppress a default
pro-movement (RS condition), but not when only the rule is
known and no specific default plan yet exists (R condition). Enhanced activation because of spatial cue–response incongruence
was found previously in the supplementary eye fields during the
planning of antisaccades (Schlag-Rey et al., 1997; Amador et al.,
2004). Stronger responses during planning of prosaccades compared with antisaccades, however, were found in the posterior
parietal area LIP (lateral intraparietal area) (Gottlieb and Goldberg, 1999). We found a higher fraction of individual neurons in
PRR with a pro-preferring bias in response strength, but no bias
in the average population response.
Second, neurons in PRR were more directionally selective during planning of pro-reaches (positive bias of SM corresponding to 20%
stronger selectivity). This might reflect conflicting input to PRR
specifically during planning of anti-reaches. Opposing input
could result from bottom-up visuospatial information about the
(remembered) cue location or default reach goal, on the one
hand, and top-down projections of spatial motor-goal information from motor-tuned output stages, on the other hand (Brozović et al., 2007). Despite predominant motor-goal tuning on the
population level (Gail and Andersen, 2006), the combination of
such opposing inputs could explain the strongly reduced directional selectivity, which was found in many PRR neurons mainly
in the anti-reach condition.
Together, the complementary effects of context on motorgoal representations indicate that posterior parietal cortex might
more strongly represent stimulus-driven default or automatic
movement plans (Desmurget et al., 1999; Pisella et al., 2000),
whereas premotor cortex counterbalances this with predominant
representations of rule-guided “inferred” movement plans.
Different contextual modulations in different
neuronal populations
In PRR, those neurons that show strong gain modulation (high
absolute GM) tended to have weak directional selectivity modulation (low absolute SM), and vice versa. This suggests that gain
and selectivity modulations are the result of two separate underlying mechanisms, which affect different neuronal subpopulations. Gain and direct modulations, on the other hand, did not
show such mutual exclusiveness. These findings are consistent
with our predictions based on the previous model (Brozović et
al., 2007). If the reduced directional selectivity in anti-reaches is
indeed a consequence of conflicting independent bottom-up
visuospatial and top-down motor-goal input to PRR, then we
would not expect the GM/DM versus SM to necessarily be large in
the same neurons. In PMd, we could not identify a systematic
relationship or correlation pattern between the different types of
contextual modulations.
Gain modulation as universal mechanism for
flexible remapping
The contextual gain modulation of motor-goal representations
in PMd and PRR strongly suggests gain-field mechanisms for
flexibly mapping spatial sensory information onto spatial motorgoal representations according to arbitrary transformation rules.
Based on our data, we propose that gain modulation is used by
the brain not only in sensorimotor areas to achieve reference
frame transformations driven by multisensory input (Andersen
et al., 1985; Zipser and Andersen, 1988; Boussaoud et al., 1993,
1998; Brotchie et al., 1995; Galletti et al., 1995; Buneo et al., 2002),
but also in the frontoparietal reach network to achieve contextually modulated, goal-directed visuomotor remapping, as previ-

ously suggested theoretically (Salinas, 2004; Brozović et al.,
2007). Our current data support this idea by providing first experimental evidence for context-specific gain modulations of
spatial motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd, which could denote
the key underlying principle of flexible goal-directed behavior.
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Supplemental Material
S1: Relation between GM and SM
We use the GM and the SM to measure two different types of contextual modulation of
directionally tuned cells: decreased (or increased) overall activity for one of the two
transformation rules, on the one hand, and reduced (or enhanced) spatial selectivity, on
the other hand. To be good indicators for these modulations, the indices should be
selective and independent. Figure S1 shows how GM and SM independently change as a
function of either tuning amplitude A or width κ of idealized von Mises tuning curves.
The von Mises distribution is given by:
f (x | μ,κ ) =

e κ cos( x− μ )
2π I 0 (κ )

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero. Figure S1 shows that for an
idealized motor-goal cell with identical tuning width in both task conditions, a change of
the amplitude in one task condition only results in a change of the GM without
influencing the SM. Note that non-normalized tuning vectors are plotted. Normalized
tuning vectors in the left half of the graph would have equal lengths for pro and anti. Note
also that in case the response completely vanishes for one transformation rule, the SM
becomes arbitrarily high even without systematic change in κ (far left). With additional
random fluctuations, as typical for empirical neural data, this effect of high SM values
would have to be expected for GM values smaller but close to one. If, on the other hand,
we only modify the tuning width without changing the overall activity (in a normalized
von Mises distribution the area under the curve does not change if κ is changed), then
only the SM changes and the GM remains unchanged. Since empirical neuronal tuning

functions not necessarily exactly fit von Mises functions in all cases, we decided to use
our non-parametric approach. Our modulation indices (GM, SM) reflect contextual
modulations of average amplitude and selectivity independently and without the
requirement of a certain exact tuning shape.

S2: Results in individual monkeys
Population data for the individual monkeys (Fig. S2) show that contextual modulations in
both animals are very similar. Due to the similarity we pooled the data for the main
manuscript. In both monkeys DCMi distributions were unbiased in PRR (S: m = 0.006, p
= 0.69; A: m = 0.014, p = 0.34; t-test) and PMd (S: m = 0.018, p = 0.44; A: m = 0.010, p
= 0.67), but broader than the distribution of the shuffled data, except for PRR in monkey
S (PRR S: p = 0.17, A: p = 0.0022; PMd S: p = 6.3 x 10-4, A: p = 3.38 x 10-4; Bartlett
test). CGM distributions were unbiased in PRR (S: m = 0.0026, p = 0.88; A: m = 0.035, p
= 0.064; t-test) and negatively (anti) biased in PMd (S: m = -0.095, p = 0.013; A: m = 0.064, p = 0.025) for both animals. In both areas CGM distributions are broader than
expected by chance in both monkeys (PRR S: p = 3.1 x 10-4, A: p < 10-4; PMd S: p < 1010

, A: p < 10-10; Bartlett test). The CSM distributions consistently showed a positive bias

in PRR (S: m = 0.14, p = 7.56 x 10-5; A: m = 0.086, p = 4.81 x 10-4) and no bias in PMd
(S: m = -0.028, p = 0.53; A: m = 0.054, p = 0.13). Again CSM distributions in both areas
are broader than expected by chance (PRR S: p = 0.0011, A: p = 0.032; PMd S: p =
0.0018, A: p = 0.0014; Bartlett test).

S3: Gain-modulation of motor-goal versus visual tuning
The idea that visual cue locations are flexibly mapped onto arbitrary motor-goals by gainmodulation mechanisms implies that at the intermediate level of the visuomotor
transformation one should expect gain-modulated visual tuning, rather than gainmodulated motor-goal tuning. After all, motor-goal tuning is considered the outcome of
the transformation process, not the intermediate representation. Why did we then see
gain-modulation of motor-goal tuning in PRR and PMd? The key to understanding this
seeming contradiction is the differentiation between a pure feed-forward network, for
achieving the desired transformation, compared to a network with top-down feedback.
Brozovic et al. (Brozovic et al., 2007) showed that with both network architectures one
can perform context-specific visuomotor transformations via gain-modulation. But the
feed-forward network developed gain-modulated visual tuning in the ‘hidden’
sensorimotor layer, while the top-down network produced the same output with gainmodulated motor-goal tuning in the sensorimotor layer. The latter architecture was
considered more physiological in the sense that PRR and PMd had been shown to be
tuned for the motor-goal during instructed-delay periods (Crammond and Kalaska,
1994;Gail and Andersen, 2006) and connectivity between the posterior parietal cortex
and premotor areas is known to be reciprocal.

One can assume a certain delay before the top-down motor-goal projections exert their
influence on the spatial tuning in the sensorimotor part of the network. Hence, the
predominant motor-goal tuning during the instructed-delay is preceded by a short period
of ‘visual’ tuning (or default motor-goal tuning for the pro-target) during spatial cue

presentation, both in the model (Brozovic et al., 2007), and in corresponding
physiological data (Gail and Andersen, 2006;Zhang et al., 1997;Zhang and Barash,
2000;Zhang and Barash, 2004). Once the transformation is achieved and the output stage
of the sensorimotor network shows motor-goal tuning, this motor-goal tuning will be fed
back to the intermediate sensorimotor stages and replace the predominant visual tuning
quickly with predominant motor-goal tuning, as has been found. The observed gainmodulation of the motor-goal tuning in this view is a reflectance of the general contextinduced gain-modulation at this processing stage, which has its major functional
relevance during the transformation process itself, i.e. when visual tuning dynamically
changes to motor-goal tuning, but is still visible in the resulting motor-goal tuning itself.
Importantly, if the motor-goal tuning constitutes the outcome of a transformation process
based on gain-modulation of visual cue representations then we should expect the shortterm visual tuning during cue presentations to be gain-modulated. This was the case in
the model (Brozovic et al., 2007). It is technically very difficult to test this prediction in a
physiological experiment like our current study. This is because of the following
potential confounds: Since the emergence of a motor goal is a dynamic process which is
influenced by the sensory input, it is difficult to find a time window that only accounts
for visual tuning – gain-modulated or not – and does not also include those dynamical
processes which ultimately lead to a motor goal representation. For example, a neurons
early response might have smaller amplitude in anti-reaches because the instruction cue
was in its response field (e.g., right) but the motor-goal is on the opposite side, i.e.
outside the response field. Hence, we have to expect down-regulation of this neurons’
response as soon as the transformation process is initiated (Supplementary Fig. 3). The

exact timing of this is hard to identify (Supplementary Fig. 3 top and bottom), which
makes it impossible to judge if any early difference in response amplitude is an
expression of a gain-modulated ‘visual’ response or the consequence of the
transformation process itself. Albeit desirable, we could not achieve a readily
interpretable analysis of this early trial period equivalently to the more stationary late
memory period.
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2.2

The Cortical Timeline for Deciding on Reach Motor

Goals
The previous study dealt with the mechanism by which transformation rules are
implemented and showed differences between PRR and PMd. In this study we
investigated the dynamics of decisions between motor goals in the two areas. Since both
areas are reciprocally connected we wanted to know where the integration of spatial and
contextual information takes place first. To accomplish this, we used a modified pro- and
anti-reach task in which we separated the rule and the spatial information in time. In that
way we could compare cue-related and motor-related activity and also motor planning
activity and activity related to motor initiation.
We could show that the selectivity for the goal of an upcoming movement appeared
earlier in PMd than PRR. This timing difference was only observed, when the task
required a spatial remapping. That means if the spatial representation of a cue or a
preliminary motor plan had to be transformed into a spatially incongruent motor goal
representation, like in an anti-reach task. If the spatial representation was congruent (proreach task), no transformation had to take place and accordingly no frontoparietal latency
differences were found. From this we concluded that the latency differences are the result
of a dynamic reorganization process in PRR. Again we find a difference between PRR
and PMd, which depends on the arbitrary remapping rule.
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Flexible sensorimotor planning is the basis for goal-directed behavior. We investigated the integration of visuospatial information with
context-specific transformation rules during reach planning. We were especially interested in the relative timing of motor-goal decisions
in monkey dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and parietal reach region (PRR). We used a rule-based mapping task with different cueing
conditions to compare task-dependent motor-goal latencies. The task allowed us a separation of cue-related from motor-related activity,
and a separation of activity related to motor planning from activity related to motor initiation or execution. The results show that
selectivity for the visuospatial goal of a pending movement occurred earlier in PMd than PRR whenever the task required spatial
remapping. Such remapping was needed if the spatial representation of a cue or of a default motor plan had to be transformed into a
spatially incongruent representation of the motor goal. In contrast, we did not find frontoparietal latency differences if the spatial
representation of the cue or the default plan was spatially congruent with the motor goal. The fact that frontoparietal latency differences
occurred only in conditions with spatial remapping was independent of the subjects’ partial a priori knowledge about the pending goal.
Importantly, frontoparietal latency differences existed for motor-goal representations during movement planning, without immediate
motor execution. We interpret our findings as being in support of the hypothesis that latency differences reflect a dynamic reorganization
of network activity in PRR, and suggest that the reorganization is contingent on frontoparietal projections from PMd.

Introduction
Goal-directed behavior is guided by spatial sensory input in combination with context-specific rules. This way, the same sensory
input can lead to a wide variety of motor outputs. The reciprocally connected posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) are believed to mediate such space– context
integration (Mitz et al., 1991; Kalaska, 1996; Wise et al., 1996;
1997; Kalaska et al., 1997; Passingham et al., 2000; Eliassen et al.,
2003; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Stoet and Snyder, 2004; Buneo and
Andersen, 2006; Cisek, 2007; Pesaran et al., 2008). For example,
neurons in the parietal reach region (PRR) (Gail and Andersen,
2006; Gail et al., 2009) and PMd (Boussaoud and Wise, 1993; di
Pellegrino and Wise, 1993; Crammond and Kalaska, 1994, 2000)
show sustained motor-goal tuning when the reach goal has to be
inferred from a spatial cue by applying a context-specific transformation rule.
How is such space– context integration accomplished, and
what is the functional role of reciprocal frontoparietal projections? Network models of space– context integration have suggested frontoparietal projections to help sustain motor-goal
memory (Cisek, 2006) or to mediate context-specific visuomotor
transformations via gain modulation (Brozović et al., 2007; Gail
et al., 2009). Also, frontoparietal neural latency differences (LDs)
were shown for motor-related activity around the time of movement initiation (Kalaska et al., 1983; Johnson et al., 1996), which
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nourished the ideas that frontoparietal LDs could reflect corollary discharge signals (Mountcastle et al., 1975; Bioulac and
Lamarre, 1979; Kalaska et al., 1983; Seal and Commenges, 1985;
Johnson et al., 1996) and parietal cortex might be involved in
internal forward modeling for current state estimation during
motor control (Mulliken et al., 2008; Shadmehr and Krakauer,
2008). Finally, for motor planning activity before movement
initiation frontoparietal LDs and transient bidirectional frontoparietal interactions are pronounced specifically during decisionmaking tasks, but not for tasks with direct cueing (Pesaran et al.,
2008). This suggests that the functional interdependencies between frontal and parietal areas are task dependent (Kalaska and
Crammond, 1992; Cisek, 2006; 2007).
We tested how compatible frontoparietal LDs are with the
above ideas. We asked specifically whether frontoparietal LDs
are the consequence of a corollary discharge signal, and in
which way they depend on cognitive decision processes. Different
from previous studies, we explicitly isolated the latencies of motor planning activity from cue- or movement-related activity by
using a pro-reach/anti-reach task (Crammond and Kalaska,
1994; Zhang et al., 1997; Gail and Andersen, 2006) in combination with partial precueing (Lecas et al., 1986; Riehle and Requin,
1989; Riehle, 1991; Hoshi and Tanji, 2000; Nakayama et al.,
2008).
The pattern of frontoparietal LDs that we found in our study
suggests that slower motor-goal representations in PRR than
PMd reflect a need for the buildup or reorganization of spatial
representations in PRR during spatial remapping tasks, independent of corollary discharge or decision signals. We will discuss
how far the results could indicate the existence of prospective
internal forward model predictions triggered by motor planning
rather than by motor execution.
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dition (N)]. The four cueing conditions were
randomly mixed in small blocks of 10 –20 trials
(Fig. 1 B).
Stimuli were presented on an LCD screen
(19 inch ViewSonic LCD VX922; onset latencies corrected). The contextual cue consisted of
a colored frame around the small, central red
eye and white hand fixation points, and instructed the subject to reach toward (green ⫽
pro) or diametrically opposite (blue ⫽ anti) of
the spatial cue. The peripheral and colorneutral spatial cue was located left, right,
above, or below the central fixation points at 9
cm eccentricity [14.5° visual angle (VA)].
The exact timeline of the trials was as follows
(Fig. 1 A): Monkeys initiated the trials by acquiring central eye fixation (tolerance:
2.5– 4.0° VA; 224 Hz CCD camera, ET-49B,
Thomas Recording) and hand fixation at a
touch screen (tolerance: 4.0° VA; IntelliTouch
screen, ELO Systems). A variable-length fixation period (500 –1000 ms) was followed by
the brief precue period (200 ms). The monkeys had to keep eye and hand fixation for
the memory period (800 –2000 ms), before
the hand fixation stimulus disappeared (gosignal). In non-RS trials, a simultaneous gocue was flashed (170 ms) and completed the
missing information to uniquely specify the
reach goal. Monkeys had to reach toward
the instructed goal within a maximum of
Figure 1. Anti-reach task with different cueing conditions and visuomotor tuning in PMd and PRR. A, Memory-guided anti700 –1000 ms (movement period; reach tolreach task. The left sequence shows an example of a pro-trial, the right an example of an anti-trial in the RS condition. Black and
erance: 5.7° VA) and hold the goal position
white central squares represent the eye- and hand-fixation stimuli. The central colored frame represents the contextual cue
for 300 – 400 ms (feedback period). Visual
instructing the transformation rule pro or anti, and the peripheral white circle represents the spatial cue. The target position is
feedback indicated the correct movement
indicated by the dotted circle. Arrows and dotted circles are for demonstration purpose only and were not shown to the subjects.
goal (filled circle of the same color as the
Note that a go-cue period of 170 ms is only relevant for other cueing conditions, as in B. B, In four cueing conditions, the contextual
contextual cue at the goal location) during
and spatial cue could be presented simultaneously or separately either before or after a variable memory period: transformation
the last 300 ms of the feedback period, i.e.,
rule and spatial cue presented as precue (RS condition), no precue (N; rule and spatial cue as go-cue), only rule as precue (R; spatial
only once the monkey had finished the reach.
cue as go-cue), or only spatial cue as precue (S; rule as go-cue). C, PSTHs and raster plots of a PRR example neuron. This example
Eye fixation had to be kept throughout the
motor-goal neuron shows a dynamic switching for cue- to motor-related tuning in response to the precue (shaded area) in the RS
trial. Liquid reward and acoustic feedback
condition. Neuronal activities are shown for spatial cues presented at 270° (left panel; MD) and 90° (right panel; NP). Polar plots
indicated correct (high pitch tone, reward)
show the directional tuning of the neuron between 100 and 200 ms (cue period), and 400 and 700 ms (memory period) relative to
or incorrect (low pitch tone, no reward)
the cue position separately for pro- and anti-trials. D, Visuomotor dynamics in the population of PMd and PRR neurons. The
behavior.
percentage of spatially tuned neurons of all recorded neurons is plotted for PMd (top) and PRR (bottom) for the first 450 ms after
Animal preparation and neural recordings.
onset of the precue in the RS condition. Blue bars reflect the percentage of neurons with cue-related tuning, green bars reflect
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta;
motor-related tuning, and red bars reflect spatially undefined tuning (see Materials and Methods).
monkey S and monkey A) were trained to perform the anti-reach task with partial precueing.
The recording procedure was as in previous experiments (Gail et al.,
Materials and Methods
2009). In brief, monkeys were implanted with a titanium head holder and
Tasks and control of behavior. With our task, we wanted to test how the
two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-compatible recording chamdynamics of motor-goal decisions and their cortical representations debers, custom-fit to the monkeys’ heads (3di). Chamber positioning above
pend on whether the subjects had to perform a memory or reaction-time
PRR [Horsley Clarke coordinates: 6 mm/8.5 mm (monkey S/monkey A)
(RT) task. Further, we aimed to test how partial advance information
contralateral; 10 mm/9.5 mm posterior], and PMd (13 mm/13.5 mm
(precueing) about the to-be-performed reach influences the dynamics of
contralateral; 17 mm/19.8 mm anterior) was guided by presurgical strucmotor-goal decisions.
tural MRI and confirmed by postsurgical MRI. Sustained directionTo separate neural motor-goal representations from other neural sigselective neural responses during center-out reach planning (memory
nals, we used an anti-reach task design (Gail and Andersen, 2006). The
period) were used as a physiological signature in both areas to confirm
anti-reach task required the subjects to map a spatial instruction cue onto
the region of interest. Both chambers were implanted contralaterally to the
one of two reach goals, either at the location of the cue (pro) or opposite
handedness of the monkey (monkey A, left hemisphere; monkey S, right
to it (anti). The spatial transformation rule was instructed with a colored
hemisphere). All surgical and imaging procedures were conducted under
context cue (Fig. 1A) (see below for details). The motor goal could only
general anesthesia.
be defined uniquely by the combination of both cues. The eight reach
We used two five-channel microdrives (“mini-matrix”; Thomas Reconditions (two context conditions ⫻ four cue directions) were rancording) for extracellular recordings, mostly simultaneously in each
domly interleaved.
chamber. The raw signals of the electrodes were preamplified (20⫻;
Different cueing conditions were realized by presenting the cues either
Thomas Recording), bandpass filtered, and amplified (154 Hz to 8.8 kHz;
before (precue period) or after (go-cue period) an instructed delay. The
precue consisted of the contextual and the spatial cue together [rule and
400 – 800⫻; Plexon) before online spike sorting was conducted (Sort
spatial condition (RS)], only the spatial cue [spatial-only condition (S)],
Client; Plexon). Spike times and spike waveforms were recorded and later
only the contextual cue [rule-only condition (R)], or nothing [null consubjected to additional offline sorting (Offline Sorter; Plexon).
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Animal care and all experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with German laws governing animal care.
Time-resolved directional and rule selectivity in individual neurons.
Time-resolved analysis of directional and rule selectivity was conducted
to reveal the cortical dynamics of motor-goal decisions. The analysis time
window was between 200 ms before onset of the relevant cue and 450 ms
after cue onset. In the RS condition, the time around the precue was
analyzed. In the N, R, and S conditions, the time around the go-cue was
analyzed. All recorded and sufficiently well isolated units were included
in the analysis, regardless of their tuning properties, unless explicitly
stated otherwise.
For time-continuous analyses, we used spike densities, which were
computed by convolving each spike with a causal kernel, which was
defined as follows:
⫺t
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where R(t) is the spike density at time point t. The rise time constant g
was set to 2 ms, and the decay time constant d was set to 20 ms (Thompson et al., 1996; Monosov et al., 2008). Average spike densities across
trials with identical conditions (9 –15 repetitions per condition) were
sampled at 1 ms resolution and aligned to the onset of either the precue or
the go-cue. To reduce variability in the time-resolved tuning analyses of
individual neurons (see below), we additionally used a sliding window of
20 ms length, within which the spike densities were averaged and which
was shifted in steps of 1 ms.
Time-resolved rule selectivity (context tuning) was defined by a significant difference (rank sum test) between the average spike densities in
pro- and anti-trials in the memory period of the R condition. The analysis was conducted in each time bin.
Time-resolved directional selectivity was quantified with a directional
tuning vector (DTV). It is defined as the vector average across all centerout cue directions uជ i (unit vectors) weighted with the corresponding
mean spike rates rij of neuron j as follows:
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The direction ␣ of the DTV can take any value between 0° and 360°. The
DTV was defined relative to the location of the spatial cue, i.e., 0° corresponds to a rightward cue. The significance of directional tuning was
tested with a nonparametric one-way ANOVA (Kruskal–Wallis, ␣ ⫽
0.05, unless stated otherwise) plus an additional criterion. The criterion
required that the length of the DTV had to be ⬎0.2, after the DTV was
normalized to the spike density at the direction with the maximal response in that time bin. The fixed criterion of 0.2 was arbitrary, but
varying it between 0.15 and 0.25 did not change our conclusions. With
this criterion, we excluded neurons with a bimodal tuning close to symmetric. Such symmetric bimodal tuning could represent two potential
motor goals instead of one selected motor goal and would be characterized by a significant ANOVA but a DTV length close to zero (see S-4,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The DTV was
computed in every time bin, separately for pro- and anti-trials, and separately within each cueing condition.
Cue-related versus motor-related tuning. The anti-reach task design
allowed separating cue-related from motor-related tuning by comparing
the directional selectivity in pro- and anti-reaches (Gail and Andersen,
2006). A neuron’s instantaneous (bin-to-bin) directional tuning was categorized according to the absolute difference in DTV direction between
pro- and anti-trials in each time bin: cue-related tuning (兩⌬␣兩 ⬍ 45°),
motor-related tuning (兩⌬␣兩 ⬎ 135°), or spatially undefined tuning (else).
This definition of instantaneous tuning depended on a direct bin-wise
comparison of spatial tuning between pro- and anti-trials in each cueing
condition.
As known from previous studies (Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Gail
and Andersen, 2006), spatiotemporal tuning profiles of individual neurons in PMd and PRR can change over time from cue related to motor
related (Fig. 1C), whereas other neurons may show motor-related tuning
from the earliest onset of their response. The activity profile of the exam-

ple neuron in Figure 1C shows the changing tuning properties of the
neuron between the time windows 100 –200 ms (cue period) and 400 –
700 ms (memory period). Figure 1 D shows the number of cue- and
motor-related neurons as a fraction of all recorded neurons over the time
of the trial in PMd and PRR.
We characterized the neurons according to their spatiotemporal response profiles. We considered neurons to have a significant cue-related
response when the instantaneous cue-related tuning in the RS condition
persisted in at least 90% of 30 consecutive time bins within 200 ms after
the onset of the precue (an equivalent definition of cue-related response
could be achieved for responses following the go-cue in the N condition,
which did not change our results). We defined neurons as motor-goal
neurons when they showed significant movement planning activity. Motor planning activity was defined as motor-related tuning for at least 90%
of 50 consecutive time bins within 450 ms after precue onset in the RS
condition. The different number of time bins for a cue-related response
and motor planning activity was set because the cue response is transient,
whereas the motor-related response is more sustained. We defined neurons as perimovement neurons that did not show motor planning activity but that at some point in time after the go-cue were motor tuned.
Finally, we defined a time-invariant, motor-related preferred direction
(PD) for each neuron. The PD was computed by averaging the tuning
vectors in pro-reaches over all time bins of the analysis time window in
which the neuron showed significant instantaneous motor-related tuning. The PD was computed separately within each cueing condition.
Determination of motor-goal latencies separately in pro- and anti-trials.
If motor-goal latencies in a cortical area were different in pro- and antitrials, then the analysis of instantaneous motor-related tuning would
reveal the time course of the motor-goal tuning in the slower of two
conditions (pro or anti), since instantaneous tuning is based on an binto-bin comparison between pro- and anti-trials.
To analyze motor-goal latencies separately in pro- and anti-trials, we
needed to extract the time courses of cue- versus motor-related tuning in
pro- and anti-trials separately. We accomplished this with two measures.
First, we restricted our data set to neurons that did not show cue-related
responses. Cue-related responses are indistinguishable from motorrelated responses in pro-reaches, since cue and motor goals are spatially
identical in this case. Hence, cue-related responses would confound measurements of motor-goal latencies in pro-trials. Second, we compared
the instantaneous tuning direction of a neuron in the currently considered context (pro or anti) with the time-invariant PD of this neuron (see
definition in the previous section) to decide on the time-resolved cue
versus motor relatedness within this context.
Determination of motor-goal latencies in reaction-time conditions.
Motor-related tuning could result either from motor planning activity or
from perimovement activity (corollary discharge or sensory feedback
about the movement). In the RT conditions (N, R, S), the isolation of
motor-goal latencies (planning activity) from motor feedback (perimovement activity) was not guaranteed without further precautions.
(Only the motor-related tuning in the memory period of the RS condition could be directly considered motor-goal tuning, since movements in
these trials were initiated much later.) To isolate motor-goal latencies from
latencies of perimovement activity in RT conditions, we separately conducted our latency analyses within either a population of exclusive motorgoal neurons, i.e., neurons that showed significant motor planning activity,
or within the complementary population of perimovement neurons.
Population analyses of motor-related tuning. We characterized the
motor-related tuning in neural populations in two ways. First, we computed average peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) across neurons of
each cortical area and within each different cueing condition. We did this
to illustrate general neural response properties as a function of time.
Second, we computed the time-resolved fraction of motor-tuned neurons (recruitment curves) in each cortical area and cueing condition for
statistical analyses. We excluded neurons with cue-related responses to
show the motor-related time courses.
PSTHs across neurons were computed as the average response in the
direction of each neuron’s maximal response [PSTH for maximum direction (MD)] and, separately, in the opposite direction [nonpreferred
direction (NP)]. The maximum direction for each neuron was defined as
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the direction with the maximal average response across time and trials in
pro-trials within the time window of 200 –350 ms after cue onset (precue
in RS; go-cue in N, R, and S conditions). A time window shorter than the
analysis time window was chosen because in PMd the activity of the
neurons starts to decrease around 300 ms after the go-cue (see Fig. 2C,D).
Note that the MD and NP directions are restricted to the discrete cue
directions left, right, up, and down, since only for these directions PSTHs
can be computed. The response of each neuron was normalized to its
maximal response within the 200 –350 ms time window and within each
task condition before averaging across neurons. Average PSTHs across
neurons were calculated separately for pro- and anti-trials in MD and NP
for each cueing condition. Neurons that did not show significant directional selectivity in any time bin during the analysis time window in
either pro- or anti-trials were excluded from this analysis. Because of the
necessary normalization, random fluctuations in such nontuned neurons would be inappropriately amplified, and would contribute to the
average PSTH with similar weight as strongly tuned neurons.
Recruitment curves denote the fraction of neurons that were motor
tuned in a specific time bin relative to the total number of neurons that
were motor tuned in any time bin of the analysis time window (see Fig.
2 B). Recruitment curves in our experiment have two advantages over
PSTH comparisons. First, normalization and averaging of neural responses were not needed for computing recruitment curves. Averaging
across neurons, as done for population PSTHs, typically cannot account
for the different response profiles of the individual neurons. For example,
many neurons have very low baseline firing and show brisk response
onsets after cue presentation, whereas others have high baseline levels
and might exhibit their directional selectivity by small excitatory responses to one cue direction and strong inhibitory responses to other
directions. Also, normalization tends to boost weak, noisy responses.
Second, the recruitment curves are based on tuning functions that interpolate between all four measured directions. The comparison between
MD and NP in PSTHs is restricted to two of the four measured directions. As a consequence, PSTHs are less sensitive for neurons with
oblique PDs and broad tuning, which is not the case for recruitment
curves. For these reasons, we based our statistical analyses on the recruitment curves and use PSTHs only for illustration purposes.
Quantification of neural LDs. We determined motor-goal latencies by a
threshold criterion for the neuronal recruitment curves (for controls and
alternatives, see S1–S3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Latency of motor tuning within each condition was defined as
the average time relative to cue onset at which the fraction of motortuned neurons exceeded each of seven threshold levels for at least 100 ms.
Seven equidistant threshold levels were defined relative to the following
baseline: Th( p) ⫽ baseline ⫹ ( p ⫻ (1 ⫺ baseline)), where “baseline”
refers to the average fraction of tuned neurons in the 200 ms before cue
onset. The p value was set to 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35 to
characterize the early tuning onset of the fastest ⬃35% of neurons. The
average across seven thresholds was built to become less sensitive to
minor random fluctuations. Note that absolute latencies depend on the
choice of thresholds, and hence are of limited conclusiveness. We statistically analyzed only latency differences between conditions or neural
populations.
Pairwise neural LDs between task conditions or cortical areas were
computed and tested for being different from zero. Averaging across
absolute latencies measured with multiple threshold levels would induce
artificial variance and compromise statistical power. Therefore, we computed the LDs separately for each threshold level and only then computed the average LD across thresholds. Permutation tests (N ⫽ 10,000
samples) were used to estimate the probability that the original sample
indicates a significant difference from zero. In each permutation, each
neuron’s tuning data were randomly assigned to one of the two task
conditions or cortical areas in consideration, such that the numbers of
neurons in both populations were the same as in the original sample. The
resulting p value represents the percentage of random permutations leading to an LD larger or equal to the original sample. A difference was
considered significant if the p value was ⬍5%.
Neural response latencies and behavioral reaction times. Behavioral RTs
were defined as the median time from onset of the go-cue until the release
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of the touch screen within each recording session and task condition.
Average RTs were computed across recording sessions. RT differences
between pro- and anti-trials were tested with a paired t test across sessions and within each task condition.
To relate motor-goal latencies of individual neurons to behavioral
RTs, we analyzed motor-goal latencies after the go-cue in all RT conditions (N, R, and S) on a trial-by-trial basis. We used a threshold criterion
to define latencies in those trials where the neurons showed a goodenough response to the pending motor goal: post-go-cue, single-trial
activity needed to exceed baseline activity (⫽ mean spike density of the
last 200 ms of the N condition memory period) by at least three times its
SD for at least 100 ms within the analysis time window. To cope with the
sparse spike events in low-firing neurons, we estimated spike densities in
single trials with a Gaussian kernel of width  ⫽ 50 ms, as follows:
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The Gaussian kernel resulted in stronger smoothing than the EPSP kernel
used for the trial-average data above. In the RS condition, the onset of
motor-goal tuning (after the precue) is not related to the RT (after the gocue); therefore, single-trial latencies in the RS condition were not taken into
account. Nontuned neurons and neurons with a cue-related response (see
above) were excluded from the analysis to avoid confounds.
We removed RT and single-trial neural latency outliers for the trialto-trial regression analysis between RTs and neural latencies. A value was
classified as an outlier if its distance from the median was ⬎1.5 times the
interquartile range (distance between the 75th and 25th percentiles).
Since only a small fraction of trials allowed determination of neural
response latencies, data from all RT conditions were merged, and linear
regression curves were calculated for all neurons in which single trial
latencies could be estimated in at least 10 trials.

Results
Extracellular single-neuron spiking activities were recorded from
258 neurons in PRR (monkey S, 99; monkey A, 159) and 192
neurons in PMd (monkey S, 74; monkey A, 118) while the monkeys performed the anti-reach task with partial precueing (Fig. 1).
The average performance of monkey S was 77%/77% (pro/anti) in
the RS condition, 80%/79% in the N condition, 75%/75% in the R
condition, and 79%/79% in the S condition. The average performance of monkey A was 86%/86% in the RS condition, 86%/85% in
the N condition, 85%/83% in the R condition, and 85%/84% in the
S condition for pro- and anti-reaches, respectively. Errors were
mainly caused by ocular fixation breaks and not by incorrect target
choices. The choice of the monkey for a reach target was correct in
97% for monkey S, and in 99% for monkey A.
Motor-goal latencies after simultaneous cueing of
transformation rule and spatial information
Is motor planning activity represented earlier in either PMd or PRR?
If there is an LD, do the LDs depend on a motor command or motor
execution, or do they also exist for planning activity proper? To
answer these questions, we first analyzed motor-goal tuning latencies in PMd and PRR, when the monkeys were instructed simultaneously with both the transformation rule (pro/anti) and the spatial
cue. We compared motor-goal latencies in response to the simultaneous cues in instructed-delay trials (precue in the RS condition)
and in reaction-time trials (go-cue in the N condition). If motorgoal latency differences exist in both conditions— especially if they
exist after the precue at the beginning of an instructed delay—then
they must be independent of motor execution and represent dynamics of motor planning. If latency differences only existed after a gocue immediately before or during motor execution, then they should
be related to corollary discharge or motor-related sensory feedback.
The anti-reach task allowed us to separate cue- from motor-related
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Figure 3. Dynamics of motor-related tuning in conditions with partial precueing. All the
conventions for the recruitment curves are as in Figure 2 D. A, Recruitment curves for the R
condition. B, Recruitment curves for the S condition. Conditions that required spatial remapping
(R-anti, S-pro) showed earlier motor-related tuning in PMd than PRR, whereas conditions without remapping (R-pro, S-anti) showed no LDs. See Results and Figure 5 for details on why S-pro,
and not S-anti, required spatial remapping from the monkeys. Note that the LD in S-pro was
significant when selecting neurons according to a stricter criterion (supplemental Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Figure 2. Dynamics of motor-related tuning in PMd and PRR in memory and reaction-time
conditions. A, B, Data for pro-trials (left column, green) and anti-trials (right column, blue)
aligned to the onset of the precue in the RS condition (memory). Shaded areas indicate the time
of cue visibility. C, D, Equivalent data aligned to the onset of the go-cue in the N condition
(reaction time). Gray arrows in D indicate mean RT across 176 recording sessions. A, C, PSTHs:
Mean ⫾ SE (shaded) of PMd (dark colors) and PRR (light colors) normalized population activity
in MD (solid) and NP (dotted). B, D, Recruitment curves: fraction of neurons tuned in PMd (red)
and PRR (yellow) in each time bin relative to the number of neurons tuned for the pro- or
anti-goal in any time bin of the analysis time window (numbers in legend). Latencies in each
condition were determined via a threshold criterion. Frontoparietal LDs between PMd and PRR
were tested with a randomization test (see Materials and Methods). The histogram insets show
the distribution of LDs with randomized data compared with the LD of the original sample (red
arrow). The p values indicate the significance of the LDs. PMd showed earlier motor-related
tuning than PRR in anti-reaches but not in pro-reaches, both in the RS and N condition.

responses (Fig. 1C,D) and to extract motor-goal latencies separately
in each context (pro and anti). For analyses of motor-goal latencies
separately within each context we had to restrict the neurons to those
that did not show cue-related responses (see Materials and Methods). In PMd, 175 of 192 neurons (91%) fulfilled this criterion. In
PRR, this was the case for 215 of 258 neurons (83%, RS condition).
Because of this necessary constraint, our conclusions—strictly
speaking—are limited to neurons without a cue-related response.
However, since the fraction of neurons with a cue-related response is
small, and only a subpopulation of these would qualify for our analyses because of additional selection criteria, we do not expect that
these few neurons would change the results in any significant way.
Figure 2 shows the population PSTHs and fraction of significantly motor-tuned neurons (recruitment curves) in PMd and
PRR for pro- and anti-reaches in the RS condition (Fig. 2 A, B)

and N condition (Fig. 2C,D). In the pro-trials of the RS condition, the population PSTHs in PMd and PRR were practically
identical (Fig. 2 A, left). In the anti-trials, on the other hand, the
average PRR response to the MD had a higher latency than the
PMd response (Fig. 2 A, right). Correspondingly, there was no
significant LD between PMd and PRR for pro-reaches ( p ⬎ 0.05,
randomization test), but there was for anti-reaches (LDPRR—PMd ⫽
41 ms, p ⫽ 0.0022) in the memory period of the RS condition (Fig.
2 B). In the movement period of the N condition, the results look
similar (for a more in-depth discussion of potential differences,
see supplemental Fig. S4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). There was no LD between PMd and PRR
for pro-reaches, whereas in anti-reaches the motor tuning
emerged earlier in PMd than in PRR (LDPRR—PMd ⫽ 22 ms,
p ⫽ 0.0037). The fact, that the LD is present at the beginning of
motor-goal memory trials (RS condition), at a time when the
corresponding motor command will be issued at earliest ⬃1–1.5
s later, suggests that the LD is related to the decision process
about the motor goal or movement planning, rather than to
movement execution.
Spatial remapping induces differences in motor-goal latencies
between PMd and PRR
In the N as well as the RS condition, spatial and rule information
were presented together, and in both conditions motor-goal tuning was earlier in PMd than PRR, but only for anti-reaches. What
factors determine the time course of motor-goal decisions in the
frontoparietal network? Is it possible to influence the LDs between PMd and PRR by changing the temporal sequence in which
spatial and rule information are provided? We tested the influence of presenting rule information before spatial information (R
condition) and of presenting spatial information before rule information (S condition). The results are shown in Figure 3. In the
R condition (Fig. 3A), there was no frontoparietal LD for progoals ( p ⬎ 0.05), but for anti-goals motor tuning occurred earlier
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Figure 4. Dynamics of contextual tuning after precueing of the transformation rule. Recruitment
curves show that the fraction of neurons with significantly different spike densities between pro- and
anti-trialswashigherinPMd(red)thanPRR(yellow).Thiswasthecaseespeciallyearlyinthememory
period after the R condition precue. Other conventions are the same as in Figure 2D.

in PMd than PRR (LDPMd—PRR ⫽ 27 ms, p ⫽ 0.0026). In contrast,
in the S condition (Fig. 3B) there was a trend for earlier motor
tuning in PMd than PRR in pro-reaches. The LD was close to
significant when we selected the neurons according to the standard criterion for spatial tuning, as defined in Materials and
Methods (LDPRR—PMd ⫽ 19 ms, p ⫽ 0.057) (Fig. 3B). It was
significant (LDPRR—PMd ⫽ 25 ms, p ⫽ 0.026) when neurons were
selected according to a stricter tuning criterion, which we did as a
control (supplemental Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). There was no significant LD in antireaches in the S condition (LDPRR—PMd ⫽ 3 ms, p ⬎ 0.05) for
either selection criterion (Fig. 3B; supplemental Fig. S1, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Note that the
higher baseline level in the S anti-trials can be explained by the
spatial tuning during the S condition memory period, as will be
discussed below.
The results of the RS, N, and R conditions, which showed LDs
only for anti-goals but not for pro-goals, suggest that the frontoparietal LDs could reflect the process of spatial remapping required in anti- but not pro-reaches. The LDs that we found in the
S condition during pro- but not anti-reaches seem to be at odds
with this remapping hypothesis. In the following, we will demonstrate that the seemingly counterintuitive results of the S condition are consistent with the idea that spatial remapping is the
relevant factor for inducing motor-goal LDs between PRR and
PMd. For this, we analyzed the neural encoding and putative
cognitive strategy of the monkeys in the memory periods of the R
and S conditions, first with respect to the context encoding, and
second—and more importantly—with respect to the spatial
encoding.
Figure 4 shows the comparative dynamics of context tuning in
PMd and PRR. The context was represented earlier and more
prevalently in PMd than PRR. Toward the end of the R condition
memory period, the fraction of rule-tuned cells was only slightly
higher in PMd than PRR, consistent with earlier reports (Gail et
al., 2009). This finding does not imply any specific effect on the
relative time courses of motor-goal encoding in PMd versus PRR
after the spatial go-cue at the end of the R condition memory
period.
The situation is different in the S condition. The S condition
leaves some ambiguity as to what the animals memorize during
the memory period of these trials: (1) a memory of the spatial
precue; (2) the two potential motor goals (pro/anti), which are

Figure 5. Predominant spatial tuning preference for the anti-goal in the memory period of
the S condition. A, B, The normalized population tuning in pro-trials (green) and anti-trials
(blue) is shown relative to the preferred spatial cue position in PMd (A) and PRR (B). Tuning
curves of each neuron were aligned such that their MD in pro-reaches corresponded to 0° before
averaging across neurons. The population tuning in the RS memory periods (left) confirms the
typical expected motor-goal tuning in PMd and PRR. The population tuning in the S conditions
(right) indicates preference for the anti-goal. Note that the memory period of the S condition
precedes the go-cue. Since the transformation rule (pro or anti) could not be known by the
monkeys, the tuning curves for pro- and anti-trials are practically identical. Only motor-goal
neurons were used for this analysis (see Materials and Methods).

associated with each spatial cue as long as the context is not
known; and (3) a preliminary default movement plan to either
the pro- or anti-goal. If the monkeys memorized the spatial precue or by default planned a pro-reach during the memory period
of the S condition, then a spatial remapping would have been
required after the contextual go-cue during anti- but not proreaches, as was the case in the other cueing conditions. If, on the
other hand, the monkeys by default planned an anti-reach during
the memory period of the S condition, then a spatial remapping
would have been required after the contextual go-cue during probut not anti-reaches. To test whether such a need for spatial
remapping during S condition pro-reaches can explain the observed LDs in this condition, we analyzed the population tuning
during the memory period of the S condition before the contextual go-cue was shown. Only the population of motor-goal neurons (see Materials and Methods) was used for this analysis,
because for other neurons we could not expect a sustained response during the memory period. In PMd, two of the motorgoal neurons dropped out of the analysis because of a lack of
activity at the end of the S condition memory period (spike density at MD, ⬍1 Hz).
Importantly, and against intuition, in both monkeys neurons
in PMd and PRR in this experiment almost exclusively encoded
the anti-goal during the memory period of the S condition. Figure 5 shows the population tuning of motor-goal neurons for
PMd and PRR in the last 200 ms of the memory period in the RS
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and the S conditions (the baseline period for the recruitment
curves). The time window was chosen to analyze the activity in
the S condition immediately before the contextual information
was given to the monkey. The tuning curves of all motor-goal
neurons were aligned and normalized with respect to their maximal response (plotted at 0°), which was calculated as the average
spike density in the 200 ms across pro-trials in the RS condition.
The motor-goal tuning in the RS condition was taken as a reference to be able to differentiate in the S condition between tuning
to the pro- and to the anti-goal. Neurons in PMd and PRR in the
RS condition (Fig. 5 A, B, left column) on average show the typical
opposing tuning curves between pro- and anti-trials, reflecting
their motor-goal encoding (Fig. 1C). The right columns of Figure
5, A and B, show that the same neurons in the memory period of
the S condition are spatially tuned toward the anti-reach direction. We interpret this tuning as a preliminary default movement
plan of both monkeys to the anti-goal. It suggests that after the
contextual go-cue in the S condition a remapping is indeed required in pro- but not in anti-reaches, consistent with the neural
LD data above.
Figure 6, A and B, summarizes the latency results for PMd and
PRR in all conditions. There was a significant difference between
PMd and PRR motor-related latencies in only those conditions
where a spatial remapping was required (RS-anti, N-anti, R-anti,
S-pro). There was no LD in conditions without remapping (RSpro, N-pro, R-pro, S-anti).
Motor planning versus motor feedback in reaction-time trials
Sensorimotor areas, especially in the posterior parietal cortex, are
activated by movement-induced somatosensory or visual feedback (Sakata et al., 1973; Mountcastle et al., 1975; Kalaska et al.,
1983; Colby and Duhamel, 1991), not only by sensory cues or
motor planning activity. The motor-goal LDs between PMd and
PRR in the three RT conditions (N, R, and S) could be confounded by such motor feedback, including corollary discharge
signals, if, for example, PRR was more strongly driven by
movement-induced feedback signals, whereas PMd was more
strongly driven by motor planning signals. To test whether during movement initiation in RT conditions the LDs between PMd
and PRR were related to motor planning rather than motor feedback, we split our data set into motor-goal neurons (N_PMd/
PRR ⫽ 65/75) and a complementary group of perimovement
neurons (N_PMd/PRR ⫽ 127/183). Motor-goal neurons were
characterized by motor-related tuning during the memory period of the RS condition and perimovement neurons by motorrelated tuning in the movement period, but not during the
memory period (see Materials and Methods). Figure 6C shows
the LDs between PRR and PMd averaged across all RT conditions
without spatial remapping (N-pro, R-pro, S-anti) and with spatial remapping (N-anti, R-anti, S-pro). The average LDs were
computed separately for the population of all neurons, the population of motor-goal neurons, and the population of perimovement neurons. In the conditions without remapping, there were
no significant LDs for either group. In the conditions with
remapping, there were significant LDs between PMd and PRR for
the population of all neurons (23 ms, p ⫽ 0.017) and the motorgoal neurons (21 ms, p ⫽ 0.03). For the perimovement neurons,
there was only a nonsignificant trend (21 ms, p ⫽ 0.084), despite
the fact that the number of eligible neurons in this category was
higher than that for the motor-goal neurons. The absolute latencies for the motor-goal tuning were shorter in the group of
motor-goal neurons than the perimovement neurons (average
across all three RT conditions and both contexts: ⌬ ⫽ 30 ms;

Figure 6. Summaryoffrontoparietallatenciesandsplitanalysisfordifferentneuronpopulations.
A,B,Summaryofaverageabsolutelatencies(A)andLDs(B)betweenPRRandPMdformotor-related
tuning for pro-trials (left) and anti-trials (right) for all cueing conditions (RS, N, R, S).C, Comparison of
remapping conditions with other conditions. LDs between PRR and PMd (PRR ⫺ PMd) averaged
across all RT conditions with no required remapping (N-pro, R-pro, S-anti) and with required remapping (N-anti, R-anti, S-pro) for either all neurons or separately for motor-goal (MG) and perimovement (PeM) neurons. Asterisks indicate the level of significance (*p ⬍ 0.05; **p ⬍ 0.01,
randomization test). See Results and supplemental material (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) for the significance of the S-pro condition. Only remapping conditions induce
significant frontoparietal LDs. These differences are visible mainly in motor-goal neurons, less so in
perimovement neurons. D, Average tuning latencies are smaller in motor-goal compared with perimovement neurons. The bar shows LDs (PeM ⫺ MG) across all RT conditions and both cortical areas.

p ⫽ 0.00049) (Fig. 6 D). This difference in absolute latency confirmed that the splitting of the two groups of neurons according
to their tuning properties in the RS condition memory period was
meaningful with respect to the differentiation between motorgoal and motor-feedback latencies.
Effects of remapping on motor-goal latencies within PMd
and PRR
We also compared motor-goal latencies between pro- and antireaches within each cortical area, rather than latencies between
cortical areas (Fig. 7). Note that these are the same data as in the
above analyses, just rearranged for different statistical comparisons. Pro-goal tuning emerged earlier than anti-goal tuning in
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for the S condition in either area the LD analysis between proand anti-trials is confounded by the default anti-tuning in the
preceding memory period, which makes interpretation in this
case difficult.

Figure 7. Comparison of motor-tuning latencies between pro- and anti-trials. A–D, Recruitment curves for all four cueing conditions in pro-trials (green) and anti-trials (blue), separately
for PMd (left) and PRR (right). Other conventions are as in Figures 2 and 3. Note that the data are
the same as in Figures 2 and 3, but are grouped differently to emphasize and quantify the
differences between pro- and anti-trials rather than PMd and PRR. E, Summary of LDs between
pro- and anti-trials (anti ⫺ pro). Brackets for the S condition indicate that the conclusiveness of
LDs is questionable because of the different baseline levels in this condition.

PRR whenever the motor-goal decision was immediately preceded by a spatial cue: pro–anti-LDs were significant after the
precue in the RS condition (LDA—P ⫽ 40 ms, p ⫽ 0.0021), after
the go-cue in the N condition (LDA—P ⫽ 54 ms, p ⫽ 0), and after
the go-cue in the R condition (LDA—P ⫽ 71 ms, p ⫽ 0). There was
no pro–anti-LD in response to the go-cue in the S condition ( p ⫽
0.32). In PMd, we found faster representation of pro-goals compared with anti-goals only in response to the go-cue in the R
condition (LDP—A ⫽ 56 ms, p ⬍ 10 ⫺4). In PMd, none of the
other conditions showed a significant difference between proand anti-goals (RS: p ⫽ 0.27; N: p ⫽ 0.054; S: p ⫽ 0.42). Note that

Motor-goal latencies and behavioral reaction times
If motor-goal latencies in PMd and PRR reflect decisions on arm
movements, a correlation between motor-goal latencies and RTs
should be expected. Figure 8 A shows the median RTs in proreaches (light gray) and anti-reaches (dark gray) for the different
cueing conditions averaged across all recording sessions (N ⫽
176). The RTs for pro-reaches were 240 ⫾ 2 ms (RS), 227 ⫾ 2 ms
(N), 221 ⫾ 2 ms (R), and 240 ⫾ 2 ms (S). The RTs in anti-reaches
were 246 ⫾ 2 (RS), 242 ⫾ 2 ms (N), 245 ⫾ 2 ms (R), and 244 ⫾
2 ms (S). The RT differences between pro- and anti-reaches were
significant in each cueing condition (RS: 6 ⫾ 1 ms, p ⬍ 10 ⫺6; N:
15 ⫾ 1 ms, p ⬍ 10 ⫺6; R: 24 ⫾ 1 ms, p ⬍ 10 ⫺6; S: 4 ⫾ 1 ms; p ⫽ 4.6
10 ⫺5; data not shown). The RT differences between pro- and
anti-reaches in the RS condition cannot be explained by motorgoal latencies, since motor-goal tuning in these conditions was
already present during the memory period. To compensate for
RT differences between pro- and anti-trials for the nonspecific
effects of SR congruency observed in the RS condition, we also
computed RT differences that were corrected for this nonspecific
effect by subtracting the RT difference in the RS condition from
the original RT differences (Fig. 8 B). The corrected RT differences were 9 ⫾ 1 ms (N condition, p ⬍ 10 ⫺6), 18 ⫾ 1 ms (R, p ⬍
10 ⫺6), and ⫺2 ⫾ 1 ms (S, p ⫽ 0.015).
We tested whether the neuronal motor-goal latencies better
correlated with the time of the cue presentation or with the behavioral response onset (reaction time). The top left panel of
Figure 8C shows as an example the slopes of the linear regression
between single-trial RTs and neuronal onset latencies (relative to
cue presentation; see Materials and Methods) for the motor-goal
neurons in PRR. In a complementary manner, the slopes of the
regression between (negative) single-trial RTs and neuronal lead
times (onset of neuronal response relative to movement onset)
were also analyzed (Fig. 8C, top right). Note that these two ways
of quantifying the relationship between neural latencies and behavioral responses are not mutually independent, but help to
illustrate the results. For the regression analysis, we only included
trials of the RT conditions (N, R, and S) from neurons that did
not show cue responses (see Materials and Methods). A slope
close to 1 in the comparison between RTs and neuronal onset
latencies (top left) indicates that the onset of activity in PRR
motor-goal neurons was correlated to the movement onset. A
slope close to 1 in the comparison between RTs and neuronal lead
times (top right) would have indicated that the onset of activity
was related to the cue onset. Overlap of the regression lines with
the upper gray-shaded area indicates neural latencies larger than
the RT, which only occurred in a small fraction of the motor-goal
neurons. The pattern of slopes showed better correlation of the
neural latencies with the movement onset compared with the cue
onset for PRR motor-goal neurons, and also for perimovement
neurons (Fig. 8C, bottom right). For motor-goal neurons in PRR,
the median slope for relatedness to RT was 0.76, and for relatedness to cue onset 0.14 ( p ⫽ 0.00026, rank sum test). For perimovement neurons in PRR, the median slope for RT was 0.62,
and for cue onset 0.20 ( p ⬍ 10 ⫺5, rank sum test). In PMd, we
could not find a significant bias in either neural population. For
motor-goal neurons in PMd, the median slope for RT was 0.60,
and for cue onset 0.25 ( p ⬎ 0.05). For perimovement neurons,
the median slope for RT was 0.47 and for cue onset 0.39 ( p ⬎
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0.05). The distribution of slopes for both
neural populations was unimodal and did
not suggest that the moderate correlation
with either cue onset or RT is the result of
an averaging effect across an inhomogeneous distribution of neurons (data not
shown). In summary, in PRR neural
motor-goal latencies were best correlated
with the time of the behavioral response;
in PMd, there was no bias, which would
indicate stronger correlation of the neuronal latencies with either the cue onset or
the reaction time.
Statistical controls
Latency measures depend on methodological procedures. For example, any statistical significance level (here, ␣ ⫽ 5%)
for motor-related tuning (significant spatial tuning in pro- and anti-reaches with Figure 8. Correlation between neuronal latencies and behavioral reaction times. A, Average RTs in pro- (light) and anti-trials
opposite tuning vectors) marks an arbi- (dark) in the four different cueing conditions. B, RT differences between anti- and pro-reaches corrected for the nonspecific
trary threshold criterion. To avoid con- difference in the RS condition (see Results). C, Regression analysis. Regression lines between neuronal latencies and RTs for each
founds caused by potential differences of motor-goal neuron in PRR when aligned to the go-cue onset (top left). The equivalent regression data are shown (top right)
the effect size in PMd and PRR, we per- between the “lead time” of neural tuning (⫽ time of tuning onset before movement onset) and negative RTs (⫽ time of cue onset
before movement onset). Shaded areas indicate neuronal tuning latencies larger than RT (upper shaded areas in upper left and
formed our analysis using different
upper right) or neuronal tuning before cue onset (lower right shaded area in upper right). The slopes close to the unity line (upper
threshold criteria for spatial tuning (sup- left) and close to zero (upper right) indicate correlations of the neural latency with the movement onset, rather than with the cue
plemental Fig. S1, available at www. onset. The boxplots in the lower panel shows the statistical analysis of the slope distributions for cue-onset alignment (CUE) and
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). movement alignment (MOV) in both areas separately for motor-goal and perimovement neurons. In both groups of neurons,
Also, we balanced the number of neurons neural latencies in PRR but not PMd were correlated with behavioral response latencies.
between PMd and PRR by random subsampling (supplemental Fig. S2, available
Different reasons could account for the dependency of fronat www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Finally, we used
toparietal LDs on spatial remapping. It was previously suggested
alternative latency measures based on cumulative sums, as were
that frontoparietal interactions and corresponding LDs are the
used in previous studies from other groups (supplemental Fig.
consequences of a decision-making process (Pesaran et al., 2008).
S3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
In line with this view, one could emphasize the inherent differNone of the control measurements or alternative methods led to
ence in cognitive strategy required to perform either a pro-reach
conclusions different from those presented in the main text.
or an anti-reach task. To be consistent with our data, we would
have to assume that all conditions that include a remapping reDiscussion
quire an active decision, whereas conditions without remapping
We compared motor-goal latencies in PMd and PRR during a
do not. The function of such a decision could be the active upnonstandard visuomotor association task. Neurons in PMd
dating of the preliminary motor goal, which was induced by the
were tuned earlier for the pending motor goal than neurons in
spatial cue or preliminary movement planning.
PRR, whenever the task required spatial visuomotor remapAlternatively, PRR motor-goal representations could depend
ping. Frontoparietal LDs existed for motor goals during movement
on frontoparietal projections from PMd in any case, while beplanning, independent of movement execution. We interpret our
coming visible as interareal LDs only under specific circumfindings in support of the hypothesis that spatial reorganization of
stances. LDs of several tens of milliseconds, as seen here and also
network activity in PRR causes frontoparietal LDs. We suggest that
in previous studies (Riehle, 1991; Kalaska and Crammond, 1992;
the initiation of the remapping process in PRR is contingent on
Johnson et al., 1996; Pesaran et al., 2008), seem rather long to be
frontoparietal projections from PMd.
attributable to transmission delays between the monosynaptically
connected areas PMd and PRR (Pandya and Kuypers, 1969; Jones
Shorter motor-goal latencies in PMd than PRR in
and Powell, 1970; Kurata, 1991; Johnson et al., 1996; Caminiti et al.,
remapping conditions
1999; Marconi et al., 2001; Tanné-Gariépy et al., 2002; BattagliaWe expected the relative timing of motor-goal decision processes
Mayer et al., 2003). Instead, we prefer to attribute the observed
between reach planning areas to change with precueing, as speclarge frontoparietal LDs to the dynamic reorganization of netulated previously (Kalaska and Crammond, 1992; Cisek, 2006;
work activity, which is required in visuospatially organized areas
2007). Against our expectation, PMd–PRR latency differences
like PRR in the case of spatial remapping. According to this view,
depended on the required visuospatial mapping instead. Varithe dynamic reorganization is only started in PRR, once the moation of the precue did not change this basic dependency. Our
tor goal has been selected in PMd. The dependency of PRR on
results showed earlier motor-goal tuning in PMd than PRR
PMd output would only become detectable as a frontoparietal LD
whenever the reach goal had to be spatially remapped from the
in cases of spatially incongruent mapping, when an isolated spaposition of the preceding incongruent spatial cue (anti-trials in
tial motor-goal representation is not directly induced by the spaRS, N, and R conditions) or the incongruent preliminary movetial cue, but has to build up first. We predict that tasks with
ment plan (pro-trials in S condition).
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nonspatial symbolic cueing could also induce frontoparietal LDs,
similar to tasks with a spatially balanced distribution of cues
(visual search task, Pesaran et al., 2008). What is common to all
three tasks is the need for the buildup of a spatial goal representation in PRR that is not induced directly by a spatial cue. Spatially congruent mapping conditions, on the other hand, do not
require dynamic remapping or buildup. The seamless and immediate transition from cue- to motor-goal-related tuning, even if
its “initiation” in PRR might depend on PMd output, would
render frontoparietal LDs invisible in this case.
The latter interpretation fits our and previous data, and explains long frontoparietal motor-goal LDs independently of interareal transmission delays. It is parsimonious since it requires
neither an assumption that PMd-to-PRR projections become active only during decision tasks nor that remapping trials involve a
decision process, whereas other trials do not. Note that we cannot
exclude the alternative, but similar, possibility that both areas,
PMd and PRR, receive a motor-goal decision signal from an independent third area, and that PRR in the case of remapping
needs longer than PMd to converge onto a new dynamic state to
represent the spatial motor goal.
Latency differences between PMd and PRR for motor
planning activity
Previous physiological studies suggested that frontoparietal
LDs between reach-related areas in premotor and parietal cortices exist for perimovement activity immediately preceding
or accompanying motor execution (Bioulac and Lamarre, 1979;
Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Kalaska et al., 1983; Riehle and Requin,
1989; Riehle, 1991; Johnson et al., 1996), in line with a previously
stated corollary discharge hypothesis (Mountcastle et al., 1975;
Bioulac and Lamarre, 1979; Kalaska et al., 1983; Seal and Commenges, 1985; Johnson et al., 1996). A previous study (Pesaran et
al., 2008) showed that latency differences between PMd and PRR
also exist for motor-goal representations during movement planning, i.e., independent of movement execution, whereas another
study did not show such differences (Johnson et al., 1996). The
fact that frontoparietal LDs depend on the type of task rather than
the movement execution can explain these different results. We
found shorter latencies in PMd than PRR for motor-goal activity
in response to a preparatory stimulus (RS condition) and in response to a go-instruction (N, R, and S conditions). Even in the
RT conditions, we could attribute the frontoparietal LDs to differences in the latencies of motor-goal signals, rather than motor
feedback signals. Our findings contradict a corollary discharge
hypothesis in its strict sense (see alternative suggestion below), in
which PMd–PRR latency differences would be the consequence of a
frontoparietal efference copy signal, i.e., would be dependent on
explicit motor commands (Kalaska et al., 1983; Johnson et al., 1996).
Motor-goal latencies in relation to behavioral reaction times
To discuss the neural dynamics of sensorimotor integration in
the context of behavioral performance, it is important to distinguish between general neural response onset latencies (Kalaska et
al., 1983; Riehle, 1991; Kalaska and Crammond, 1992; Johnson et
al., 1996; Pesaran et al., 2008) and latencies of neural activities
that are more specifically related to the cue, the motor-goal decision, or motor execution.
First, with the anti-reach task design we separated cue- from
motor-related tuning (Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Zhang et al.,
1997; Gail and Andersen, 2006). Neurons in PMd (Crammond and
Kalaska, 1994) and PRR (Gail and Andersen, 2006) can dynamically switch from cue- to motor-related encoding, whereas others
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are motor related as soon as they become active. Population analysis of neural onset latencies including all neurons would lead to
confounded motor latencies. Especially, frontoparietal LDs could
be obscured because of the simultaneity of the fastest responding
neurons (Johnson et al., 1996), which respond to the cue. We
avoided this confound by analyzing neurons without cue-related
responses.
Second, using different partial precueing conditions (Lecas et al.,
1986; Riehle and Requin, 1989; Riehle, 1991; Hoshi and Tanji, 2000;
Nakayama et al., 2008), we additionally separated motor-goal latencies related to motor planning (Riehle, 1991; Johnson et al., 1996)
from latencies of perimovement activity related to motor-execution
(Riehle and Requin, 1989; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000). Perimovement activities could comprise movement-induced corollary
discharge, somatosensory, or visual signals, especially in parietal areas (Sakata et al., 1973; Mountcastle et al., 1975; Kalaska et al., 1983;
Colby and Duhamel, 1991; Nakayama et al., 2008). Average response
latencies from mixed motor-goal and perimovement activity
(Kalaska et al., 1983; Riehle and Requin, 1989; Johnson et al., 1996;
Pesaran et al., 2008) would overestimate motor-goal latencies in areas with strong motor-feedback signals. We avoided this confound
by differentiating motor-goal from perimovement neurons.
The trial-by-trial motor-goal latencies in PRR were better correlated with manual RTs than those of PMd. This could mean
that manual responses are triggered only once the motor-goal
decision (which becomes visible in PMd before PRR) leads to the
required (and slower) evolution of the proper motor-goal representations in PRR.
Frontoparietal projections for prospective forward
model estimates?
Parietal cortex function is important for proper online correction
of movements (Desmurget et al., 1999) and is suspected to use
forward model predictions for this purpose (Wolpert et al., 1998;
Desmurget et al., 1999; Mulliken et al., 2008; Shadmehr and
Krakauer, 2008). We suggest that such a forward estimate is generated not only during movements, but prospectively, before a
motor command is issued, as an integral part of the planning
process. In visuomotor tasks, movement planning then would
equal the process of analyzing the difference between the current
sensory state and the prospective sensory state, which is predicted
to result from the currently imagined movement in the future,
once it is executed (Salinas, 2004; Shadmehr and Wise, 2005).
This view is consistent with our data and previous studies, which
showed activation of PPC during motor imagery (Decety et al.,
1994; Stephan et al., 1995; Sirigu et al., 1996; Gerardin et al., 2000;
Naito et al., 2002), and the fact that parietal electrical stimulation
can trigger subjective movement intentions without actual movements being performed (Desmurget et al., 2009).
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Supplemental Material

S1 – Control of latency results for effect size
Inhomogeneity of average spike rate or effect size, e.g. differences in the neural
response selectivity, could bias latency measures between different cortical areas.
First, since our recruitment curves focused on only the significant neurons, different
firing rates in both area could lead to a higher number of significantly tuned neurons
in the area with higher firing rates due to statistical power. We analyzed firing rates in
PMd and PRR on average across those neurons, which contributed to the analyses in
the main text, i.e. neurons with motor-related tuning and no cue-response. For each
neuron the average firing rate was determined in the same time window as was used
for computing the maximum direction (MD), which was 200 to 350 ms after onset of
the cue (precue in RS, go-cue in N, R, S). Firing rates in PMd during anti-trials were
not significantly different from those in PRR in either cueing condition. Second, the
effect size in each area was quantified with the maximum p-value for directional
selectivity within the analysis time window averaged across all neurons (The negative
logarithm of the p value to the basis of ten was used for statistical comparisons; p
values smaller than 10-6 were set to 10-6). There was either no significant difference in
effect size between PMd and PRR (RS-pro, R-anti, S-pro) or the effect size was
significantly higher (p<0.05, t-test) in PRR compared to PMd (RS-anti, N-pro, N-anti,
R-pro and S-anti). Only in RS-anti the effect size in PMd was higher than in PRR. If
at all, higher effect size in PRR should lead to opposite latency differences between
both areas in most cueing conditions than the ones we found. Taken together, neither
differences in average firing rate nor in average tuning strength could explain the
observed LDs between PMd and PRR.
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In the standard analysis neurons were included if they showed motor-related tuning at
some point in time during the analysis time window. The significance criterion of
being tuned (p<0.05 in Kruskal-Wallis test) implies an artificial threshold. As
additional control we ran our analysis with different thresholds for the significance of
an individual neuron’s tuning (α = 0.01, 0.1, or 0.2). In the S-pro condition the effect
of LD(PRR-PMd), which only showed a non-significant trend (p = 0.057) in the
standard analysis with tuning threshold α = 0.05 (Fig. 3B and 6A), was significant (p
= 0.026) when neurons were selected with a stricter significance criterion for tuning
(α = 0.01). In all other conditions the significances did not change (Fig. S-1). These
findings corroborate our conclusions of the main manuscript, especially they provide
evidence for earlier motor-goal representations in PMd than PRR in the S-pro
condition.

S 2 – Control of latency results for sampling bias

Similar to effect size (Supplemental Material 1) differences in the size of the neuron
sample between the two areas could affect latency measures based on recruitment
curves. We randomly subsampled the same number of neurons in PMd and PRR
(Pesaran et al. 2008), to balance the number of neurons analyzed in each area (Fig. S2). The distributions of LDs in the different task conditions obtained from repeated
random sampling of neurons were not different from the original values (p>0.4,
confidence interval), which means the results were independent of the specific neuron
samples. In summary, section 1 and 2 of Supplementary Material suggest that
population size, effect size, or average spike rate differences did not confound our
latency measures.
Page 2 of 7
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S 3 – Alternative latency measures

As an alternative latency measurement we compared the cumulative sums over all
single-unit motor-related tuning onset latencies (Fig. S-3). Within each cueing
condition and for each neuron the onset latency was defined as the first time point at
which the tuning became motor-related and continued to do so for at least 90% of 50
consecutive time bins (equivalent to the definition of motor planning activity in the
memory period of the RS condition; see Material and Methods). The time window of
analysis for each cueing condition was identical to the standard analysis in the main
manuscript, which was -200 ms to + 450 ms relative to the onset of the pre-cue (RS)
or go-cue (N, R, S). The number of neurons which fulfilled the criterion for motortuning is provided in the legend of Fig. S-3. Median onset latencies for motor-tuning
were lower in PMd than PRR (p<0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test) in all four cueing
conditions which required spatial remapping (RS-anti, N-anti, R-anti, S-pro) These
results confirm the results in the main text.

S 4 – Temporary bimodal tuning properties

Population PSTHs around the time of the go-cue in the N condition (Fig. 2C) suggest
that for a brief period of time, between approx. 100-250 ms after cue onset, neural
activity in PMd did not only increase for reaches to the maximum direction (MD), but
also for reaches to the non-preferred direction (NP). As a consequence, the separation
between MD and NP PSTH curves occurred later in PMd than PRR during proPage 3 of 7
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reaches, while the recruitment curves and statistical tests indicated synchronous onset
of motor-goal tuning in PMd and PRR. Here we explain this seeming contradiction by
showing that in PMd in response to the go-cue in the N condition a small fraction of
neurons temporarily showed bimodal tuning, i.e. they briefly reflect both potential
motor goals, the pro- and the anti-goal.

To test the significance of directional tuning in our standard analysis in the main text
we used a non-parametric 1-way ANOVA with the additional criterion that the length
of the normalized DTV had to be larger than 0.2. With this criterion we excluded
neurons with a bipolar tuning close to symmetric (ANOVA significant, |DTV| < 0.2)
from the recruitment curves and statistical analysis, but not from the population
PSTHs. Such symmetric bipolar tuning could represent two potential motor goals
instead of one selected motor goal and would be characterized by a significant
ANOVA while the DTV has a length close to zero (see Material and Methods). The
test for bimodality was conducted separately in pro- and anti-trials for all neurons
which did not have a cue-related response. Figures S-4 A and B show the timeresolved number of bimodal neurons in PMd and PRR for the RS and N conditions.
Especially in the N condition in PMd there was a clear increase in the number of
bimodal neurons between 100-250 ms after cue onset, most pronounced for proreaches. Figure S4 C shows the tuning between 100-250 ms for PMd neurons in the
N-pro condition (normalized within each neuron and averaged across neurons), which
showed bimodal tuning for at least 10 time bins in this time window. The fact, that the
average tuning shows opposing local maxima at 0 and 180 deg is consistent with the
interpretation that the tuning reflects the encoding of two potential motor goals.
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We speculate that bimodal tuning was stronger in the N condition than in the RS
condition because of the time pressure for the monkey in the N condition. It takes
longer to process the rule information than the spatial information (compare RTs for R
and S conditions in pro-reaches, Fig. 6A). Evaluation of the spatial cue before the rule
is known narrows down the choices to two out of four remaining spatial targets, the
pro- and the anti-goal. Once the rule information was processed, one of the two
putative activity peaks had to be suppressed (resulting in the motor-goal tuning of
which we analyzed the latencies with our recruitment curves). This strategy might
have been faster for the monkey than building up a new activity peak after the delayed
evaluation of the transformation rule. In the RS condition after the pre-cue, there was
no time pressure for the monkey and therefore no need to build up potential motorgoal tuning.
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Supplemental Figures
Figure S-1: Control for the effect of tuning significance thresholds on LD measures.
Frontoparietal LDs are shown for pro- (top row) and anti-trials (bottom row) in the
different cueing conditions. A-C: LD results when different significance thresholds
were applied to the spatial tuning of each neuron in pro- and anti-reaches. A: LDs if
significance of spatial tuning in single neurons and time windows was defined by
p<0.2 (Kruskal-Wallis). B and C: Same as A but significance defined with p < 0.1 and
0.01, respectively.

Figure S-2: Control for the effect of sample sizes in PMd and PRR on LD measures.
Mean and standard deviation (1000 randomizations) of frontoparietal LDs for pro(left panel) and anti-trials (right panel) in the different cueing conditions. In each
randomization run a random sub-sample of the same number of neurons in PRR and
PMd were taken. Asterisks indicate the level of significance (*: p<0.05, **: p<0.01).
The dots indicate the original value with unequal number of neurons in PMd and
PRR. The original LDs were not different from the LDs derived from balanced
sample sizes (p >0.4).

Figure S-3: Alternative neural latency measure. The curves show cumulative sums
over the onset latencies of motor-related tuning. PMd (red) and PRR (yellow) data are
shown separately for pro- (left) and anti-trials (right) in the different cueing conditions
(A-D). The motor-tuning onset latencies are derived for each single neuron within
each condition. Additional to the cumulative sums the median onset latency and the pvalue (ranksum-test) for the comparison between PMd and PRR onset latency
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distribution are provided. Also, the numbers of neurons in each area are provided, for
which an onset latency could be computed.

Figure S-4: Analysis of temporary bimodal tuning after cue presentation. A: Number
of putatively bimodal neurons in PMd (red) and PRR (yellow) and separate for pro(left) and anti-trials (right) in the RS-condition after onset of the precue. B: Same as in
A, but in the N condition after onset of the go-cue. C: Average normalized tuning of
putatively bimodal PMd neurons in pro-trials in the N condition (the condition with
the strongest indication for bimodal tuning). The tuning curve is bi-lobed, indicating
bimodal tuning, even though not fully symmetrically. The time window, which was
used for computing the directional tuning, is indicated by the black bar in B. Data are
aligned and normalized to the average maximal response in pro-trials in the time
window of analysis.
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Figure S-1: Control for the effect of tuning significance thresholds on LD measures. Frontoparietal LDs
are shown for pro- (top row) and anti-trials (bottom row) in the different cueing conditions. A-C: LD
results when different significance thresholds were applied to the spatial tuning of each neuron in proand anti-reaches. A: LDs if significance of spatial tuning in single neurons and time windows was
defined by p<0.2 (Kruskal-Wallis). B and C: Same as A but significance defined with p < 0.1 and 0.01,
respectively.
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different cueing conditions. In each randomization run a random sub-sample of the same number of neurons in
PRR and PMd were taken. Asterisks indicate the level of significance (*: p<0.05, **: p<0.01). The dots indicate
the original value with unequal number of neurons in PMd and PRR. The original LDs were not different from
the LDs derived from balanced sample sizes (p >0.4).
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Figure S-3: Alternative neural latency measure. The curves show cumulative sums over the
onset latencies of motor-related tuning. PMd (dark) and PRR (light) data are shown separately
for pro- (left) and anti-trials (right) in the different cueing conditions (A-D). The motor-tuning
onset latencies are derived for each single neuron within each condition. Additional to the
cumulative sums the median onset latency and the p-value (ranksum-test) for the comparison
between PMd and PRR onset latency distribution are provided. Also, the numbers of neurons in
each area are provided, for which an onset latency could be computed.
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Figure S-4: Analysis of temporary bimodal tuning after cue
presentation. A: Number of putatively bimodal neurons in PMd (dark)
and PRR (light) and separate for pro- (left) and anti-trials (right) in the
RS-condition after onset of the precue. B: Same as in A, but in the N
condition after onset of the go-cue. C: Average normalized tuning of
putatively bimodal PMd neurons in pro-trials in the N condition (the
condition with the strongest indication for bimodal tuning). The tuning
curve is bi-lobed, indicating bimodal tuning, even though not fully
symmetrically. The time window, which was used for computing the
directional tuning, is indicated by the black bar in B. Data are aligned
and normalized to the average maximal response in pro-trials in the
time window of analysis.

2.3

Choosing goals, not rules: Deciding among rule-based

action plans
When a movement has to be planned towards a location that has to be inferred from a
spatial stimulus (anti reach), some kind of remapping rule has to be applied. In the
previous studies we analyzed situations in which the motor goal was unambiguously
defined. Here we investigated a situation in which the motor goal is not definite but two
equally probable potential motor goals remain. In this case planning a movement
involves choosing the rule as well as computing a motor goal according to the chosen
rule. It is unclear whether monkeys mentally construct all possible movement goals based
on the remapping rules before selecting one of them, or whether they select a rule and
after that only construct the associated motor goal for that rule. We could show that the
frontoparietal reach areas can represent multiple motor goals at the same time and that
these representations are biased by the monkey's choice preference. For this it is
irrelevant if the motor goal was specified directly by a cue (pro reach) or by applying a
remapping rule (anti reach). This means all potential motor goals are mentally
constructed before one of them is selected and it supports the Bayesian brain theory.
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SUMMARY

In natural situations, movements are often directed
toward locations different from that of the evoking
sensory stimulus. Movement goals must then be inferred from the sensory cue based on rules. When
there is uncertainty about the rule that applies for
a given cue, planning a movement involves both
choosing the relevant rule and computing the movement goal based on that rule. Under these conditions, it is not clear whether primates compute
multiple movement goals based on all possible rules
before choosing an action, or whether they first
choose a rule and then only represent the movement
goal associated with that rule. Supporting the former
hypothesis, we show that neurons in the frontoparietal reach areas of monkeys simultaneously represent
two different rule-based movement goals, which are
biased by the monkeys’ choice preferences. Apparently, primates choose between multiple behavioral
options by weighing against each other the movement goals associated with each option.

INTRODUCTION
When passing the ball to a player of his team, a soccer player can
identify and select the proper target among many potential
targets by the color of the jerseys. In this situation the physical
targets are identical to potential targets of action (Figure 1A,
left). However, when a striker is approaching the opponent
goal, multiple alternative action goals have to be inferred from
a single physical target (the goal keeper) via spatial transformation rules (Figure 1A, right). The striker might want to aim for the
goal keeper, speculating that he or she will jump away, or for the
opposite corner of the goal, hoping that the keeper stays.
Recently, a lot has been learned on how primates represent
and decide between multiple physical targets in target-selection
tasks, and how different frontal and parietal cortical areas
contribute to target valuation and selection (Sugrue et al.,
2005; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Churchland et al., 2008; Rangel
et al., 2008; Andersen and Cui, 2009; Kable and Glimcher,
2009; Kim and Basso, 2010; Bisley and Goldberg, 2010; Cisek
and Kalaska, 2010). Little is known, however, about decision
536 Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.

processes in rule-selection tasks, which require choosing
among goals based on a spatial transformation rule (Tremblay
et al., 2002), and in which alternative goals might not be physically present as target stimuli, but have to be spatially inferred,
like in the example of the striker.
In rule-selection experiments, alternative movements are conducted under identical spatial sensory conditions, but according
to different context-defined transformation rules (Wise et al.,
1996; Wallis and Miller, 2003). In antisaccade or antireach tasks
(Figure 1A, right) a single visuospatial input is associated with
two alternative movement goals: one that is directly cued by
the sensory input (aim at the keeper), and another that has to
be inferred from a spatial cue by applying a remapping rule
(aim at the corner of the soccer goal opposite to the keeper)
(Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Shen and Alexander, 1997;
Schlag-Rey et al., 1997; Everling et al., 1999; Zhang and Barash,
2004; Medendorp et al., 2005; Gail and Andersen, 2006). Two
alternative decision processes are conceivable in such ruleselection tasks. The sensorimotor system could first choose
among the alternative rules, and then only compute one sensorimotor transformation to encode the single motor goal that is
associated with the selected rule (rule-selection hypothesis).
Alternatively, the system could first compute all potential sensorimotor transformations, and then select among the multiple
resulting motor-goal options (goal-selection hypothesis).
The difference between the rule- and goal-selection hypotheses should become obvious in areas of the brain that have
‘‘spatial competence’’ for movement planning, i.e., areas that
exhibit spatially selective neural encoding of motor goal information. This is the case, for example, in the premotor cortex
(Weinrich and Wise, 1982; Snyder et al., 1997; Crammond and
Kalaska, 2000) and the posterior parietal cortex (Mountcastle
et al., 1975; Snyder et al., 1997; Batista et al., 1999; Gail and
Andersen, 2006). The rule-selection hypothesis predicts that
such areas only encode one goal at a time, according to the
preliminarily selected rule, but not multiple rule-based potential
goals simultaneously (Figure 1B, left). The goal-selection hypothesis predicts that they simultaneously encode all alternative
potential movement goals prior to the decision (Figure 1B, right).
Therefore, the two hypotheses are distinguishable only at predecision stages, where the simultaneous existence of multiple,
alternative, potential motor goals in a rule-selection task would
favor the goal-selection hypothesis.
Evidence for potential motor goal encoding in spatial rule
selection tasks, i.e., in situations like in the example of the
striker, is lacking. Several areas of the brain have been thought
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to encode multiple potential motor goals in space, but only in
experiments involving selection among multiple physical
targets (Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005;
Lau and Glimcher, 2008). However, in such tasks, multiple
alternative spatial representations in the neural activity could
be associated with multiple physical targets rather than motor
goals. Therefore, target selection tasks are unsuitable for distin-

Figure 1. Target-Selection versus RuleSelection Task
(A) In a target-selection task (left) two distinguishable (e.g. colored) spatial cues (targets) are presented, of which one should be chosen as movement goal according to a selection rule. Both
potential targets have been spatially specified
before the selection. In our rule-selection task only
one spatial cue is provided, while the goal of the
movement can be the position of the spatial cue
(direct rule) or diametrically opposite to it (inferred
rule).
(B) Neural rule- or goal-selection encoding in
a rule-selection task. Decisions in ambiguous ruleselection tasks might follow a ‘‘rule selection’’
hypothesis (left columns). The rule will first be
selected, and then be applied to the spatial cue to
compute the single associated spatial motor goal.
In spatial planning areas there will be either no
spatial information encoded (solid red), or a
memory of the spatial cue location (dotted orange)
prior to the final selection. The ‘‘motor-goal
selection’’ hypothesis (right columns) states that
both alternative rules are applied to the spatial cue
to create two competing spatial representations
for the direct and the inferred motor goal, which
may (dotted orange) or may not (solid red) be
modulated by choice preferences of the subject.
Note that the initial spatial encoding during the
spatial cue presentation and the postdecision
encoding of the final motor goal are identical in
both hypotheses.

guishing between the rule- and the goalselection hypotheses. We measured the
spatial selectivity of neurons in monkey
parietal and premotor cortex during
reach planning in a novel rule-selection task (Figure 2). We
show that two spatial, rule-based potential motor goals can
be simultaneously encoded, supporting the goal-selection
hypothesis.
Potential motor goals can encode all alternative choices as
defined by the task (options), or biased representations of all
choices based on previous reward experience (preferences),
Figure 2. Rule-Selection Task with Instructed
Delay
In our potential motor-goal (PMG) task a single
spatial cue was presented at one of the four cardinal
directions prior to a memory period. 60%–80% of
the trials were context-instruction trials (PMG-CI) in
which a contextual cue was shown in a second cue
period (‘‘GO’’). This contextual cue instructed
a direct reach toward the position of the preceding
spatial cue (green) or an inferred reach toward the
diametrically opposite direction (blue). In 20%–40%
of the trials no contextual cue was shown (PMG-NC),
and the monkeys were free to choose the goal either
according to the direct or inferred transformation
rule.
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depending on which stage of the decision process they represent. So far, empirical evidence for preference encoding has
been lacking for skeletomotor tasks, even in target selection
experiments. Many previous oculomotor studies showed modulation of neural target responses by choice probability or some
form of value assignment (preference encoding) in different brain
areas of monkey (Basso and Wurtz, 1998; Dorris and Munoz,
1998; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004; Dorris and
Glimcher, 2004; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Lau and Glimcher,
2008; Kim and Basso, 2010; Louie and Glimcher, 2010) and
human (Hampton et al., 2006; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Yanai
et al., 2008; Wunderlich et al., 2009). Target-selection experiments using skeletomotor behavior, like reaching, showed encoding of freely selected targets in the parietal reach region
(PRR) (Scherberger and Andersen, 2007; Pesaran et al., 2008),
and potential motor goal encoding in the dorsal premotor cortex
(PMd) of monkeys (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005), but the task
designs in these studies did not allow dissociation of option
versus preference encoding. We tested for the encoding of
options versus preferences by using a mixture of instructed and
free-choice trials in combination with different probabilistic
reward schemes. We show that potential motor goal signals in
monkey parietal and premotor cortex during reach planning
represent mostly choice preferences, rather than options or
preliminary selections.
RESULTS
Balanced Choices between Alternative Rule-Based
Motor Goals
To distinguish between the rule- and goal-selection hypotheses
we first tested if two potential rule-based motor goals can be encoded simultaneously, since this would provide evidence for the
goal-selection hypothesis (Figure 1B, right). We designed
a potential motor goal (PMG) task, in which subjects had to
choose between two rule-based motor goals in each trial, and
characterized the spatial selectivity of neural activity as a function
of the spatial motor goal(s) during ambiguous reach planning.
Two male rhesus monkeys were trained to perform a memoryguided antireach task with instructed delay (Figure 2). A single
spatial cue was combined with an optional contextual color
cue. The contextual cue defined one of two spatial transformation rules according to which the spatial cue had to be mapped
onto the associated motor goal. The reach goal could either be
identical to the spatial cue (direct reach) or opposite to it (inferred
reach). In each trial of this PMG task, both options were available
in parallel to the subjects during reach planning, since the
contextual cue was presented only at the end of the instructed
delay, while the spatial cue was presented prior to the delay.
The PMG task consisted of two randomly interleaved trial
types, either with context instruction at the end of the delay
period (PMG-CI, 60%–80%), or without context instruction (no
context, PMG-NC, 20%–40%). We used the ‘‘free-choice’’
PMG-NC trials to probe the subjects’ behavioral choice preferences, and manipulated the subject’s choice preferences by
varying the reward schedules (see below).
The performance in PMG-CI trials was high for both monkeys
(PMG-CI: 88 ± 1% [monkey A], 80 ± 1.4% [monkey S]). Most
538 Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.

errors could be attributed to ocular fixation breaks, while
improper choices in instructed trials, i.e., confusions of the direct
and inferred reach goal, were rare in both monkeys (<2%). In the
PMG-NC trials, both direct- and inferred-goal choices with
proper ocular fixation and timing were considered correct, while
reaches to any other directions were considered incorrect. In the
first data set we are going to present, correct PMG-NC trials
were rewarded according to a bias minimizing reward schedule
(BMRS).
The BMRS was designed to reinforce balanced choice
behavior, by taking the reward history of the monkey into
account and reducing the reward probability if the behavior
was biased. In the BMRS, random behavior with an equal
amount of choices for either motor goal (on a short-term average
across few trials) leads to 50% reward probability, while any
consistent bias in choices leads to lower reward probabilities
(see Experimental Procedures). With the BMRS, the direct
choices (40 ± 0.1%, monkey A; 39.4 ± 2.5%, monkey S) and inferred choices (48.7 ± 0.1%, monkey A; 44.9 ± 2.6%, monkey S)
were mostly balanced, with only a small bias in favor of inferred
choices (Figure 3A). The overall balance between direct and inferred reach choices in PMG-NC trials suggests that the
monkeys had close-to-equal preference for the two potential
motor goals in BMRS sessions (= balanced data set).
Rule Selection versus Goal Selection—Potential Motor
Goal Encoding
According to the goal-selection hypothesis, the planning of two
equipotent alternative actions should lead to the neural encoding
of both corresponding motor goal representations simultaneously. According to the rule-selection hypothesis, we would
have to expect only one motor goal representation at a time
despite balanced behavioral choices on average (Figure 1B). In
the balanced choice condition, we recorded 145 (66 [A], 79 [S])
neurons in PRR, of which 97 (67%; 49 [A], 48 [S]) fulfilled the
criteria to be tested for the encoding of potential motor goals
(see Experimental Procedures). For the purpose of separating
the rule-selection from the goal-selection hypothesis PMG-CI
and PMG-NC trials were analyzed jointly, since the trial types
are indistinguishable and unpredictable to the subjects prior to
the optional contextual cue at the time of the GO signal.
Figure 3B shows an example neuron from PRR with a bimodal
spatial selectivity profile from the balanced data set in the PMG
task. We first tested the neurons spatial selectivity in two reference conditions. In the definite motor goal (DMG) task the
monkeys were unambiguously instructed about the pending
motor goal prior to memory period, i.e., the spatial and the
contextual cue were shown at the beginning of the memory
period (see Experimental Procedures). During such unambiguous planning in the DMG task, the neuron’s responses reflected
the unique downward motor goal in the ‘‘direct’’ (Figure 3B, left)
and ‘‘inferred’’ (Figure 3B, center) context. This is indicated by
the selectivity profiles for direct and inferred reaches that show
the neural response as a function of the cue position, and that
are shifted by 180 relative to each other (Figure 3B, bottom).
Such motor-goal selectivity is characteristic for PRR (Gail and
Andersen, 2006; Gail et al., 2009), and common to most directionally selective neurons of the current study (>80% across
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Figure 3. Neural Encoding of Potential Motor Goals in a Data Set with Balanced Choice Behavior
(A) Balanced percentage of direct (green) and inferred (blue) choices in PMG-NC trials with a bias minimizing reward schedule (BMRS; n = total number of
behavioral testing days for both monkeys; error bars denote SEM).
(B) Response of an example PRR neuron. The top panels show the spike rasters in the definite motor goal (DMG) task with the direct rule (left column), the inferred
rule (center) and in the PMG task (right), with average responses for each spatial cue position (0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 ) below. Trials were aligned to the GO signal,
while ‘‘cue’’ marks the average onset time of the spatial cue. Pictograms at the side of the spike rasters illustrate the spatial cue positions (filled squares) and the
corresponding motor goal positions (open squares) according to the task. The bottom panels show the selectivity profiles of the neuron (average rate) as
a function of cue position in the late memory period (shaded time window). Selectivity profiles were interpolated for illustrative purposes only. The shaded curves
denote the SEM.
(C) Population results for the balanced data set in PRR. The average normalized activity of all eligible PRR neurons during the PMG-CI task is shown aligned to the
spatial cue onset, the GO signal, and the movement onset (dotted red lines). Selectivity profiles were aligned to the neurons’ preferred directions in DMG trials
before averaging (PD, preferred direction; OD, opposite-to-preferred direction). Direct-cued and inferred-cued PMG-CI trials physically differ only at the time of
the context instruction, hence, data are plotted jointly for the cue and memory periods. The inset shows the distribution of direction modality contrast (DMC)
values for all eligible neurons in the late memory period.
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Figure 4. Encoding of Potential Motor Goals versus Preliminary Selections
(A) Schematic description of how to test the two alternative hypotheses with a choice-selective analysis of the free-choice trials (PMG-NC). Bimodal selectivity in
the PMG trials could be the result of averaging across trials with alternating preliminary selection of either of the two potential motor goals (lower row), or reflect
potential motor-goal encoding proper, independent of the later choice (top row). The similarity of the absolute DMC values, computed separately for direct-choice
(green) and inferred-choice (blue) trials, with the choice-indifferent absolute DMC values, computed for all trials, allows to differentiate the two possibilities (see
Figure S2 for a control).
(B) Choice-selective versus choice-indifferent absolute DMC values. The difference histogram shows that there is no significant deviation from the unity line,
indicating encoding of two potential motor goals, and contradicting preliminary selection encoding.

data sets). Importantly, in the ambiguous PMG task (Figure 3B,
right), the neuron was always most active if the previous spatial
cue in a PMG task potentially indicated a downward (270 ) reach,
i.e., when it had appeared either at the upper (90 ) or lower (270 )
position. Since the spatial selectivity profile is plotted as a function of cue location, the bimodal activity profile with a peak separation of 180 indicates encoding of a single motor-goal direction
in two different cue conditions, not two different motor-goal
directions. Notably, the neuron was not active in trials with
right-side (0 ) or left-side (180 ) cues, but only for those two
directions (up and down) that were equally probable to instruct
a downward motor goal.
The bimodal response profile of the example neuron in Figure 3B in the PMG task matched the prediction of the goal-selection hypothesis, and contradicts the rule-selection hypothesis.
The bimodal profile mimicked the response pattern one would
expect when averaging (not summing) the two response profiles
in the DMG task. This means, the response pattern during planning of two equipotent alternative potential motor goals was an
equally weighted linear combination of the response patterns
during unambiguous planning of the two respective unique
motor goals. In a model-based analysis we quantitatively
confirmed this view (see Figures S1 and S4 available online).
Bimodal selectivity profiles dominated the balanced data set
in PRR. The average population activity in the balanced data
set shows two stable ridges of activity during the memory period
(Figure 3C). Since the cue-position axis marks the location of the
spatial cue relative to the preferred direction (PD) of each neuron
(as measured in the DMG task), the two ridges indicate that on
the population level the direct and inferred goals are represented
540 Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.

simultaneously during ambiguous reach planning. For quantitative analysis we characterized the bimodal versus unimodal
selectivity of each neuron with a direction modality contrast
(DMC). Positive DMC indices indicate selectivity for the direct
motor goal; negative values indicate selectivity for the inferred
motor goal. Indices close to zero indicate symmetric bimodal
tuning (not lack of tuning) since only directionally selective
neurons were considered (see Experimental Procedures). The
mean DMC of the balanced data set did not significantly deviate
from zero (m = 0.001; standard error of the mean [SEM] = 0.021,
p > 0.05), indicating that in the balanced data set most neurons
had bimodal selectivity profiles (Figure 3C, inset).
Potential Motor Goals or Preliminary Selections?
Choice-Selective Analysis in PRR
The existence of a bimodal neural selectivity pattern in the
balanced data set is not sufficient to demonstrate potential
motor goal encoding. The monkeys could have preliminarily
selected one of the two potential motor goals during the memory
period in every trial, and randomly switched their selection from
trial to trial. Such switching would be obscured in PMG-CI trials
due to the explicit context instruction at the time of the GO cue.
The bimodal selectivity pattern revealed by the above analyses
would denote an artifact of averaging across inhomogeneous
sets of trials in this case (Figure 4A, bottom).
With a choice-selective analysis of the free-choice (PMG-NC)
trials we can rule out this possibility. We can instead show that
both potential motor goals were encoded independently of the
monkey’s later choices (Figure 4A, top). If the monkeys made
preliminary selections in every trial then this selection should
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be reflected in an unambiguous neural encoding of this preliminary selection in the late memory period immediately prior to
the monkeys decision (preliminary selection encoding). We
sorted PMG-NC trials according to the choice of the monkey,
and computed DMC values of the neural activity in the late
memory period separately for the trials in which the monkeys
freely chose the direct and inferred goals. If the low DMC of
a neuron with bimodal selectivity was the averaging result of
two opposite unimodal selectivity profiles, one for direct-choice
trials and the other for the inferred-choice trials, then a low absolute value of the original DMC would be attended with high absolute values of the two choice-selective DMC values for this
neuron. This means, preliminary selection encoding would be
indicated by a low similarity between the original and the
choice-selective DMC values across neurons (Figure 4A,
bottom). Vice versa, we can reject the selection hypothesis if
a neuron in both choice-selective subsets of trials shows
a bimodal selectivity pattern, i.e., when low absolute values of
the original DMC is attended with low absolute choice-selective
DMC values, resulting in a high similarity between original and
choice-selective DMC across neurons (Figure 4A, top).
The balanced data set in PRR yielded bimodal selectivity in
PMG-NC trials separately within direct-choice and within inferred-choice trials. The absolute choice-selective DMC values
for direct- and inferred-choice trials were highly similar to the
absolute original DMC values (Figure 4B). This can be seen by
the fact that the average distance of the data points from the
unity line did not significantly differ from zero neither for direct(pd > 0.05) nor inferred-choice (pi > 0.05) trials. When—as
a control—the method was applied to the DMG data set, in which
we know that the monkeys had selected the motor goal already
during the memory period, then the choice-selective and original
DMCs were highly and significantly dissimilar (pd = 0.0012, pi =
0.00067; see Figure S2). Additional variance tests indicated
that it is unlikely that the bimodal selectivity profiles were the
consequence of rapid switching between two alternative preliminary selections within the time of a trial (Figure S2).
Taken together, the results from the choice-selective analysis
of the balanced data set indicated genuine encoding of potential
motor goals rather than alternating preliminary selections in
PRR. This supports the motor-goal selection hypothesis and
argues against the rule-selection hypothesis.
Manipulating Behavioral Choice Preferences
Depending on which stage of the decision process a brain area
belongs to, encoding of multiple potential motor goals in that
area could represent the multiple options offered to the subject
(the ‘‘menu’’), or the competing behavioral goals associated
with these options and weighted with the subject’s preference
for either choice. Motor-goal options were defined solely by
the task. In any PMG trial two motor-goal options (the direct
and inferred motor goal) were valid during the memory period.
Encoding of motor-goal options should lead to the representations of two potential motor goals during the memory period of
all PMG trials, irrespective of any choice preferences of the
monkeys. Motor-goal preferences were defined by the monkeys’
average choice behavior in PMG-NC trials. Since the monkeys
had close-to-equal choice preferences for direct and inferred

motor goals in the balanced data set, the bimodal selectivity
profiles are not suited to dissociate encoding of motor-goal
options versus motor-goal preferences. If, on the other hand,
the monkeys had a bias in favor of one of the two options, then
encoding of motor-goal preferences should lead to neural activities in the memory period of PMG trials that reflect the relative
probability of selecting either potential goal in the PMG-NC trials.
By using different reward schedules we recorded two data sets,
one with balanced choice behavior (see above), and one with
strong behavioral choice bias, to dissociate the options and preference encoding hypotheses.
In the second data set, correct PMG-NC trials were rewarded
according to an equal probability reward schedule (EPRS). With
the EPRS, in which a 50% reward probability independent of the
choice history was guaranteed (reward probability: 52 ± 5%; p >
0.05 [A], 50 ± 4%; p > 0.05 [S]), both monkeys showed a strong
bias in favor of the inferred reach goal (Figure 5A), i.e., most reaches in PMG-NC trials were directed toward the inferred motor
goal (85 ± 4.0% monkey A, 63 ± 4.1% monkey S), and only
a small fraction toward the direct goal (2.4 ± 0.8% monkey A,
17.8 ± 3.4% monkey S). In the remaining PMG-NC trials
(12.6% monkey A, 19.2% monkey S) the monkeys aborted the
trial without reaching, or reached toward one of the orthogonal
goals (<1%). This means that both monkeys had a preference
for the inferred goal when the transformation rule was unknown,
and when either goal selection was rewarded with equal probability in EPRS sessions (= biased data set).
We can only speculate about the reason for the intrinsic bias of
both monkeys during the EPRS (Figure S3). The reason behind
this behavior is not immediately relevant for the purpose of
dissociating options encoding from preference encoding at the
neural population level, though. It is sufficient to note that both
monkeys consistently had a similarly strong bias over an
extended period of time in the EPRS sessions, and little to no
bias in the BMRS sessions.
Options versus Preference Encoding in PRR
If neurons encoded behavioral choice preferences then we
would expect encoding of only the inferred motor goal in the
PMG trials of the biased data set, in contrast to the encoding
of both potential motor goals simultaneously as seen in the
balanced data set. This should be true in the late memory period
of all PMG trials, since PMG-CI trials are indistinguishable from
the PMG-NC trials prior to the GO signal, and were randomly
interleaved.
In PRR, the biased data set contained a total of 258 (159 [A], 99
[S]) recorded neurons. A total of 148 (57%) neurons (96 [A], 52 [S])
of the biased data set fulfilled the criterion for the analysis of
potential motor-goal encoding.
The PRR example neuron in Figure 5B was recorded in the
biased data set and was most active during planning of leftward
(180 ) reaches in direct-cued or inferred-cued DMG trials. In
PMG trials the neuron was only highly active if the spatial cue
was presented at the right side (0 ), i.e., as if an inferred instruction had been given externally or had been selected internally.
Such unimodal selectivity for the inferred goal dominated the
biased data set in PRR. The average normalized population
activity showed only a brief response increase when the cue
Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 541
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Figure 5. Neural Encoding of Motor Goal Preference in a Data Set with Biased Choice Behavior
(A) Biased percentage of direct (green) and inferred (blue) choices in PMG-NC trials with an equal probability reward schedule (EPRS). Same conventions apply as
in Figure 3.
(B) Example PRR neuron from the biased data set. It showed motor-goal selectivity in the DMG task, as did the example in Figure 3. But in the PMG task it is only
active if the spatial cue appears opposite to the neurons PD.
(C) Correspondingly, PRR population activity shows a strong representation at the opposite-to-cue position (OD) during the memory period. The DMC distribution
is significantly biased for the inferred goal (mean DMC = 0.31; ***p < 0.001; rank-sum test).

matched the preferred direction (PD) of the neurons. This was
followed by a high level of activity when the cue was opposite
to the PD, corresponding to an encoding of the inferred goal
throughout the memory period (Figure 5C). The mean DMC
542 Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.

during the memory period of the biased data set was negative
(m = 0.31; SEM = 0.028) and significantly different from zero
(rank-sum test, p < 0.001) (Figure 5C, inset). This means that
the behavioral preference was reflected in a significant bias of
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Figure 6. Potential Motor Goals in PMd
(A and B) Distribution of DMC values and the monkeys’ choice-behavior (insets) of the balanced (A) and biased (B) data sets. Same conventions apply as in
Figures 3 and 5 (***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, rank-sum test).
(C) The choice-selective analysis of the DMC similarity in PMd. Same conventions apply as in Figure 4.

the neural directional selectivity in the population of PRR
neurons. The inferred-goal neural preference is neither consistent with an unbiased equipotent encoding of the two taskdefined motor goal options (options hypothesis), nor with an
encoding of the previous instruction cue (visual memory), but it
is consistent with the preference hypothesis.
Based on the observed inferred-goal selectivity in the biased
data set alone, one could not dissociate preference encoding
from preliminary selection encoding. But we can argue against
the latter possibility based on the choice-independent bimodal
response profiles in the choice-selective analysis of the
balanced data set. Preliminary selection encoding would have
had to reveal direct-goal neural selectivity in direct-choice trials,
and inferred-goal selectivity in inferred-choice trials, which was
not the case (see above).
Motor-Goal Encoding in Dorsal Premotor Cortex (PMd)
Another objective of our study was to compare parietal and premotor sensorimotor areas, which are well known to be involved
in reach planning, while their role in reaching decisions is less
clear (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Scherberger and Andersen,
2007). We conducted the same analyses for PMd as for PRR
neurons. The biased data set contained 193 PMd neurons (118
monkey A, 75 monkey S), and the balanced data set 112 PMd
neurons (monkey S). Of those, 46% fulfilled the criteria for the
DMC analysis in the biased data set, and 40% in the balanced
data set, which denote smaller fractions of neurons than in
PRR (see above).
The analyses of potential motor-goal encoding in PMd revealed overall very similar results to PRR, but there were also
differences. The distribution of DMC values in the biased data
set of PMd (Figure 6B) revealed a significant bias in favor of
the inferred motor goal (m = 0.298; SEM = 0.038, p < 1010, t
test), as it was the case in PRR (Figure 5C, inset). In contrast to
PRR (Figure 3C, inset), the DMC distribution in PMd (Figure 6A)
also showed a significant remaining bias for inferred goals

(m = 0.11; SEM = 0.05, p = 0.004) in the balanced data set.
Note, though, that this bias in DMC values was significantly
smaller (p = 0.002) than in the biased data set, which indicates
that most neurons exhibited bimodal response profiles, while
few had a weak bias for the inferred goal. Since the monkeys
also had a small residual choice preference for the inferred
goal (Figure 3A) this could mean that PMd is more strongly
modulated by small choice preferences than PRR. The choiceselective analyses of the PMG-NC trials showed a high DMC
similarity (Figure 6C), equivalent to PRR (Figure 4B). This, like
in PRR, indicated that the bimodal directional selectivity was
mostly not the consequence of preliminary selection encoding
in combination with trial-by-trial switching of the behavioral
choice. In summary, the PMd results are qualitatively very similar
to PRR, suggesting similar encoding schemes in both areas. For
a discussion of additional smaller differences between PRR and
PMd as revealed by our model-based analyses and variance
analyses see Figures S1 and S2.
Normalization of Multiple Motor-Goal Representations
Models of decision making often involve mutual competition
between the neural representations of multiple coexisting alternative choices (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Cisek, 2006). Such
competition implies that the response of a neuron should be
reduced when its preferred motor goal marks only one out of
two equally valid behavioral options, compared to when the
motor goal is unambiguously selected. The responses of the
example neurons and the population activity plots in Figures 3
and 5 suggest that this is the case. The results indicate a halving
of the neural response strength to each potential motor goal in
the balanced PMG task compared to the corresponding unambiguous motor goal in the DMG task or biased PMG task. A
quantitative analysis of the weight coefficients (scaling factors)
in the model-based analysis confirmed this view (Figure S4).
The reduced neural response strengths during the simultaneous
presence of two alternative motor goals compared to a single
Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 543
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goal argues in favor of a competition between alternative motor
goal representations.
DISCUSSION
The ability to plan multiple upcoming actions and decide among
them is vital to an organism acting within a complex environment. We investigated how parietal and premotor reach planning
areas encode the decision between different possible sensorimotor transformation rules that could be applied to a single
visuospatial object. When monkeys were faced with two alternative spatial transformations, and chose them with equal preference, then two separate spatial motor goal representations
coexisted in the frontoparietal reach network. This was the
case despite the fact that only one goal was directly visually
cued and the other had to be inferred from the visual cue by
applying a remapping rule. Additionally, the parietal reach region
(PRR) and the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) predominantly encoded the variable choice preference between two potential
motor goals. By using free-choice probe trials and two distinct
reward schedules, we could rule out encoding of the monkeys’
preliminary behavioral selections, as well as encoding of the
task-defined choice options, during movement planning. Our
results suggest that in rule-selection experiments the sensorimotor system first computes all potential motor goals associated
with a currently valid set of potential transformation rules, weighs
them according to the subject’s choice preference, and then
selects among these goals.
Deciding among Alternative Action Plans Rather
than Transformation Rules or Targets
We showed that during movement planning two alternative
potential reach goals can be represented simultaneously in
PRR and PMd in a rule-selection task. In this task only one visuospatial target was presented at a time, allowing two alternative
motor goals by applying two different mapping rules. Our results
suggest that with preexisting knowledge about the visuospatial
constraints of the task (knowing the spatial cue), and uncertainty
about the to-be-applied rule (not knowing the context cue), the
sensorimotor system constructs all remaining motor goal
options, which are defined by the general context of the task,
and are of subjective value to the monkey (see biased versus
balanced condition below). We can reject the alternative ruleselection hypothesis according to which the monkeys in general
would first select a rule, and then only compute the single
associated motor plan. It is as if the sensorimotor system in
a rule-selection task first creates all potential motor-goal representations and then applies the same computational decision
algorithms as in a target-selection task.
The view that multiple spatial motor goal options can be simultaneously encoded prior to the decision in parietal and premotor
areas is reminiscent of earlier saccadic target-selection experiments in the superior colliculus (Basso and Wurtz, 1998) and
the lateral intraparietal area LIP (Platt and Glimcher, 1999;
Sugrue et al., 2004; Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Louie and Glimcher, 2010). They showed probabilistic,
graded neural responses for preferred and nonpreferred targets,
depending on saccadic choice probabilities or subjective values.
544 Neuron 70, 536–548, May 12, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.

Also, a study in PMd showed bimodal response profiles in
a manual two-target selection task (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005).
Our conclusions go beyond the previous findings, since these
studies showed the coexistence of multiple spatial representations associated with alternative choices, but used target-selection tasks. We show that the simultaneous representation of
mutually exclusive spatial motor goals in sensorimotor areas
does not require the presentation of multiple alternative spatial
physical target stimuli.
This simultaneous encoding of alternative competing motor
goals is also fundamentally different from the representation of
two sequential movement goals. Previous experiments showed
that in the parietal cortex, during the planning of a multicomponent
(double-step) movement, two neural populations were activated,
each of which was selective for one of the single movement
components (Medendorp et al., 2006; Baldauf et al., 2008).
Double-step experiments do not induce a decision process
between mutually exclusive action goals, and rather suggest
that multiple components of a complex movement can be planned
at once. Our finding of simultaneous encoding of alternative
competing motor goals does complement previous observations
in effector-selection experiments, which showed that alternative
eye or hand movements to the same spatial target, instructed (Calton et al., 2002) or freely chosen (Cui and Andersen, 2007), can
elicit simultaneous movement planning activity in LIP and PRR.
The advantage of the goal-selection scheme over the ruleselection scheme for decision making could be that—by
computing all associated motor goal alternatives and their implicit
action plans during the ambiguous state of planning—a more
comprehensive cost-benefit calculation of each choice can be
achieved. When the striker in our introductory example has to
decide between aiming for the position of the goal keeper versus
the opposite corner, then it is not enough to consider the likelihood
of the keeper to jump or stay. Also the costs associated with the
striker’s action alternatives are relevant, e.g., the striker might
be poor at aiming for right-side goals, or the ball might be in an
immediate position that eases aiming for one corner but not the
other. Our results imply that the decision process in our rule-selection experiment selected between competing motor-goal alternatives, not between different transformation rules or target stimuli,
and that this competition likely happened in the sensorimotor
areas that are involved in planning the respective movements.
Note, we do note rule out the possibility that in parallel
a competition between the two potential rules takes place in
rule-encoding frontal cortical areas (White and Wise, 1999;
Wallis et al., 2001; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Genovesio et al.,
2005). The rule-competition could then, in the extreme case,
just be mirrored by probabilistic motor goal representations in
downstream sensorimotor areas. Because of the observed
response normalization in our data (see below), we believe that
if at all there was a rule-competition in our task then it was paralleled by a goal-competition in the sensorimotor areas, which
would make sense for economical reasons, as discussed in
the previous paragraph (Cisek and Kalaska, 2010).
Preference versus Options Encoding
Potential motor-goal representations in our experiment depended on the preference of the monkeys, as defined by the
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probability of behavioral choice of either action alternative. In our
task design we cannot differentiate between choice probabilities
and assigned subjective value (Sugrue et al., 2004; Samejima
et al., 2005; Hampton et al., 2006; Kable and Glimcher, 2007;
Lau and Glimcher, 2008; Wunderlich et al., 2009), as was attempted in a recent discounting experiment (Louie and Glimcher,
2010). Consequently, we speak more generally of preferences,
as quantified by choice probabilities.
Simultaneous potential motor-goal encoding during reach
planning had previously only been shown in PMd (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005). Since a dependence on the monkeys’ choice preferences was not tested, it is unclear if this previous PMd data
reflected preferences or task-defined motor-goal options (the
menu, Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006). The biased population tuning in the memory period of our biased data set contradicts options encoding, and suggests that potential motor-goal
encoding predominantly reflected choice preferences in PMd.
In posterior parietal cortex, preference encoding between
competing options has previously been shown in saccadic
target-selection tasks (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al.,
2004; Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Yang and Shadlen, 2007;
Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Wunderlich et al., 2009; Louie and
Glimcher, 2010). Corresponding data for skeletomotor movements, like reaching, and for rule-selection tasks in general is
lacking. Previous target-selection tasks with reaching revealed
post-GO-cue selection signals in PRR (Scherberger and
Andersen, 2007; Pesaran et al., 2008), but no neural response
modulations by choice preference was shown. Previous tasks
with deterministic targets showed reward- or value-dependent
modulations of the neural responses (Musallam et al., 2004;
Iyer et al., 2010), but relative weighing of alternative options
against each other was not tested.
Taken together, the principle of weighing alternative motor
goal representations with behavioral choice preferences is not
restricted to the saccade planning system, but can be found in
the skeletomotor system as well, and neural implementations
of this principle include not only parietal movement planning
areas, but also areas in the frontal cortex, like PMd.
Competing Goal Representations
Models of decision making often imply mutual competition
between the neural representations of multiple coexisting alternative choices (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Cisek, 2006). In our
experiment, this competition likely happened in the sensorimotor
areas that we recorded from and that are involved in planning the
respective movements, since we found reduced neural response
strengths during the simultaneous representation of two alternative motor goals compared to a single goal (Cisek and Kalaska,
2005).
Conclusions
Our findings support the idea that reach decision making and
movement planning, in tasks that require the selection of a spatial
transformation rule, are integrative rather than sequential
processes, mediated by overlapping action-specific neural populations in PRR and PMd (Scherberger and Andersen, 2007;
Cisek, 2007; Andersen and Cui, 2009). The results provide
evidence for competitive encoding of alternative potential reach

plans in PRR and PMd, reflecting the monkeys’ average choice
preferences, but being independent of the immediate behavioral
choice of the monkey. This is consistent with the idea that the
brain utilizes probabilistic representations throughout all stages
of the decision process until an action is finally required (Knill
and Pouget, 2004). Importantly, our results suggest that
in situations of uncertain choice of which transformation rule to
apply, the sensorimotor system can construct all potential motor
goal alternatives, and then select among these alternatives, once
enough evidence for a proper choice is available, rather than
preliminarily betting on one of the transformation rules and
computing only the single corresponding motor plan. This
strategy could denote a valuable and general principle in decision making, allowing a more comprehensive cost-benefit analysis that includes the consequential costs of the movements
associated with each choice.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Potential Motor Goal Task with Context Instruction
In PMG-CI trials (Figure 2), one spatial and one contextual visual cue were presented to the subjects at different times during the trial (ViewSonic VX922 LCD
screen; 5 ms off-on-off response time). The peripheral spatial cue was located
at one of four possible positions (0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 ) with an eccentricity of
9 cm (14.5 visual angle, VA) relative to the fixation point. The contextual cue
consisted of a green (direct-cued) or blue (inferred-cued) frame around the
central eye and hand fixation points. It instructed the subject to reach toward
(direct, proreach) or to the position diametrically opposite of the spatial cue
(inferred, antireach).
A trial was initiated by the monkey by fixating a small red square in the center
of the screen (eye fixation tolerance: 2.0-3.0 VA; 224 Hz CCD camera, ET-49B,
Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany) and touching an adjacent white square
of the same size (hand fixation tolerance: 4.0 VA, touch screen mounted
directly in front of the video screen; IntelliTouch, ELO Systems, Menlo Park,
CA). After a random period of 500–1000 ms (fixation period) the spatial cue
was shown briefly for 200 ms. During the following 800–2000 ms (memory
period) only the fixation squares were visible. The contextual cue was shown
for 170 ms at the end of the memory period and the hand fixation square disappeared (GO signal). The monkey had to make a reach toward the instructed goal
within a maximum of 700–1000 ms (movement period, 4.9 VA reach tolerance)
and hold the goal position for 300–400 ms (feedback period). The monkey
received visual feedback about the correct movement goal (filled circle of the
same color as the contextual cue at the goal location) at the end of a correct trial.
Eye fixation had to be kept throughout the trial. Liquid reward and acoustic
feedback indicated correct (high pitch tone, reward) or incorrect (low pitch
tone, no reward) behavior. Correct choice of the instructed motor goal and
fixation behavior were required for a PMG-CI trial to be considered correct.
Only correct trials were used for the analysis.
Potential Motor Goal Task without Context Information
PMG-NC trials were similar to the PMG-CI trials, except that no contextual cue
was shown at the end of the memory period. In those trials the monkey had to
choose whether to reach to the direct or to the inferred goal. Until the end of the
memory period PMG-CI and PMG-NC trials were indistinguishable. Only
PMG-NC trials in which the monkey either reached for the direct or the inferred
position were considered correct and were used for the analysis. Note that not
all of the correct trials were rewarded. Reward depended on the used reward
schedule (see below).
Definite Motor Goal Task
The DMG task differed from the PMG-CI trials only in the timing of the contextual cue. In the DMG task the spatial and the contextual cue were shown simultaneously at the beginning of the memory period. Only DMG trials with correct
choices and ocular fixation were rewarded and analyzed.
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Block Design and Randomization
The PMG and DMG tasks were presented in separate blocks. The DMG block
consisted of typically 100 trials, the PMG block of a minimum of 300 trials.
The order of the two tasks was variable across days.
PMG-NC and PMG-CI trials were randomly interleaved during PMG blocks.
A PMG block contained 60%–80% (mean = 76%) PMG-CI trials and
20%–40% (mean = 24%) PMG-NC trials. In each task the four spatial cuing
directions were randomly interleaved with equal probability. In PMG-CI trials
and in the DMG task the direct-cued and inferred-cued trials were also
randomly interleaved with equal probability.
Reward Schedules in PMG-NC Trials
We implemented two different reward schedules for PMG-NC trials.
One was the bias-minimizing reward schedule (BMRS). With a BMRS
balanced behavior, i.e., 50% direct and 50% inferred reaches, leads to
a 50% reward probability, while any biased choice behavior leads to lower
reward probabilities. The BMRS algorithm takes the reward history of the
monkeys into account and changes the probabilities for rewarding a direct
or inferred reach in favor of the alternative that was chosen less often so far:
pðRd Þ = Fðni  nd Þ
;
pðRi Þ = Fðnd  ni Þ
where ni is the total number of rewarded inferred reaches and nd is the total
number of rewarded direct reaches. F was defined as
8
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>
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>
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>
>
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The second reward schedule was the equal-probability reward schedule
(EPRS). In EPRS trials the monkeys were rewarded with 50% probability, no
matter whether they reached for the direct or inferred goal, and regardless
of the reward history. The reward probabilities for direct (Rd) or inferred (Ri)
choices were
pðRd Þ = pðRi Þ = 0:5:
With the EPRS, the reward probability is independent of the behavioral
strategy of the monkeys, as long as they chose between the two potential
goals (see Figure S5 for data with 100% reward probability).
Biased and Balanced Condition
The recorded data was split into two distinct data sets. One data set contains
only units that were recorded with the EPRS, before we trained the respective
monkey with the BMRS. Since both monkeys showed a very similar choice
bias during EPRS sessions (see Results), we refer to this data as the biased
data set. The second data set contains only units recorded after we used
BMRS and is referred to as balanced data set. Behavioral tests with the
PMG-NC trials were conducted at the end of the neuronal recording period
in the biased data set. Control experiments with simultaneous behavioral
and neural recording of biased PMG-NC trials confirmed that results and
conclusions are unaffected by this (see Figure S5).
Animal Preparation, Neural Recordings
Surgical procedures and neural recordings were described previously (Gail
et al., 2009). Animal care and all experimental procedures were conducted
in accordance with German laws governing animal care.
Neural Data Selection and Tuning Analyses
Extracellular recordings were conducted with up to five microelectrodes in
parallel (‘‘mini-matrix’’; Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany) on each
chamber. Spike times and waveforms were recorded and subjected to additional offline sorting (Offline Sorter; Plexon).
All isolated units were tested for their directional selectivity (Kruskal-Wallis
test; four groups of different spatial cue positions; sample sizes defined by
the number of identical trial repetitions). Selectivity was tested independently
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for direct-cued and inferred-cued trials during the late memory period in the
DMG task (average spike rate during the last 300 ms of the memory period,
i.e., activity succeeding the precue with a time-lag of at least 500 ms, and
immediately preceding the GO cue). The late memory period was chosen to
extract movement planning activity without confounding effects of (1) immediate visual input from the cue stimuli; (2) transition phases from visual to
motor-goal tuning (Gail and Andersen, 2006); or (3) visual and somatosensory
input and motor-control signals related to movement initiation.
Only neurons that were significantly selective in direct-cued trials of the
DMG task were used in the following analyses (Figure S6). For all analyses
that involved PMG-CI or PMG-NC trials, we additionally required the neurons
to be significantly directionally selective in the late memory period of PMG
trials (Kruskal-Wallis, see above).
Population Activity
To visualize the temporal dynamics of spatial representations on a population
level, we averaged the time-resolved spiking activity across all neurons that
were directionally selective during the memory period of PMG trials. Before
averaging, the directional selectivity profiles for each neuron were aligned
relative to the interpolated preferred direction in the late memory period of
the DMG task and normalized to the baseline level (average spike density in
the 300 ms before spatial cue onset). The population activity was only used
for illustrative purposes (see Figures 3C and 5C), not for quantitative statistical
analyses.
Analysis of Bimodal Selectivity Profiles
We used a direction modality contrast (DMC) to quantify the bimodality of individual neuronal responses:
DMC =

RMD  ROD
:
RMD + ROD

RMD is the mean firing rate of a neuron during the last 300 ms of the memory
period of all PMG trials (PMG-CI and PMG-NC) at the same direction that
evoked the maximum response (MD) in the DMG task. ROD is the firing rate
for trials in the opposite-to-maximum direction (OD). Since the MD is measured
relative to the direction of the spatial cue in direct-cued trials of the DMG task,
positive DMC indices indicate preferred selectivity for the direct motor goal (at
the spatial cue location), whereas negative values indicate preferred selectivity
for the inferred motor goal (opposite the spatial cue). Values around zero indicate symmetric bimodal selectivity, not lack of selectivity, since neurons
without directional selectivity were removed from this analysis.
Choice-Selective Analyses
To differentiate between the selection and the preference hypotheses, we
sorted the PMG-NC trials in the balanced data set according to the free choice
of the monkey, and calculated the DMC separately for direct-choice and inferred-choice trials. That means if in a PMG-NC task the monkey reached
toward a goal position as if the contextual instruction had been direct, the trial
was labeled ‘‘direct choice’’ and if he reached toward a goal position as if the
contextual instruction had been inferred, the trial was labeled ‘‘inferred
choice.’’ The absolute choice-selective DMC values were then compared to
the absolute original, choice-indifferent DMC values (average over all trials
without sorting them according to the choice) in a similarity analysis (illustrated
in Figure 4A). The DMG condition was used as a control for this similarity analysis (see Figure S2). To quantify the similarity between the choice-selective
DMC values and the choice-indifferent DMC values, we calculated the
distance from the unity line of the correlation plot, which is equivalent of calculating the difference between the choice-selective and choice-indifferent DMC
values. We then used a t test to determine if the distribution of these differences was significantly deviating from zero.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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Supplemental information S1 – Model-based tuning analysis (related to Figures 3-6)

The analysis of the direction modality contrast (DMC) only addresses the spike rate
difference between the direction with the maximum response (MD) and the opposite
direction (OD) for each neuron. Other characteristics of spatial selectivity are not
considered, like the exact preferred direction, which can lie between the probed
directions, and gain-modulation effects between direct and inferred reaches, which have
been shown to occur in both PRR and PMd (Gail et al. 2009). For example, a neuron
which is tuned for the same reach direction in direct-cued and inferred-cued trials, but
due to gain-modulation has a substantially different overall spike rate in the two contexts
(e.g. 15 Hz in the direct context and 30 Hz in the inferred context), could show an
asymmetric bimodal selectivity profile in the balanced PMG data. The DMC index in this
case would be negative, indistinguishable from the DMC of a unimodal selectivity
profile, and erroneously suggesting the representation of only a single spatial motor goal
at the inferred position.
Therefore, as an alternative to the DMC, we modeled the to-be-expected
selectivity profile in the PMG task (TPMG) as a linear combination of the selectivity
profiles in the direct-cued (d) and inferred-cued (i) DMG trials:

T PMG = A(α d TdDMG + α iTi DMG )

Each selectivity profile T consists of a 4-element vector with the neuron’s responses to
the four probed cue locations (left, right, up, down). With the model profiles we tested
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three discrete alternative coding hypotheses. We fixed the linear coefficients and αi to
different preset values for each hypothesis and fitted A as the only free parameter on a
least square basis. When both motor goals are encoded with equal strength, then the
tuning in the PMG task should combine direct and inferred tuning of the DMG task with
equal weights (αd=αI=0.5; mean model). When a unique goal is encoded, then the PMG
selectivity profile should either reflect the DMG selectivity profile of direct reach trials
(αd=1, αι =0; direct model), or the inferred reach trials (αd=0, αi=1; inferred model),
depending on which of these two alternatives was preferred or selected. We predicted the
PMG selectivity profiles from the DMG profiles for these three models, and compared
the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted and the measured profiles. We
computed spike densities (Szucs, 1998) for a time-continuous representation of the neural
response by convolving each spike train with a Gaussian kernel (σ=50 ms) and averaging
across trials. We then determined the best-fitting model for each neuron as a function of
time. In each time bin the three models were fitted to the tuning profiles, separately in the
PMG-CI and PMG-NC task. In the PMG-CI task the trials were sorted according to
direct- and inferred-goal instruction. In the PMG-NC task, trials were sorted according to
direct- and inferred-goal choice of the monkeys.
To quantify preference and selection encoding we defined a 'preference signal'
and a 'selection signal' (Fig. S1b bottom). The preference signal was determined by the
total number of neurons in the PMG-NC task of the balanced dataset, which best fit the
mean model, irrespective of the choice of the monkey. That means if a neuron fits best
with the mean model in direct- and inferred-choice trials for a particular point in time it
contributed to the preference signal for that point in time. The selection signal was
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likewise determined by the total number of neurons in the PMG-NC task of the balanced
dataset, which best fit the direct model in direct-choice trials and the inferred model in
inferred-choice trials.
Note that in the instructed PMG-CI trials we cannot determine the selection
encoding during the memory period, since any preliminary selection signals would have
to be overruled, and hence obscured, by the context instruction at the time of the 'GO'cue. In non-instructed PMG-NC trials, on the other hand, preliminary selection signals
could be detectable prior to the 'GO'-signal and would be predictive about the pending
choice. This is why we only computed the preference and selection signals for the PMGNC trials. After the 'GO'-signal we expect the selection signal to become dominant
irrespective of the strength of the signal in the previous memory period, because the
situation then is similar to a DMG task.
Note also that in the biased dataset the preference and selection signal can not be
distinguished since the strong behavioral bias for inferred goals makes direct-goal
choices extremely rare. This is why we analyzed the preference and selection signals only
in the balanced dataset.

Model-based PRR results
In the PMG-CI task, most PRR neurons in the balanced condition (Fig. S1a; top left)
were best fitted with the mean model (66.0 %), while inferred model (26.8 %) and direct
model (7.2 %) were less prominent during the late memory period. In the biased dataset,
the inferred model provided the best fit for most neurons (84.5 %), followed by the mean
(12.8 %) and direct (2.7 %) models (Fig. S1a; bottom left). In Figure S1b (left) PMG-NC
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trials were analyzed accordingly. Dominance of the mean model in the balanced dataset
and dominance of the inferred model in the biased dataset together suggest predominant
encoding of motor-goal preferences in PRR during movement planning.
In the balanced dataset preference and options encoding can not be distinguished.
Similarly, we can not distinguish preference and selection encoding in the biased dataset.
Our conclusion that the neural populations in our experiment mainly encode preferences
are derived from the fact that the unimodal selectivity (inferred model) in the biased
dataset rules out general options encoding, and the predominant bimodal selectivity in the
balanced dataset (mean model) rules out general selection encoding. The latter
dissociation can be best made with a choice-selective analysis of the PMG-NC trials. If
the selection hypothesis was true, then the mean model (red curves) would always have
to be less likely than the direct model in the trials with direct choices (green solid curve)
or the inferred model in trials with inferred choices (blue dotted curve). The two curves at
the bottom of the panels in Fig. S1b denote the fraction of neurons at each point in time
which, according to the neuron’s model fit, complied best with the preference or with the
selection hypothesis. For the late memory period (shaded area) the percentage of neurons
showing a selection signal was 2.9 %. For the neurons to be considered they had to best
fit the direct model in direct-choice trials and the inferred model in the inferred-choice
trials. The percentage of neurons that showed a preference signal in the same time
window was 36.8 %. In this case to be considered the neurons had to best fit the mean
model in direct- and inferred-choice trials. The preference signal was higher than the
selection signal during the memory period, while selection encoding became dominant
after the 'GO'-cue.
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The fact that the direct model more often than the inferred model was the best
fitting model in direct-choice trials, and the inferred model more often was the best
model in inferred-choice trials, points to partial selection encoding. Yet, in hardly any
neuron both conditions were simultaneously met, leading to the negligible fraction of
truly selection encoding neurons during the memory period.

Model-based PMd results
PMd neurons in the balanced condition (Fig. S1a; top right) show a qualitatively similar
result as those in PRR (mean model: 51.1 %; inferred model: 40.0 %; direct model: 8.9
%), when PMG-CI trials are considered. The same is true for the biased condition
(inferred model: 67.4 %; mean model: 31.5 %; direct model: 1.1 %). Overall, the results
suggest a predominant encoding of motor-goal preferences, like in PRR.

Quantitatively,

the difference in the fractions of neurons for which the mean or the inferred model
provided the best fits was smaller in PMd than PRR. Also, in the PMG-NC trials (Fig.
S1b, right), the monkeys’ preliminary selections modulated a larger fraction of neurons in
PMd, as can be seen from the stronger separation of the direct- (solid) and inferredchoice (dotted) curves and a reduced preference signal (21.1 %) compared to PRR. The
percentage of neurons showing a selection signal during the late memory period was 7.6
%, which is more than double the amount compared to PRR. We did not observe such
large differences between PMd and PRR in the similarity analyses presented in the main
text (cp. Fig. 4b and Fig. 6c). Assuming that PMd neurons are only slightly more
modulated by a preliminary selection than PRR neurons the different results could be the
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consequence of the analysis method. The model based analysis classifies neurons by
utilizing a winner-take-all mechanism, e.g. even if a model fit is only slightly better than
another fit the assignment to a class is absolute. Therefore small modulatory differences
between PMd and PRR can result in large differences in the number of neurons assigned
to a particular class. The similarity analysis, on the other hand, does not enhance small
differences, which explains why we cannot observe a similar difference between PMd
and PRR in the similarity analyses presented in the main text (cp. Fig. 4 and Fig. 6c).
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Fig. S1: Results of the model-based analysis for PRR (left) and PMd (right). (a) Model

fits for the balanced (top) and biased (bottom) condition in the PMG-CI task. Curves
depict the percentage of neurons which fitted best with the direct model (green), inferred
model (blue), or mean model (red). Direct-instructed (solid) and inferred-instructed
(dotted) trials are analyzed separately. The spike densities were aligned to the 'GO'signal. The late memory period (shaded area) was used to calculate the mean percentages
of neurons listed in the text (SI 1). (b) Same analysis for the PMG-NC task. The smaller
graphs (bottom) show the selection (solid black) and preference (dotted grey) signals, as
defined in the text.
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Supplemental Information S2 – Control analyses for ruling out the selection
hypothesis (related to figures 4b and 6c)

Sensitivity of choice-selective DMC similarity analysis
The DMC similarity analysis was used to determine if the monkeys used a trial-to-trial
guess-and-switch behavioral strategy (4b and 6c), i.e. to test if the bimodal motor-goal
representations could be an averaging effect across trials in which the monkeys randomly
switched between planning a direct or inferred reach. To test the sensitivity of the DMC
similarity analysis, we applied it to neuronal data of the DMG task. First, the mean firing
rates for each reach direction in DMG without distinction between direct-cued and
inferred-cued trials were used to calculate mean DMC values. The idea of this was to
simulate a scenario in which a bimodal selectivity profile is artificially created as an
artifact of averaging across direct- and inferred-choice trials. Second, all correct DMG
trials were sorted according to the choice of the monkey (as instructed by the context cue
prior to the memory period in DMG trials) to compute choice-selective DMC values.
Since neurons in PRR and PMd typically showed motor-goal selectivity in the DMG task,
choice-selective profiles were unimodal with high absolute values of the DMC (Fig. S2).
As expected, the differences between the choice-selective and choice-indifferent DMC
values (see Methods) are significantly different from zero for PRR (pdirect=0.0012;
pinferred=0.0007) and PMd (pdirect=0.0032; pinferred=0.0018). This shows that our DMC
correlation method is a sensitive measure, which would detect trial-to-trial guess-andswitch strategies if present.
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Within-trial motor-goal switching
A bimodal selectivity profile of a neuron could also be the consequence of a rapid
behavioral switching between the two possible motor goals during single trials. To rule
this out, we computed the variance of the spike densities in trials with reaches to the
direction of maximum response (MD) and to the opposite direction (OD) in the PMG
task, and compared it with the variance in the MD and OD trials in the DMG task. The
variance was computed across time (within the memory period) and across trials, without
differentiating between direct-cued and inferred-cued trials. The variances in the DMG
task was expected to be high, since MD and OD by definition induce different spike rate
levels. If the switching hypothesis was true, then the variance in the PMG trials should be
similarly high. If genuine potential motor goal encoding was true, then the variance in
PMG trials should be smaller than in the DMG task, since MD and OD trials in PMG
would induce similar spike rate levels. We tested our prediction by analyzing the
normalized variance
Varnorm =

log(var(spikedensity ))
log(mean(spikedensity ))

during the last 600 ms of the memory period. With the normalization we compensated for
the fact that the variance in our data increased with increasing mean spike rate, like it has
been shown for V1 and MT neurons (Snowden and Hess, 1992). We extended the
analysis period to 600 ms, compared to the 300 ms for all other analyses, to take into
account possible longer switch periods and to improve the statistical power.
For the balanced dataset in PRR we found that the variance in PMG was on
average smaller than in DMG (p=1.84 x 10-7, paired Wilcoxon signed rank test; Fig.
S2b). This difference in the spike rate variance argues against the hypothesis that the
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bimodal selectivity profiles in PRR are mostly a consequence of averaging across shortterm alternating choice-selective responses within or across trials. Instead it suggests that
in PRR both potential motor goals are represented simultaneously within in each trial in
the balanced dataset.
In PMd the variance in PMG trials was not lower than in DMG trials (p>0.05;
Fig. S2d). This could be caused by slightly stronger trial-to-trial choice-selective signals,
which the model-based analysis suggested to be present in PMd (see also Supplemental
Information S1; Fig. S1b right). The stronger the choice-selective signal the higher the
variance. This makes the variance measures in PMG and DMG more similar and reduces
the distance to the unity line.
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Figure S2: Control measures to rule out the selection encoding hypothesis. (a) DMC

similarity analysis for the balanced dataset in the DMG task. The scatter of the data along
the vertical axis demonstrates the sensitivity of this measure (see text for explanation).
Same conventions as in Fig. 4b and 6c apply. (b) Within-trial motor-goal switching
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analysis. The normalized variances for each neuron in MD and OD trials are compared
between the DMG and PMG task (see text). Top right shows the distribution of the
variance differences between DMG and PMG for all neurons. The p-value denotes the
result of a paired Wilcoxon sign rank test.
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Supplemental Information S3 – Source of the behavioral bias in the biased dataset
(related to Fig. 5a)

Even though direct or inferred context instructions were equally likely in PMG-CI trials,
and both choices were rewarded with equal amount and probability in PMG-NC trials,
the monkeys' choice behavior and neuronal selectivity profiles showed a strong
preference for the inferred reach goal in the biased dataset. At first glance, the preference
for inferred reaches seems counter intuitive. In natural environments direct reaches are
more common, and are easier to perform, since they do not require a spatial
transformation.

One advantage of planning the less intuitive inferred reaches by default might be the
preparation of the more difficult response alternative in order to comply with any
constraint on reaction times after the 'GO'-signal. Alternatively, the more intensive
training of the inferred task could have initially biased the monkeys. In the Bayesian
sense, the frequency of exposure to inferred trials during training might have acted as
prior probability which biased the decision (Körding and Wolpert, 2004; Diedrichsen et
al., 2010). Since in the EPRS any choice strategy yields the same average reward, the
monkeys did not have an incentive to deviate from any pre-existing behavioral bias. Even
worse, any pre-existing bias should become enhanced since the monkeys, due to their
bias, make the experience that more trials of the type for which they have a bias are being
rewarded (simply because the monkey makes more of these trials).
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Note, that our conclusions in the main manuscript are independent of the origin of the
behavioral bias. Nevertheless, we believe that a combination of two of the above effects
can be seen in our experiment. When, after several month of showing balanced behavior
in the BMRS, one or our monkeys returned to the EPRS, he quickly developed a strong
inferred-choice bias again (Fig. S3). This can hardly be explained with an imbalance
between direct-cued and inferred-cued trials in the initial training stages. Rather, we
interpret this as indication for a strategic advantage of planning inferred reaches in PMG
trials. An initial small bias induced by this asymmetry might be self-enhanced via the
Bayesian prior probability effect.

Figure S3: Re-occurrence of the inferred-choice bias in behavior when returning to the

EPRS after several months of BMRS. The bars show the percentage of direct choices
over six consecutive training days with an EPRS. Starting from a balanced behavior the
monkey quickly developed a strong inferred-choice bias, even though direct-choices and
inferred-choices were rewarded equally.
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Supplemental Information S4 – Normalization and scaling factors (related to figures
3b and 5b)

The example neurons in Figures 3b and 5b, and the activity plots in Figures 3c and 5c
show that the activity during the memory period is lower for two equally preferred motor
goals than for a single preferred goal. To quantify this, we analyzed the distribution of the
scaling factors A that were used for the model based analysis (see SI 1). The scaling
factor was the fitted parameter in this analysis, and it quantifies the relative response
strength of each neuron between the DMG and PMG tasks. For the inferred model (and
also the direct model, which was never the dominant model, and therefore is not further
considered) a scaling factor of 1 (one) means that the activity in the PMG task is not
different from the DMG task. Instead, a scaling factor of 1 (one) in the mean model
indicates halving of the activity in the DMG compared to the PMG task (see
Experimental Procedures).
Figure S4 shows the distribution of scaling factors for the inferred model (S4a;
biased dataset) and the mean model (S4b; balanced dataset). The mean scaling factors did
not significantly deviate from 1 in either case, which indicates that the neural response
strength on average is only half as strong when two equally preferred motor-goals are
present, compared to a single one. This argues in favor of a mutual competition between
multiple motor goals, as implemented in dynamic field models (Erlhagen and Schoner,
2002; Cisek, 2006) or other models of decision making (Averbeck and Seo, 2008; Eliades
and Wang, 2008). This competition seems to be active even during reach planning, well
before the final decision is enforced after the 'GO'-signal.
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Figure S4: Scaling factors for model fit. (a) Distribution of the best-fit scaling factors (A

in the linear model) of the inferred model for the biased dataset in PRR (grey; black
outline) and PMd (blank; red outline). (b) Distribution of scaling factors A of the mean
model for the balanced dataset (see Methods). The dotted lines indicate the mean values
of the distributions, none of which significantly deviated from 1. This means that the
neural response strengths to either of the two potential motor goals in the balanced data
set were on average half as strong as the responses to a unique single motor goal in the
biased dataset.
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Supplemental Information S5 – Simultaneous behavioral and neural data collection
with biased dataset (related to Figure 5)

In the main manuscript, behavioral testing of choice preferences with PMG-NC trials in
the dataset with equal probability reward strategy (EPRS) was introduced at the end of
the corresponding neural collection period. To ensure that independent behavioral and
neural data collection causes no confounds on our interpretation, we also collected one
biased dataset with the EPRS and strictly parallel neuronal and behavioral recordings
(monkey A). This EPRS had a 100 % reward probability for direct and inferred reaches,
and showed a strong behavioral bias for inferred choices (Fig. S2a), i.e. most reaches
were directed towards the inferred motor goal (80 ± 4.6 %) and only a small fraction
towards the direct goal (1.6 ± 1 %), as in the EPRS-50 dataset of the main manuscript.
The equivalent choice bias between the EPRS-50 and EPRS-100 datasets is not
surprising. Neither EPRS pushes a monkey to change its choice behavior, since the
reward is independent of the pursued behavior. The distribution of direction modality
contrast (DMC) values in the control experiment (m=-0.27; p=8.9 x 10-4; Fig. S2b) was
qualitatively the same as in the biased dataset of the main manuscript (Fig. 4d). The
model based analysis also yielded equivalent results between the main and control data
(cp. Figs. S5c and S1a). This control experiment shows that simultaneous behavioral
testing and neural recording in PMG-NC and PMD-CI trials yields identical results to
subsequent testing and recording, and that the overall reward probability in an EPRS does
not affect the results.
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Figure S5: Preference encoding for a dataset with simultaneous recording of behavioral

and neural recording during an EPRS in PRR of monkey A. Same conventions as in Figs.
5 and S1 apply. (a) The behavioral bias was the same when 100 % reward for either the
direct or inferred motor goal was applied compared to when the 50 % EPRS was used
(5a). The DMC values (b) and the model-based analysis (c) derived from neurons
recorded in parallel with behavioral testing yielded the same results as for the subsequent
testing (Fig. 5c).
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Supplemental Information S6 – Alternative definitions of selection and options
encoding (related to Methods)

For our analyses we had two distinct criteria that neurons had to fulfill to be included.
First neurons had to be directional selective in the DMG task. This criterion was
necessary because we only wanted to analyze neurons which were related to the reach
task. Also, we needed a defined preferred direction to calculate the DMC values and
selectivity profiles for the model based analyses, which we could only determine from
neurons which were directionally selective in the DMG task. Second, neurons also had to
be directionally selective in the PMG task. This restriction ensured that non-selective
neurons were separated from bimodal neurons, which would both have a DMC value
close to zero.

We also used two alternative neuron selection criteria. We did this in order not to exclude
neurons which could have counted for the selection or option hypotheses, if these
hypotheses were defined less strictly. First, we analyzed all neurons which were
directionally selective in the memory period of DMG trials and after the 'GO'-signal in
PMG trials, but not in the PMG memory period. These cells were only active when a
definite motor goal was defined, but not when a preliminary (potential) motor goal
existed, which could be interpreted as definite selection encoding (as opposed to a
preliminary selection signal during the memory period of the PMG task). These criteria
applied to only a small fraction of neurons in PRR (9 % biased; 4 % balanced) and PMd
(3 % biased; 10 % balanced), which does not change our interpretations. Second, we
analyzed all neurons which were not directionally selective in the DMG task and also not
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in the PMG task after the 'GO'-signal, but in the PMG task during the memory period.
These cells were only active when preliminary options existed, but not when a definite
motor goal was defined, which could be interpreted as pure options encoding, which
would only come into effect when more than one motor goal option is available. These
criteria, too, applied only to small fractions of neurons in PRR (5 % biased; 2 %
balanced) and PMd (10 % biased; 2 % balanced), which also does not change our
interpretations of the main manuscript.
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Sensorimotor learning biases choice behavior: A learning

neural field model for decision making
In the final study presented in this work we developed a computational model of the
decision making process in the frontoparietal network for reaching. Based on the
electrophysiological findings of the previous study we constructed a multi-layer dynamic
field model that was able to learn arbitrary spatial remapping rules. The model was
trained to perform a task which required rule-based spatial remapping of a motor goal,
which it learned by utilizing a hebbian style learning algorithm. The trained model
developed activity patterns and neuronal tuning profiles consistent with the empirical
data. We then examined how actions are planned in free-choice trials. Depending on
input statistics and reward schedule, the model showed a either a preference bias towards
one goal or an equal preference of the potential goals. These results are similar to the
observations in monkeys performing the same task and provide a framework for the
decision between different actions in ambiguous situations. The model successfully
integrates visuomotor transformations, working memory and action selection into one
framework for decision making.
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Summary

It has been proposed that the selection and specification of possible actions are not
sequential operations, but that the decision for an action emerges from competition
between different movement plans, which are specified and selected in parallel. For
action choices based on ambiguous sensory input, this likely happens within
frontoparietal sensorimotor areas. These areas have been shown capable of encoding
alternative spatial motor goals in parallel during reach planning, and also show signatures
of competitive value-based selection among these goals. Such sensorimotor decisions
should not only be driven by the sensory evidence and reward expectancy in favor of the
one or the other action choice, but also by the subject’s learning history of the different
sensorimotor associations. In previous computational models of competitive neural
decision making in ambiguous situations the associations between input and
corresponding motor output were always predefined. Such hard-wiring does not allow
modeling of how decisions are influenced by the sensorimotor learning history or by
changing reward contingencies. We present a dynamic neural field model (DNF) which
can learn arbitrary sensorimotor associations with a reward-driven Hebbian learning
algorithm, and which at the same time simulates the dynamics of action selection, as
observed in monkey cortical recordings. With this adaptive model we investigated how
input statistics and reward contingencies influence the model’s choices when simulating
recent empirical findings from decision experiments. The field model provides an
integrated and dynamic account for the operations of sensorimotor integration, working
memory, and action selection required for decision making in ambiguous situations.
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Introduction
Sensory inputs usually does not automatically lead to unique action choices. Instead, the
association of a specific sensory input with a specific action has to be learned from
experience. The system should allow different actions dependent on behavioral context
and remain adaptable by further experience. Hence, the learning mechanism that achieves
these goals should be inherent to action selection, and as such to decision making.
While traditional psychological theories tended to view decision making as the outcome
of a higher cognitive process which is separate from perception and action (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1981), more recent neurophysiologically motivated ideas emphasize the
integrative nature of sensorimotor processing and action selection (Cisek, 2006;Cisek and
Kalaska, 2010;Andersen and Cui, 2009;Klaes et al., 2011). Several cortical areas form
frontoparietal networks for making goal-directed saccades, like the lateral intraparietal
area (LIP) and the frontal eye fields (FEF), or goal-directed reaches, like the parietal
reach region (PRR) and the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) (Wise et al., 1997;Burnod et
al., 1999;Andersen and Buneo, 2002;Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2003). At the same time,
neurons in these areas show signatures of valuation and selection of action, like
modulation of the neural response with the subject’s choice preference based on reward
expectancy or other decision variables (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005;Sugrue et al., 2004;Gold
and Shadlen, 2000;Platt and Glimcher, 1999;Musallam et al., 2004;Klaes et al.,
2011;Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011;Scherberger and Andersen, 2007;Pesaran et al.,
2008;Kable and Glimcher, 2009;Kiani and Shadlen, 2009).
Previous models of decision making do not utiliyze learning in decision tasks with
ambiguous choice situations. Conceptually, they either do not implement neural-inspired
mechanisms of sensorimotor mapping, like the various threshold-models of decision
making (see Gold and Shadlen (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) for review), are limited to solve
predefined target-selection tasks (Cisek, 2006) or allowed sensorimotor association
learning, but did not investigate decision making in ambiguous situations (Brozovic et al.,
2007;Salinas, 2004;Fusi et al., 2007).
We present a dynamic neural field (DNF) model that aims to capture the processes of
sensory integration, working memory formation and action selection in a contextdependent mapping task. The model implements a reward-driven Hebbian learning
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mechanism that allows it to acquire simple associative sensorimotor mappings from
experience. In our tasks, the model selects from a continuum of ‘behavioral’ options
through an integrated competition process between potential action plans. With this
framework, which reflects the conceptual idea of integrated sensorimotor and decision
processing, we aim to provide explanations for previously observed choice behavior
(Klaes et al., 2011) and make predictions on mutual interdependencies, which had not
been reported before:
Hypothesis I: General arbitrary mapping rules, which associate spatial cue locations with
arbitrary motor goals like in an anti-reach, can be learned through a reward-driven
Hebbian mechanism by means of local associations.
Hypothesis II: The same continuous reward-driven learning mechanism which allows the
acquisition of the mapping rules also adapts the choice behavior to changing probabilistic
reward contingencies in free-choice trials.
Hypothesis III: Input statistics independent of the reward schedule should also bias the
decision process in free-choice scenarios.
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Methods:
Task Structure
A delayed-reach task that requires a context-dependent remapping of the target location
was used to investigate the formation of reach plans in monkeys in an
electrophysiological study (Klaes et al., 2011), and is emulated here for the model.
Different variants of the task were employed, but they all share the same basic structure
(Fig. 1c): Two cues are presented to the subject, a spatial and a contextual cue, that
together determine the rewarded goal location for a reach movement. The spatial cue can
be located at one of four equally spaced positions on a circle around a central fixation
point, providing directional information. The contextual cue is presented as a color
stimulus near the central fixation point, and determines a mapping rule for the trial. The
mapping rule is either 'direct' (indicated by a green cue), meaning that the rewarded
motor goal is located at the same position as the spatial cue, or 'inferred' (blue cue),
which means the rewarded goal is located at the position diametrically opposite to the
spatial cue location. The reach movement has to be executed after a delay upon a ‘go’signal. The different task variants are described in detail at the end of this section.

Neurodynamic Model
We use an architecture consisting of multiple DNFs to capture the neural processes
underlying cue perception, working memory for target location, movement plan
formation and movement initiation. While the system architecture is meant to coarsely
reflect the processing pathways in the cortex, and its structure is inspired by a previous
model that explicitly aimed to capture activation patterns in specific cortical areas (Cisek,
2006), we refrain from claiming a strict correspondence between the elements of the
model and distinct regions of the cortex. The single DNFs that comprise the architecture
are defined based on functional considerations, and an individual field may reflect
representations and functions that are distributed over different cortical areas (Erlhagen
and Schöner, 2002).
The model learns the direct/inferred reach task through a reward-driven Hebbian learning
mechanism, but is strongly pre-structured so that it can perform elementary behaviors
without any training: It initially supports a direct mapping from a stimulus location to a
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reach plan, has the capacity to form working memories of stimulus locations, and selects
between competing reach plans through

lateral interactions within dynamic

representations. This pre-structuring simplifies the learning problem compared to most
artificial neural network models that typically begin with weak random connectivity, but
also allows a more accurate emulation of the task learning in monkeys. The learning
procedure in the electrophysiological study presupposes the monkeys to spontaneously
produce certain behaviors, like reaching to a visual stimulus. To adequately capture the
learning process and specifically the effects of trial and reward statistics, we have to start
with a similarly pre-structured system.

Dynamic neural fields
DNFs describe the neural activation patterns underlying behavior through the evolution
of continuous activity distributions over time, emphasizing the role of attractor states and
instabilities (Erlhagen and Schöner, 2002;Schneegans and Schöner, 2008). DNFs are
based on the concept of population coding, in which a value along a certain feature
dimension (e.g. the location of a visual stimulus or a parameter of a planned movement)
is represented through the distribution of activity within a population of neurons. These
neurons have different tuning functions that sample the underlying feature space
(Averbeck et al., 2006;deCharms and Zador, 2000). Abstracting from the discrete spiking
neurons, DNFs directly describe the activity distributions over the underlying feature
space (Wilson and Cowan, 1973;Erlhagen et al., 1999;Erlhagen et al., 1999;Deco et al.,
2008;Amari, 1977). This activity distribution evolves continuously in time under the
influence of external input and lateral interactions, governed by a differential equation of
the form
𝜏 𝑢̇ (𝑥, 𝑡) = −𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) + ℎ + 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑡) + ∫ 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑥 ′ )𝑓�𝑢(𝑥 ′ , 𝑡)�𝑑𝑥 ′ + Θ.

Here, 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) is the activity at time t for a position x along the underlying feature
dimension, 𝑢̇ (𝑥, 𝑡) is its rate of change over time, which is scaled with a time constant 𝜏,

and h is the (negative) global resting level for the field activity. Any point in the field
receives external input 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑡) as well as endogenous input from other parts of the field,
and is affected by additive noise Θ representing unspecific input and spontaneous

activity. The lateral interactions are described by an interaction kernel 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ), typically
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consisting of a local excitatory and a long-range inhibitory component. This reflects the
pattern of mutual excitation between neurons with similar tuning curves and inhibition
between those with dissimilar tuning curves found throughout the neocortex. The
interactions are only triggered if the activity at a field position exceeds the threshold (set
arbitrarily at zero in our models) of a sigmoid output function,
𝑓(𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)) =

1

1 + exp�−𝛽𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)�

.

The pattern of lateral interactions promotes the formation of localized bumps of activity,
or peaks, as attractor states of the field dynamics (Fig. 1b).
These peaks serve as units of representation, yielding a certain value along the underlying
feature dimension through their position in the field. Depending on the interaction
parameters, different dynamic regimes can be achieved: With moderately strong, local
interactions, the peaks can provide a representation of the current inputs that is stabilized
against fluctuations, with a sharp transition from a sub-threshold state to a peak when a
stimulus is first detected. For stronger self-excitation (balanced by sufficient inhibition),
peaks may become self-sustained in the absence of input, yielding a model of working
memory (similar to the implementation with spiking neurons described by Wang (Wang,
2001)). If strong global inhibition is present in a field, a competitive regime is created in
which only a single peak can form, generating a selection decision that is stabilized over
time.
For numerical simulations, the conceptually continuous field dynamics are discretized in
space and time. To perform comparisons with electrophysiological data, the field output
at one point in the field is equated to the firing rate of neurons with a corresponding
tuning function.

Model architecture
The dynamic model for context-dependent reaching consists of a set of interconnected
DNFs and discrete nodes that can be organized into four levels: Perception (spatial and
context input fields), memory and association (association field), movement planning
(decision field) and movement initiation (motor field) which are shown in Figure 1a.
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A direct pathway from perception to movement planning and initiation implements a
sensorimotor mapping for visually guided reach movements that is functional prior to any
learning. The direct pathway comprises three DNFs defined over a one-dimensional
space in angular coordinates (with circular boundary conditions). This space represents
either the location of the spatial cue in the task (as its direction from the central fixation
point) or the direction of a reach movement. The first of the three fields is the spatial
input field, which features relatively weak, local interactions to form a stabilized
representation of a currently presented spatial cue. It projects in a topological fashion
onto the decision field. This field has moderate local excitatory and global inhibitory
interactions, producing a soft competition behavior between different regions of the field.
While these interactions promote the concentration of activity in a single region, they still
allow multiple activity peaks to exist simultaneously if they are driven by multiple
localized inputs. The decision field in turn reciprocally projects to the motor field in a
topological manner. The motor field itself features stronger self-excitation and global
inhibition, producing a strong selection behavior that only allows a single stabilized
activity peak to exist at a time. It is held at a low resting level during most of the time, so
that it cannot form a peak from the decision field’s input alone. Only when the ‘go’signal is given in the task, the activity of the motor field is globally boosted and an
activity peak can form, simulating a ‘gating’ mechanism for movement initialization.
Similar ‘gating’ mechanisms have been described for saccade generation (Kobayashi and
Isa, 2002).
There is an additional indirect pathway from the spatial input to the decision field, which
runs through the association field. This field spans two dimensions, one of them
corresponds to the angular spatial representation used in the other fields, the other one is
initially not associated with a specific feature and instead provides redundancy in the
existing representation that allows further specialization through learning. The
association field receives input from the spatial input field that is topologic along the
spatial dimension and unspecific along the other dimension, such that a single peak in the
spatial perception induces a ridge of activity in the association field. The lateral
interactions will then induce the formation of a localized peak from this ridge input.
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Strong lateral interactions make these peaks self-sustained, such that they can serve as
working memory of the spatial cue location after the cue itself is gone.
A second input to the association field comes from a set of two contextual neurons
(context input). These provide a simple symbolic representation of the color cue
indicating the mapping rule for the current trial. The projection to the association field is
initially weak and unspecific, with randomly initialized weights from both neurons to the
whole field. These connections are modified during the learning phase as detailed below.
The association field itself provides a second input to the decision field. The projection is
initially topologic along the spatial dimension, so that it supports a delayed reach
movement to the memorized location of a previously presented spatial cue, but it is
likewise subject to learning.

Relationship to neurophysiology
The concept of representing the movement plan and the motor command for the reach
movement through a population code over possible movement directions, as used in the
decision and motor field in the model, is consistent with previous analyses of neural
activity patterns during reach movements (Georgopoulos et al. 1986, Bastian et al. 2003).
To draw the connection to the results of the experimental study, we compare the activity
in the decision field to electrophysiological data from PRR (Klaes et al., 2011). We do
not claim a one-to-one relationship between the field and the cortical area, however, since
similar representations can also be found in PMd (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005). The
function of the association field might likewise be distributed over parts of PRR and PMd
(with possible contributions from the prefrontal cortex). Different regions in this field
develop a combined selectivity for reach direction and context input that is consistent
with a gain modulation by context described for neurons in these areas (Gail and
Andersen, 2006). The motor field can be equated more directly to parts of the primary
motor cortex (M1) or alternatively caudal parts of PMd, which both show strong
correlations with the final motor goal. The two sources of input, spatial input field and
contextual input field, resemble the visual input coming from visual extrastriate areas
(Blatt et al., 1990;Johnson et al., 1996) and presumably top-down, rule-based influences
from prefrontal cortex (Wise et al., 1997), respectively.
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Learning
The projections from the context neurons to the association field and from the association
field to the decision field are adapted according to a reward-driven Hebbian learning rule
(Suri and Schultz, 1999;Fusi et al., 2007;Vasilaki et al., 2009;Stringer et al., 2007). We
use two variants of the basic Hebbian rule that incorporate an implicit limit of weight
growth, the 'instar' and 'outstar' learning rule in the formulation of Marshall (1995). These
rules have successfully been used in topographical dynamic neural networks that are
comparable to DNFs (Grossberg and Williamson, 2001;Kalarickal and Marshall, 2002).
We further adapted them to be used in a reward-dependent manner: As in the original
rules, we will change the weights to make them more similar to the output pattern of one
group of neurons if the reward is positive, but in addition we will also make the weights
more dissimilar if the reward is negative. The connection weights from the context
neurons to the association field are updated according to the reward-dependent instar
rule:
Δ𝑤𝑎𝑐 (𝑥⃗, 𝑖) = 𝜂(𝑟) ⋅ 𝑓�𝑢𝑎 (𝑥⃗)� ⋅ [𝑔𝑐 (𝑖) − 𝑤𝑎𝑐 (𝑥⃗, 𝑖)]
𝑓(𝑢𝑐 )
for 𝑟 > 0
𝑔𝑐 = � �𝑓�𝑢𝑐 (𝑖)��
�1 − 𝑓(𝑢𝑐 )� for 𝑟 < 0
�1 − 𝑓�𝑢𝑐 (𝑖)��

Here, 𝑤𝑎𝑐 (𝑥⃗, 𝑖) is the weight from the context node i to position 𝑥⃗ in the association field,

Δ𝑤𝑎𝑐 is the change of that weight in one trial, 𝑓�𝑢𝑎 (𝑥⃗)� is the association field output at

that position and 𝑓�𝑢𝑐 (𝑖)� the output of context node i. The learning rate 𝜂(𝑟) depends

on the reward r for that trial, and is larger if the reward is positive. The normalization in
the case of negative reward is introduced to ensure that the overall weight changes are
comparable for successful and fail trials.
. It is positive for successful trials and negative for failed trials. The weights from the
association field to the decision field are adapted according to the reward-dependent
outstar rule:
Δ𝑤𝑑𝑎 (𝑦⃗, 𝑥⃗) = 𝜂(𝑟) ⋅ [𝑔𝑑 (𝑦⃗) − 𝑤𝑑𝑎 (𝑦⃗, 𝑥⃗)] ⋅ 𝑓�𝑢𝑎 (𝑥⃗)�
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𝑓(𝑢𝑑 )
for 𝑟 > 0
𝑔𝑑 = � |𝑓(𝑢𝑑 )|
�1 − 𝑓(𝑢𝑑 )� for 𝑟 < 0
|1 − 𝑓(𝑢𝑑 )|

Analogously, 𝑤𝑑𝑎 (𝑦⃗, 𝑥⃗) is the weight from position 𝑥⃗ in the association field to

position 𝑦⃗ in the reach planning field, Δ𝑤𝑑𝑎 is the change of that weight, and f�ud (y
�⃗)� is

the output of the reach planning field at position 𝑦⃗.

The learning rule is applied only at the time when the reward for one trial is given after a
sufficiently strong peak has formed in the motor field, indicating the initialization of a
reach movement. The direction of the planned reach, given by the position of the activity
peak in the field, is compared to the rewarded goal location according to the task
requirements. The trial is considered a success, with a reward value of +1, if the reach
direction falls within a tolerance window (±9º) around the desired goal direction, and a
failure with a reward value of -1 otherwise.

Task variations

Inferred-reach (IR) training task: This task was used to train the model, which is initially
only able to execute direct reaches, to perform both direct and inferred reaches depending
on the context (Fig. 1d). At the beginning of an IR training trial a contextual cue and a
spatial cue at one of four possible locations were presented. Our approach was then to
briefly show a second spatial cue at the end of the memory period to indicate the correct
goal location according to the remapping rule. Over many trials the salience of the second
spatial stimulus was reduced until it eventually disappeared. By this the first spatial
stimulus location was associated with a movement to the diametrically opposite location.
For the training of the model the saliency is steadily reduced from 1 to 0 within 1000
trials. Trials with inferred and direct contextual cues were intermixed in the training so
that the direct contextual cue was associated with the direct mapping rule (80% inferred
and 20% direct if not indicated otherwise). Before any of the other task variants was
applied to a model it was first trained with this task, to be able to perform context
dependent direct/inferred reaches (IR trained model).
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Definite Motor-Goal task (DMG): This task was used as a control condition to test if the
model properly learned to make 'direct' and 'inferred' choices depending on the contextual
cue after IR training. In the DMG task the spatial and the contextual cue were presented
simultaneously at the beginning of the memory period (Fig. 1; left). The cues were only
presented briefly and the relative presentation times, compared to the memory period,
were chosen to be equivalent to the physiological study. The two mapping rules and four
locations (see above) were presented with equal probability. Learning rate was set to zero
in this control condition.

Potential motor-goal task with context instruction (PMG-CI): This task was used to
examine the ongoing decision making process in situations with incomplete information.
It was a variation of the DMG task in which the spatial and the contextual cues were
separated in time. First only the spatial cue was presented. Therefore two potentially
rewarded motor goals remained equally possible throughout the memory period, either at
the location of the spatial cue or diametrically opposite to it. At the end of the memory
period when the contextual cue was presented this ambiguity was resolved and only one
rewarded target remained. During testing in this task the learning rate was set to zero.

Potential motor-goal task with no context instruction (PMG-NC): In the PMG-CI trials,
the ambiguity that was created by not showing a contextual cue, was resolved at the end
of the memory period. To test the free-choice behavior of the model we used a task in
which no context instruction was shown at all. In this case two different reward schedules
decided about which trials were rewarded and which not (see below). When the model
was training PMG-NC trials, these were interspersed with PMG-CI trials (40:60 ratio).

Reward schedules
In the free-choice condition two algorithms determined which of the two potential motor
goals would be rewarded. In the equal probability reward schedule (EPRS) both potential
locations were rewarded with equal probability, irrespective of the choices of the model.
From a game theoretical perspective the situation is equivalent to a matching pennies
game in which the computer's strategy corresponds to the Nash equilibrium. With this
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reward schedule we did not expect any change of preference in the subjects since the
expected reward is independent of the subject's choice and no behavioral strategy leads to
more than 50 % reward. In the bias minimizing reward schedule (BMRS) the success
history was taken into account to decide which motor goal would be rewarded. Any
behavioral bias for one of the motor goals was punished by lowering the probability of
reward for that goal, so that the behavioral strategy that yields the highest reward (=50%)
is one in which both motor goals are chosen with equal probability.

Monkey behavioral and electrophysiological data
The monkey behavioral and neuronal data and analyses that we refer to in this study are
taken from a previous electrophysiological study and are described in detail elsewhere
(Klaes et al., 2011). The population and single cell data that is presented comes from the
parietal reach region (PRR) of two monkeys. Previously unpublished behavioral data is
presented from these monkeys to test one of the predictions of the model (see Results:
Field size and learning limitations).
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Results:
Learning an arbitrary mapping rule
When the IR training task is applied to the adaptive DNF model, it acquires the formerly
unknown spatial mapping rule in addition to the default mapping by forming individual
associations of the possible stimulus combinations with the rewarded reach directions.
These associations are formed in the following way: When the spatial cue is presented at
the beginning of the trial, it induces an activity peak at the corresponding location in the
association field and at the same time in the decision field (via the direct pathway). The
association field peak remains self-sustained after the input disappears, and keeps
supporting the activity in the decision field. The simultaneously presented contextual cue
activates the corresponding context neuron, which likewise retains this activation through
the neuron’s self-excitation.
When the second spatial cue appears that indicates the desired reach goal, it also drives
activity in the decision field – for inferred trials, at a location shifted by 180º from the
initial cue location – and overrides the initial reach plan. The memory peak in the
association field remains largely unchanged, as it is strongly stabilized by the field
interactions and suppresses the formation of new peaks. The ‘go’-signal given together
with the second spatial cue leads to the execution of the currently selected reach plan. If
the selected reach movement matches the goal location, the projections from the active
regions in the association field to those in the decision field are strengthened (and others
are weakened), eventually leading to the development of projections that implement the
inferred reach. At the same time, specific connections from the context neurons to the
association field form: Through the reinforcement of initial random variations in the peak
positions, different areas in the association field develop selectivity for one of the context
inputs.
The resulting connection patterns are illustrated in Figure 2. While connectivity from the
context neurons to the association field is initially weak and unspecific (Fig. 2a, left), at
the end of the training separate areas with a preference for either the direct or inferred
context signal have formed around all four spatial cue locations in the association field
(Fig. 2b, left). For those locations that show preference for the inferred context signal, the
original topographic projections to the decision field (Fig 2a, right) have shifted by 180º
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to implement the inferred reach response (Fig 2b, right). Spatial positions which have not
been trained (i.e. spatial cues never appeared at those locations) do neither show a shift of
projections nor a sensitivity for one of the contexts, even though there is a slight local
spill over from trained locations due to the width of the interaction kernels.
The IR trained model was then tested in the DMG task, and reached a performance of
100% (n = 4000). This confirms that the training succeeded: The model can perform both
the direct and inferred reach and flexibly switch between the two mappings depending on
the context signal.

Input statistics during learning bias movement plan formation
One of the most surprising findings in the electrophysiological study was the observation
of a strong bias in the trained monkeys to prepare and execute the inferred reach if the
contextual cue was presented only after the memory period (in PMG-CI trials) or omitted
completely (PMG-NC trials). We hypothesize that this bias arises from the input statistics
during the early training of the monkeys, where the number of inferred reach trials
substantially exceeded the number of direct reach trials. We use the adaptive DNF model
to show how the reward-dependent Hebbian type learning rule can reproduce this bias in
the decision process as an effect of the input statistics during training.
The IR trained model is capable of performing the PMG-CI task, in which the context cue
is given only at the end of the memory period, with high reliability without additional
training (88.0% correct; n = 2000). In the model, the initial presentation of the spatial cue
induces the formation of a sustained activity peak in the association field. In the absence
of context input, the separate regions with different context preferences do not influence
the activity distribution in the DNF, and the peak typically spans both of them. The
subsequent presentation of a context input changes the attractor states of the DNF, and
the activity peak shifts towards the region that has a preference for the given context. The
projections from that region to the decision field then select the appropriate action.
When the model is trained with a ratio of 80% inferred trials to emulate the intense
inferred reach training procedure in the electrophysiological study, it develops a similar
bias to prepare the inferred reach in PMG trials. In addition, the time course of activity in
the decision field qualitative reproduces the recorded neural activity in PRR (Fig. 3a):
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Following the presentation of the spatial cue, activity first forms at the direction of the
direct reach (as a result of the direct pathway in the model), but is quickly replaced by a
reach plan for the inferred movement. This plan is retained if the inferred context cue is
given at the end of the memory period, or switches back to the direct reach if the direct
context cue is presented.
The cause for this bias in the model is that the regions in the association field that have
developed a preference for the inferred context are substantially larger than those for the
direct context, as a result of the inferred reach being performed more frequently during
training (see Fig. 2b). When the activity peak in this field forms before the presentation
of the context cue, it typically covers a larger area of the inferred-context region,
resulting in a stronger projection to the opposite reach direction in the decision field. The
competitive interactions in the decision field then suppress the activity for the weakly
excited direct reach direction.

Action selection in free-choice trials
For both the electrophysiological study and the model, we used the PMG-NC trials to test
whether the bias in the observed movement plan also carries over to a biased response
behavior in the absence of the context cue. PMG-NC trials and PMG-CI trials were
interspersed (60% PMG-CI; 40% PMG-NC), and the reward schedule in NC trials was
independent of choice (EPRS, see Methods). In 85% (±2%) of the PMG-NC trials with
EPRS the monkeys had chosen the inferred motor goal. The adaptive DNF model
selected the inferred motor goal in 96.6% of PMG-NC trials (n=1000), when it had been
trained with 80 % inferred trials.
To further confirm our hypothesis that the input statistics during training directly
influence the choice behavior, we systematically varied the ratio of direct to inferred
trials during the IR training in the model and tested the resulting choice behavior and
spatial response profiles in the decision layer with the PMG-NC task, when no contextual
cue was presented at the end of the trial (Fig. 4). For testing the free-choice behavior we
set the learning rate to zero in the PMG-NC trials. The number of inferred choices
increases continuously with the ratio of inferred trials during IR training (Fig. 5a), in an
approximately sigmoidal fashion (logistic function fit: m = 0.578, beta = 22.105; MSE =
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8.02 * 10-6). The sigmoidal curve is not centered at 50% inferred training trials, but at a
slightly higher ratio, which is an effect of the direct reaches being the default action
before training and the direct pathway from spatial input field to decision field. The
difference in the underlying activation strength for inferred versus direct goal
representations in the decision layer during the memory period also increases steadily and
approximately linearly (linear fit: m = 16.1, b = -9.02, MSE = 0.62) with the fraction of
inferred trials during IR learning (Fig. 5b).
We note that this result is indeed an effect of the input statistics, not of the expected
reward for different choices: Even in training sets with 100% success rate for both direct
and inferred reaches (due to a sufficiently strong second spatial cue guiding the action
selection), the described biases still developed in the model.

How the reward schedule changes choice preferences
In the electrophysiological study, the monkeys were subsequently trained with a reward
schedule which takes the success history into account and discourages biased behavior in
order to balance the behavioral choices (BMRS, see Methods) in order to test whether
they would develop a balanced movement plan and represent multiple possible reach
directions simultaneously. We emulate this experiment in the model, thereby testing
whether the learning mechanism can adapt the model’s choice behavior in response to a
new reward schedule. For this additional training, the weights that had developed in the
previous testing phase with PMG-NC trials were taken as starting conditions. Similar to
the monkeys in the electrophysiological study, the model developed a balanced choice
behavior under the new reward schedule (49% direct trials, n = 2000). Correspondingly,
during the memory period the two potential motor goals are equally represented in the
decision field (Fig. 3c), as had been the case in the electrophysiological data (Fig. 3d).
This confirms – as we expected based on the reward-dependent learning rule that is used
– that the DNF model is capable of adapting its choice behavior to increase its overall
reward probability, in a fashion that is consistent with the experimental data.

Field size and learning limitations
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The metrics of the representations and interactions in the DNF model, specifically the
width of the excitatory local interaction kernel relative to the size of the spatial
dimension, limits its capability to learn an arbitrary number of associations. If the number
of associations to be learned is increased without changing these metrics, the activated
regions in the layers start overlapping. This leads to a strong susceptibility of the
movement plan representation in the decision layer to small noise variations, which are
amplified by the competitive interactions in the field, and ultimately produces an
increased number of wrong decisions. Figure 5a shows a confusion matrix of the
instructed directions and the choices of the model for four trained directions, where
almost all trials are directed correctly. If the number of associations is increased to eight
directions in two contexts, using the same model parameters, then errors occur in which
mostly neighboring directions are confused (Fig. 5b). We found a similar pattern of
errors, albeit with a slightly higher overall error rate, in the behavioral data of monkeys
(Fig. 5c and d, previously unpublished).
We note that the observed errors in the experimental data and the model are not the result
of a limited precision or specificity in the general movement plan formation: The
monkeys have been able to reliably perform delayed direct reaches to arbitrary cued
locations in their workspace, and the model can reproduce this behavior before training.
The observed limitations therefore appear to be a result of the formation of new
associations during IR training.

Discussion:
Neurophysiological data suggests that decision making and movement planning share an
overlapping neural substrate in frontoparietal sensorimotor areas (Cisek, 2006;Klaes et
al.,

2011;Pastor-Bernier

and

Cisek,

2011;Glimcher,

2003;Gold

and

Shadlen,

2007;Andersen and Cui, 2009). In this case, the competitive interaction between
alternative action plans for the purpose of selecting between them, i.e. the decision
making, and the learning of sensorimotor associations should not be independent
processes. With the current simulation study we could show how a DNF model, which
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can learn new spatial remapping tasks via a reward-driven Hebbian learning rule, is at the
same time sensitive to changing reward schedules and to input statistics in its free-choice
decision behavior. In a free-choice task with two distinct reward schedules the learning
model adapted its choice behavior, similar to what was previously observed in monkeys.
With an equal probability reward schedule, i.e. when the reward was independent of the
choice, the model easily showed biased behavior. In this case, the input statistics during
the initial learning of the different sensorimotor mappings determined the behavioral
choice preferences. The long-term learning history and the short-term reward history
could both be critical variables which decide about behavioral biases in free-choice tasks
and which exert their influence on choice behavior via the same neural mechanisms.

Learning arbitrary remapping rules through local associations
The architecture of the adaptive DNF model does not support any explicit representations
of the rule that is indicated by the contextual cue (direct vs. inferred reach), but learns this
rule implicitly by forming associations of individual stimulus combinations with the
rewarded motor response. The sensitivity of the movement plan formation to the context
cue is established by the specialization of attractor states in the association field, which
develops regions with different context preferences. The trained system then combines
spatial and context input in a fashion that is analogous to gain modulation mechanisms
proposed for this type of task in previous models (Brozovic et al., 2007;Salinas, 2004).
The model produces the same behavior that would be expected from the application of an
explicit rule through these local associations, including the formation of consistent biases
for a certain context.
Our prediction of capacity limitations due to limited neuronal resources supports this
mechanism of local associations and is consistent with observations from the
electrophysiological study (Klaes et al., 2011). When we increased the number of
possible spatial cue locations to eight the error rates increased substantially, leading us to
subsequently use only four directions for the task in the experiments (unpublished
observation).
Since most of the time neighboring locations are confused, we can assume that the spatial
configuration plays an important role in the learning process. Our model produces a
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similar error pattern and in addition provides a possible explanation for it. If new
associations are learned through the formation of additional attractor states in the DNFs,
the number of possible associations is limited by the metrics of the representation. If this
limit is exceeded, neighboring attractor states that reflect spatially contiguous
associations are no longer sufficiently separated. Accordingly, if learning of spatial
associations takes place in topographically organized neuronal maps, analogous neuronal
mechanisms may account for the errors in the monkey behavior.

Integration of learning and action selection
With the adaptive DNF model, we aim to achieve two goals in a single neural
architecture. On the one hand, we provide a process model of movement plan formation
and action selection in a context-dependent mapping task that can reproduce
neurophysiological data. It is in this respect similar to another recent modeling study of
decision making in the fronto-parietal cortex (Cisek, 2006), but extends that approach to
allow the selection of locations that were not explicitly spatially cued as motor goals.
On the other hand, the model also incorporates a learning mechanism that allows it to
acquire new mapping rules, and to do so in a training procedure that closely emulates the
training of the monkeys for the same task. This realistic reward-dependent learning
differentiates it from previous models of this task (Brozovic et al., 2007;Salinas, 2004).
Other theoretical accounts that focus on the learning process deal only with a small
number (typically just two) of possible response choices, represented by discrete nodes
(Vasilaki et al., 2009;Fusi et al., 2007;Urbanczik and Senn, 2009;Rigotti et al., 2010).
They are therefore less suited to capture the process of action selection from a continuous
space of motor acts in the fronto-parietal network. Furthermore, they generally do not
investigate behavioral biases and free choice tasks (but see Soltani and Wang (2010) for a
theoretical study investigating effects of prior probabilities).

Influence of reward contingencies
We could show that the application of different rewarding schedules in free-choice trials
can influence the neuronal representations during the memory period and by that also
influence the behavior. Using a reward-driven Hebbian learning algorithm enables the
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model to adapt to changes in the reward schedule in a manner similar to what is called the
‘matching law’ (Herrnstein and Loveland, 1975;Sugrue et al., 2004;Soltani and Wang,
2006). In fact the model is very sensitive to the reward history and does not necessarily
develop equal representations of the two potential motor goals after learning PMG-NC
trials with a BMRS. If the ratio of PMG-NC trials is very high, it can even happen that
the model 'unlearns' the trained mapping relationship because all weights are more or less
reset to an indifferent state (data not shown). A similar observation, that errors can cancel
the learned mapping, has been made in a model by Fusi et al. (2007). For this reason it is
necessary to also present regular instructed trials along with the free-choice trials.
Reducing the learning rates after initial learning of multiple associations would slow such
unlearning process but also decrease the sensitivity to changing reward schedules.
Similarly, learning in a free-choice task without forcing balanced behavior (i.e. EPRS
reward schedule) can easily lead to a biased behavior, due to small imbalances in the
probabilities of direct or inferred trials which can self-enhance the probability of the same
choice in later trials. This is especially true if the reward probability is high (e.g. 100%)
in which case an initially randomly choosen option will be more likely to be choosen
again. Such a behavioral bias in free-choice trials is evident in our electrophysiological
study (Klaes et al., 2011) and has also been reported in other studies (Barraclough et al.,
2004;Scherberger and Andersen, 2007). Biased and balanced behavior in free-choice
trials of the model were achieved by the same underlying learning mechanism which
enabled the model to learn the arbitrary mapping in the first place. This could also be the
case in cortical sensorimotor areas of the parietal or frontal cortex.

Influence of input statistics
Our results show that the input statistics during learning of new sensorimotor associations
bias the decision in later free-choice trials. Even if the model is perfectly able to solve the
task when all necessary information is provided, its free-choice behavior can be biased.
Humans rely on prior probabilities if they have to base their decision on lacking or
ambiguous evidence (Carpenter and Williams, 1995;Redding and Wallace, 2000;Sharma
et al., 2003;Körding and Wolpert, 2004). From a Bayesian point of view, the activity
distribution in our model during the memory period of PMG trials can be interpreted as a
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representation of the prior distribution. Since the probabilities for direct and inferred
trials were equal in the final task in the electrophysiological study we assume that the
inferred bias was acquired during the training of the task, when more inferred than direct
trials were presented (unpublished observation).

Conclusions and predictions
Our model successfully integrates sensorimotor processing and working memory
formation with decision making and action selection. The reward-driven Hebbian
learning mechanism we use to enable the learning of context dependent remappings is
sufficient to also explain its susceptibility for probabilistic reward contingencies and
input statistics. Most importantly we could reproduce the electrophysiological results
from a previous study (Klaes et al., 2011), which showed a similar dependency on reward
contingencies. Since continuous reward-driven neuronal weight adaptations change the
behavior in free-choice trials, we can also predict that similar manipulations of the reward
schedule will be able to produce any ratio of biased behavior. This could also be the
source of matching behavior in foraging tasks. From this we can also predict that most
initial biased behaviors in different kinds of tasks are a result of the systems history and
former exposure to the task and that the same learning mechanism is responsible for
learning of arbitrary mappings and biases in free-choice trials.
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Figures:
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Figure 1: Neural field model. (a) The model consists of several neural fields. The spatial,
reach and motor fields are all one dimensional and topographically represent spatial
positions (indicated by the arrows within the circles). The association field is twodimensional. One dimension represents spatial positions (horizontal), the other one has
initially no meaning associated to it, but develops a specificity for contextual information
during training (vertical). The spatial field receives visual input from the location of the
spatial cue. It projects in a topographically ordered manner to the decision field and to the
association field, with the latter receiving additional input from the contextual cue. The
decision field and the motor field are reciprocally connected. Only the connections
between the contextual input and the association field and those between the association
field and the decision field are affected by learning. In the beginning the former are
initialized with small random weights, the latter show a topographic organization
analogous to the other connections between the fields. The illustration shows a schematic
snapshot of a trained network when a blue contextual cue and a spatial cue at the position
indicated by the black arrow above the spatial field is presented (activity in the fields is
indicated by shaded circles). This causes activation in the association field and through
learned weights between the association field and the decision field a remapped
representation of the motor goal in the decision field. This is then further propagated to
the motor field where the selected action is evaluated. (b) Exemplary illustration of the
activation in the decision field. External input from other fields (indicated by grey arrows
at the bottom) localized activity (red), which is modulated by lateral interactions in the
field. The interactions consist of local excitatory connections (light grey arrows marked
with a '+') and surrounding inhibitory connections (dark grey arrows marked with a '-'),
and implement a soft competition between distant field regions. Activity above a
threshold value (dotted line) is influencing the motor field. (c) Illustration of the tasks
that model and monkeys had to perform. In the beginning either a single spatial cue
(PMG task) or a spatial and a contextual cue (DMG task) were presented indicated by a
white circle (spatial cue) and a colored rectangle (contextual cue). During the memory
period no cue was shown. The 'go'-signal indicated the subject to move towards the cued
location, either towards the same location as the spatial cue (direct trial; green) or
towards the diametrically opposite location (inferred trial; blue). In one part of the PMG
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trials the contextual cue was presented at the end of the memory period (PMG-CI), and in
another part no contextual cue was shown at all (PMG-NC) and a free choice had to be
made (see Methods). (d) Illustration of the inferred reach training task, in which a second
spatial cue is shown at the end of the memory period which indicates the rewarded goal
position. This cue is gradually faded out over many trials during the training.

Figure 2: Weight changes during IR training. (a, c) Weight difference matrix from the
context input to the association field. Each point in the field is calculated as the difference
of the weights from the direct context input neuron and the inferred context input neuron
to the association field. In the initial network weight differences are randomly distributed
around 0 without any spatial pattern (a). After IR training distinct areas sensitive for
direct or inferred context input evolve (c). The topographic connectivity from the
association field to the decision field, which is initially established (b), also changes after
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the training. In the beginning each point in the same spatial column preferably connects
to the corresponding spatial position in the decision field (index shift = 0º). After IR
training those areas which prefer the inferred context input preferably connect to the
opposite spatial position in the decision field, corresponding to an index shift of about
180º (d).
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Figure 3: Comparison of the averaged and normalized population activity from the
model reach layer (a, c) and from electrophysiological recordings in PRR (b, d) during
the PMG task. Prior to averaging and normalizing, the real and model neurons’
selectivity profiles were aligned according to their preferred directions in DMG trials
(PD: preferred direction, OD: opposite-to-preferred direction. The averaged and
normalized activity of real neurons during the PMG task in the biased (b) and balanced
(d) datasets is shown for three epochs, aligned to cue onset, 'go'-signal, and movement
onset, since the length of the epochs was variable. The model neurons were aligned
accordingly even though the epochs had fixed lengths. It can be seen that during the
memory period in the model and in the real data plots, only one activity ridge is stable
throughout the memory period, before a bias minimizing reward schedule (BMRS; see
Methods) was introduced (a, b). After introduction of the BMRS two stable ridges with a
lower activity remain during the memory period (c, d).
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Figure 4: Influence of the input statistics on the behavior and neuronal representation
during the memory period. The behavioral bias for inferred reaches in the free-choice
trials depends on the percentage of inferred trials during IR training and rises
continuously in a sigmoidal fashion (logistic fit function; black curve) (a). The difference
of the mean neuronal activity at the preferred and opposite-to-preferred position during
the memory period shows an approximately linear (linear fit; black curve) increase when
the number of inferred trials is increased (b).
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix for different numbers of possible motor goals. A model
trained and tested with four possible spatial cue locations selects the correct reach
direction in almost all trials, indicated by the high number of trials that fall on the
diagonal (a). If the number of possible motor goals is increased to eight, performance
drops but most miss reaches are targeted to nearby locations (b). In monkey experiments
we can observe a similar error pattern if we increase the number of possible motor goals
(c, d).
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3 Summary
In summary the studies presented in this thesis combine different aspects of reach
planning in the macaque frontoparietal reach network. First we investigated the
underlying mechanisms for arbitrary visuomotor transformations. We found evidence that
gain modulation could be the mechanism behind these transformations. Then we asked
the question how PRR and PMd interact and in which area the motor plans emerge first.
Our results show that in cases that require a remapping a motor goal first emerges in
PMd. To understand the decision making process in situations with ambiguous motor
goals we analyzed the neuronal activity in free choice trials. We could show that potential
motor goals are constructed before a decision is made, irrespective of the goals to be
directly cued or inferred from a cue. These findings helped to develop a computational
model for decision making in the frontoparietal reach network. The model could
reproduce many finding from the electrophysiological studies and also helped to get a
better understanding of the underlying mechanisms. This model can now be developed
further and provide predictions for future experiments. We can now ask how the input
statistics and reward history affect decision making processes in detail. Altogether these
contributions support the importance of PRR and PMd for the planning of reach
movements and for decision making.
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